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COMING NEXT MONTH The June issue of E&P will take a close look at the fascinating and

often frustrating world of shales. Other features include land seismic, drillbits (and drillbit records),

onshore flow assurance and deepwater umbilicals, and regional reports will focus on the U.S.

Midcontinent and Norway. As always, while you’re waiting for your next copy of E&P, be sure to visit

EPMag.com for the latest news, industry updates and unique industry analysis.
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ABOUT THE COVER Eni’s Goliat FPSO is shown en route from South Korea

to Norway aboard the Dockwise Vanguard heavy marine transportation vessel.

The Sevan-design circular floater will be on station in the Norwegian Barents Sea

later this year and will become the world’s northernmost offshore producing facil-

ity. Left, the sixth-generation semisubmersible drilling rig Centenario is seen

drilling in the GoM. (Source: Dockwise; left, Pemex. Cover design by James Grant)
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ConocoPhillips taps technology to
boost output, lower costs

By Velda Addison, Associate Online Editor

By using a CAT-scan-like technology in the

Eagle Ford, the company hopes to better

understand geology to effectively adjust

well spacing and completion designs.

Forecast: Deepwater spend will
reach $210 billion by 2019

By Velda Addison, Associate Online Editor

Led by developments offshore Latin

America and West Africa, an energy

research firm projects deepwater

capex will increase 69% between 2015

and 2019, compared to the previous

five-year period.

Workforce challenges remain 
for oil, gas sector

By Velda Addison, Associate Online Editor

Experts from IBM, addressing human

capital challenges, said now is the

time for companies to devise strategies

to regain lost talent and attract more.

Blackbird acquires additional Elmworth Montney acres
Blackbird Energy Inc. acquired full working interest in 12 additional

Elmworth Montney sections in Canada, increasing the company’s

position in Elmworth by 17%.

Acres will be annexed into Zion's Megiddo-Jezreel license
About 16,791 acres were approved to be annexed into Zion Oil & Gas

Inc.’s existing Megiddo-Jezreel petroleum exploration license No. 401 by

Israel’s minister of infrastructure, energy and water resources.

Statoil strikes oil at Miocene Yeti prospect 
Statoil has made an oil discovery in its Miocene Yeti prospect in the Gulf

of Mexico, expanding the proven subsalt Miocene play farther south and

west of the Big Foot Field. 

DOWNLOAD
THE APP

Chevron abandons Cooper Basin
shale venture

By Lauren Barrett, Hart Energy

As a result of this decision, all Chevron equity

interests in the joint ventures will return to

Beach Energy for nil consideration.

http://EPmag.com/explorationhighlights




Bright spots amid 
the storm clouds

A
s we near the start of any annual event—in this case the Offshore Technology
Conference (OTC) in Houston—it’s natural to step back and take stock of

the past year. My column in May 2014 spoke about the increased need to deal
with spiraling costs.  

With the oil price then at $105/bbl, the need to counter soaring cost inflation
was apparent—but seemingly not urgent. There was an upbeat buzz at OTC, and
talk abounded about project opportunities and increased upstream investment.

Fast-forward to today, and how times have changed. Now almost diametrically
opposed to last year’s optimistic mood, the drive to cut costs and improve effi-
ciencies with a price in the $50/bbl to $60/bbl range dominates the landscape. 

But it is often at times like this that real innovation starts to shine. So here are
some examples of flexible thinking and positive outlooks to brighten your day,
all of which are direct from experienced offshore industry individuals I’ve been
lucky enough to hear in recent weeks:

• Statoil says 60% of its planned wells this year (between 95 and 100) will be deliv-
ered with a standard well design to help reduce costs and standardize the process.

• BP’s Global Subsea Hardware eastern region, which looks after everything
from wellheads and trees to manifolds and umbilicals, is spending more “stew-
arded capital” in 2015 than it did in 2014, when it spent $1.2 billion.

• A future vision—with the growing number of LNG-powered offshore supply
vessels entering the market to help meet stringent emissions regulations, Wart-
sila has an LNG-powered drilling rig design on the drawing board.

• ABS recently granted approval in principle to OTEC International for a 5-MW
to 7-MW ocean thermal energy conversion floating power plant, designed to
generate electrical power for a commercial utility grid in tropical and sub-
tropical zones. It uses heat from surface seawater to vaporize a working fluid,
driving a turbine generator to produce electricity.

• Chevron wants to proceed with its Rosebank FPSO project west of the U.K.’s
Shetland Islands but with a downscaled production capacity. It’s also keen to
push on with future phases of its Jack-St. Malo project in the Gulf of Mexico
as well as a semisubmersible production hub proposal for Keathley Canyon.

• According to Norway’s Ulstein Sea of Solutions, two offshore segments showing
distinct promise despite the general downturn are the accommodation market
and the well intervention sector as operators focus on cost efficiency and the
maximizing of productivity from existing assets. 

• Although some newbuild ultradeepwater drilling units are being postponed
or delivered without a contract, the mid-deepwater drillship segment is more
capex- and opex-efficient and may still be a promising mid-term segment,
according to Ulstein.

These are just a handful of examples, but they are reassuring—
innovation and opportunity are alive and kicking in this cyclical
industry of ours.

As I
SEE IT
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A
s the produced water market continues to grow, the
focus on produced water issues has increased not only

because of the rising volumes of water generated by oil
and gas operations but because the industry is increas-
ingly risk-averse and environmentally aware.    

Produced water typically contains a combination of
hydrocarbons and other constituents. These include salts,
chemical additives and toxic compounds as well as solid
wastes with harmful substances such as boron, sulfates,
radioactive elements and heavy metals.

The water already present in the reservoir and the
use of water injection techniques to aid the secondary
recovery process generates the largest volume byprod-
uct stream with some 21 Bbbl of produced water gener-
ated each year in the U.S. alone. With 1 bbl equating to
159 l (42 gal), this figure represents about 57 MMbbl/d
or 9 billion l/d (2.4 billion gal/d), according to the
U.S. National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL).

Growing volumes of produced water have meant E&P
firms have effectively become water management firms.
They are spending an increasing amount of time, effort
and resources treating water for reuse, reinjection or envi-
ronmentally acceptable discharge.

NETL puts the water-to-oil ratio—the volume of water
produced for every barrel of oil recovered—between 5:1
and 8:1 in the U.S. Analysts at BCC Research believe that
the water-to-oil ratio in North America will increase to
12:1 by 2025 and 50:1 in the worst cases. With producers
paying anywhere between $3/bbl and $12/bbl to dispose
of produced water, the research firm expects the North
American market for produced water treatment equip-
ment to reach $1.2 billion by 2017.

Case-by-case solution
The properties of produced water vary depending on

geographic location, geologic formation and the type of
hydrocarbon produced. It also may include water from
the reservoir, injection water and any chemicals added
during production.

Produced water is unique to every asset, meaning the
treatment and filtration requirements are myriad and
diverse. The composition of the produced water dic-
tates the treatment technologies necessary to meet
mandated limits. 

Technology evolution
Produced water can be treated through gravity separa-
tion, flotation and filtration to physically or mechanically
remove contaminants. The applications of various propri-
etary technologies depend on the nature and volumes of
the produced fluids.  

The first stage of the separation process relies on the
effects of gravity and density difference while the fluids
remain within the separator. A long residence time relative
to the differential specific gravity of the phases is essential.

May 2015   |   EPmag.com8
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Technology, innovation and 
collaboration drive produced 
water strategy
E&P firms need strategic partners with the ability to provide proprietary technology, global

project management and rapid response to address their specific produced water chal-

lenges and optimize operations and returns. 

John B. Sabey, ProSep

This CTour produced water package is located offshore Norway

and is used to treat large volumes of produced water at low

footprint, capex and opex while reducing chemical use.

(Source: ProSep)

http://EPmag.com
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The simplest solution is to employ a large tank for storing

the produced water where time facilitates the separation.

Offshore, the requirement for a long residence time

must be balanced against the footprint limitations placed

on the separation tank. Several technologies are employed

to eliminate oil droplets at the primary separation stage,

including hydrocyclones and plate coalescers. This is fol-

lowed by flotation and filtration, with adsorbents and

absorbents typically used after the filtration stage. Off-

shore technology evolution has been driven by regulation

and project economics. Reducing the weight of produced

water solutions while ensuring high reliability translates to

a smaller footprint.

Having met local mandates, some producers in Norway

are now looking to exploit technology advancements to

recover more crude. The CTour process is one of the only

technologies in the world that can cost-effectively remove

both dispersed and dissolved hydrocarbons from large

volumes of produced water while effectively increasing

the crude that can be recovered. 

Whereas the best available technology for de-oiling pro-

duced water is a hydrocyclone/degasser-float cell configu-

ration that yields an average discharge concentration of

less than 25 ppm, the CTour process can yield a residual

discharge as low as 2 ppm to 3 ppm total petroleum

hydrocarbons while removing 90% to 95% of hazardous

dissolved hydrocarbons. The CTour process can treat

large volumes of produced water at low footprint, capex

and opex while reducing chemical use. This represents a

shift in produced water management, and future legisla-

tion based on this technology is anticipated.

Strategic concern
Certainly, there are several produced water technologies

available today offering drastic improvements on the tech-

nology employed on some platforms. However, with cost

and compliance being primary decision factors, the adop-

tion of innovative technologies is often gradual. 

Yet technology choices made at the project outset influ-

ence long-term opex and thus an asset’s overall profitabil-

ity. For newbuilds, where produced water volumes will not

be significant in the first few years of operation, the expe-

rience of a produced water specialist can come to the fore

in terms of reducing the potential cost of a retrofit later

vs. installation from the start.

Likewise, if the operator intends to decommission

or divest an asset in the short-to-medium term, it may

be unwilling to invest in a more expensive solution.

Selecting a lower cost solution can prove a false econ-

omy. Issues can be encountered as produced water

volumes rise or if the chemistry of the reservoir

changes over time.

Analysts at IHS have warned that water management

risks have increased rapidly due to regulatory compliance

requirements, costs, concerns over water scarcity and

quality, and the industry’s need to preserve its social

license to produce the hydrocarbons. Without an effec-

tive water management strategy in place, operators risk

lower production rates, damaged wells, or compromised

drilling and completion operations programs. Regulatory

penalties also apply if damage to the environment occurs,

compromising stakeholder faith. 

Collaborative partnerships
Produced water requirements must be addressed on a

case-by-case basis. It is not possible for E&P companies to

specify an optimum solution across their entire fleet. Ide-

ally, the operator should conduct a pilot study to ensure

the proposed solution delivers the required results. 

Ultimately, the tactical goal is to build an optimum

solution for the application in question, but the strategic

aim is to develop a process solutions roadmap meeting

the operator’s long-term goals. Operators in particular

would benefit from a single solution supplier. Smaller

providers tend to be more nimble and responsive in

building a competitive solution based on the best avail-

able technologies. 

Previously, operators would dedicate minimum time

and resources to the treatment, handling and disposal of

produced water, but in today’s risk-averse and environ-

mentally aware atmosphere, produced water contains

contaminants that require time, money and resources to

handle effectively. 

DOWNLOAD
THE APP

Osorb is an organically modified silica adsorbent used for the

treatment of oilfield water and gas streams. (Source: ProSep)
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FAR Energy hooks a big catch
The Melbourne-based junior’s profile was raised recently with the first offshore Senegal 

discovery in 20 years. Managing Director Cath Norman explains the significance of the 

discovery and where the company can go from here.

T
he champagne corks were popping at FAR Ltd. as the
Melbourne-based junior oil and gas explorer, in part-

nership with ConocoPhillips and Cairn Energy Ltd.,
toasted the first discovery offshore Senegal in 20 years.

The Cairn Energy-led joint venture announced a
400 MMbbl oil find from the Cajun Express semisub-
mersible as well as a potential upside of 800 MMbbl at
the FAN-1 well. Within a month, it announced a sec-
ond discovery at the nearby SNE-1 well, where simi-
larly high-quality 32˚API oil was recovered to surface.

Praise may be premature considering that the proof
of production is in flow-testing. However, preliminary
estimates at SNE-1 range from 150 MMbbl to 670
MMbbl (with 15% net going to FAR), stimulating a
similarly buoyant mood to the earlier success.

Three years after taking the reins at FAR, a company
hitherto treading water, Cath Norman had the satisfac-
tion of seeing its stock soar more than 300% on the back
of the Senegal discoveries. More importantly, the com-
pany’s peers, and the industry at large, have stood and
taken notice of a potential fairy tale in the making.

Norman shared insights of the company with Hart
Energy’s Oil and Gas Investor Australia.

Senegal reads like a Cinderella story for FAR Ltd. What

was the magic ingredient behind these 

two discoveries?

There is no real magic. The discoveries are the result of
strong technical work by the FAR team to identify and
map the opportunity, which we immediately saw as enor-
mous. Cairn Energy and ConocoPhillips shared our
assessment. It was a very compelling story that led to
both of these companies funding the first $200 million of
expenditure toward drilling the first two wells.

Yet these were the first wells drilled in 20 years in the country.

Why the reluctance to explore offshore in this area?

The prospect sizes that we have mapped offshore Senegal
are large and hence require a large volume of oil being

produced to fill them. As an
industry, the understanding
of the deepwater source rock
offshore West Africa is only
beginning. Certainly for the
FAN-1 prospect—until the
Jubilee Field was discovered
offshore Ghana in 2007—
there had been very few
wells drilled offshore Africa
in this deepwater fan play.

How important from a techno-

logical perspective was the

influence of partners Cairn

Energy and ConocoPhillips in these discoveries?

FAR developed these play concepts before taking them to
the market to seek joint venture partners to share the risk.
Cairn Energy and ConocoPhillips had the vision to see the
potential and have been very important in taking the initia-
tive and helping to fund the wells. Their confidence in
FAR’s technical work has rewarded them nicely. There is no
doubt that a small company like FAR has benefited
immensely from the experience of both companies, espe-
cially ConocoPhillips, during the drilling campaign.

You have been at the helm of FAR for three years now. What

was the biggest challenge you confronted when you first came

in as managing director?

When I became MD of FAR, the company was much
smaller and had an extensive exploration portfolio that
required significant near-term funding for both 3-D seis-
mic surveys and drilling. Like all small companies, we
faced a significant funding challenge. Access to capital is
the key challenge for small companies and never more
so than in this tough financial environment. But FAR has
a very strong technical team, and the excellent work of
that team allowed us to attract high-quality joint venture
partners like Cairn Energy and ConocoPhillips to fund
the lion’s share of our exploration in Senegal. The activ-
ity has allowed us to raise the necessary cash to fund our
other work programs.

Dale Granger, Oil and Gas Investor Australia

world
VIEW

Cath Norman, managing

director of FAR Ltd.
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The proof in the pudding for the oil and gas industry is commercial flow-testing. To date,

is there any indication of what appraisal drilling might yield in the future? And were

there any moments when you doubted the success of FAN-1 and SNE-1?

There is always risk in drilling wildcat exploration wells. Managing that risk is

the key to success in offshore exploration. Our technical work reduced the risk

to acceptable levels sufficient enough to attract high-quality partners to share

the drilling risk. We have enjoyed two fantastic successes, and now we face a

new set of risks in the appraisal program. The completion of the two wells has

satisfied our current work

program obligations to the

government of Senegal until

early February 2016, and

the formal declaration of

the two discoveries to the

government means that we

have six months to reach

agreement on an appraisal

program, so this process is

only in its early stages. [Edi-

tor’s note: FAR announced

it would submit its evalua-

tion program to the govern-

ment in April 2015.]

FAR does have sizeable acreage

in Africa. What does the com-

pany like about oil and gas prospects in this continent?

Three years ago when I came on board with FAR, we rebranded the company

as an African-focused exploration company. We already had a large foothold

on acreage in Senegal, Guinea Bissau and Kenya, and the opportunities pre-

senting themselves in the African continent were wide. Our team has broad

experience in working in Africa, and we were attracted to the fact that there

were oil and gas discoveries made historically that had been overlooked in

the rush to follow success in other parts of the world. Application of new

technologies and new geological models has helped to unlock the prospects

of much of Africa over the past few years.

African naysayers frequently cite sovereign risk as the greatest obstacle to success in Africa.

What is your retort to those skeptics?

It is all about risk management. Discovering major new oil fields means you

have to look farther afield. Senegal is an excellent place to operate, and we feel

very comfortable there.

Assuming appraisal drilling is a success in Senegal, what’s next and when could the

fields start producing?

Let’s not get too far ahead of ourselves. An appraisal program will be likely to

commence late 2015 or early 2016. As both discoveries are appraised and

declared commercial, we will commence the development process. Both dis-

coveries are very different in nature, and it could be that development in one

field could be more straightforward and faster than the other.

Prospect sizes that have been mapped offshore Sene-

gal are large and require a large volume of oil pro-

duction to fill them. (Source: FAR Ltd.)
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A
lthough sand use per well is up sequentially, total

industry sand use is down 40% to 50% in regional

markets, reflecting the current decline in the volume of

well completions. 

Service providers expect demand for sand, which has

become an integral component in high-intensity com-

pletions, to stabilize by mid-year and remain flat for the

balance of 2015, according to participants in Hart

Energy’s Heard in the Field market intelligence project.

One reason for stabilization in sand use is that oper-

ators appear to be settling on completion designs in

the current low-price envi-

ronment with fewer tweaks

to downhole techniques.

Over the last two years

operators have steadily

increased the volume of

proppant per lateral foot.

This has led to uplifts in

production in areas such

as the Delaware Basin in

Texas and New Mexico, the Eagle Ford Shale, and the

Cana Woodford/SCOOP area of the Midcontinent.

Similarly, the advent of high-volume slickwater fracks

in the Bakken has altered completion techniques 

and increased demand for bulk commodity sand on a

per-well basis. In isolated situations, operators are

pumping up to 15 million lb of sand down a single

extended lateral, or the equivalent of a 100-car train-

load of sand. 

However, the steep drop in drilling, which is down

50% from peak as of press time, has produced a corre-

sponding drop in well completion activity, creating a

dichotomy where sand use per well is up 40%, but total

sand demand is down overall across the industry. 

Pricing for bulk commodity sand is following suit, with

declines ranging from 20% to 30% in some areas up to

50% in other areas, depending on local market conditions. 

In the Bakken, the delivered price of sand to location

was 12 to 14 cents per pound at peak in 2014. Pricing

for sand was as low as 6 cents per pound at the end of

first-quarter 2015. 

Ceramics, which had occupied a niche market in the

Bakken, have not yet witnessed price discounts in a lower

demand proppant market and are seeing market share

erode. Previously ceramics were twice the cost of sand,

although operators were willing to use ceramics because

of demonstrated performance improvements in well

yield over time. In the current market ceramics are now

five to six times the cost of bulk commodity sand and are

rapidly losing consideration in well completion as opera-

tors turn to strategies that boost net present value and

drilling payout and forego strategies that expand EUR. 

“When sand at location was 14 cents and ceramics

were 30 cents [per pound],

we had many operators

using ceramics,” a mid-tier

Bakken service provider

told Hart Energy. “We now

have few operators willing

to bear that price differen-

tial in this market.”

Service providers say pric-

ing is near bottom, although

transportation costs could decline further, bringing

incremental decrease beyond current pricing levels.

The backlogs in rail, trucking and mining that plagued

the sand market one year ago have now evaporated in the

current depressed drilling and completion market. There

are currently no obstacles or bottlenecks preventing the

timely delivery of sand supplies, and service providers

said the supply of sand is currently in excess of demand. 

“Even with the winter issues that often cause backlogs

and delays, 2015 has had few logistic issues because

demand is down so low,” a Bakken area service provider

said in regards to sand market.

Similarly, a Midcontinent service provider noted the

potential for further price reductions.

“We have sand costs down 40% to 50% from 2015, but

trucking is still high,” the mid-tier service provider said.

“We are aggressively working on finding truckers who

will help lower the cost of trucking and get the price

down a little further.” 

May 2015 |   EPmag.com16
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Fewer completions sandbag 
proppant demand
Service providers expect demand to stabilize mid-year.

Richard Mason, Chief Technical Director

• Sand use per well rises, but fewer
wells result in lower proppant
demand

• Sand pricing is down as much as
50% vs. peak

• Ceramics rapidly losing marketshare
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O
ver the years I’ve interviewed lots of geoscientists,

and one of the questions I tend to ask them is,

“What got you interested in this field?” Almost unani-

mously, their answer has been, “I like being outdoors.”

In an industry that worries about training the next

generation, the University of Texas at Austin (UT) has

responded with a program tailored for rural and inner-

city teens that certainly has them spending a lot of time

outdoors. Called GeoFORCE, the program exposes the

teens to four consecutive summers of weeklong geologi-

cal field trips and helps them get into college. The suc-

cess of the program has recently resulted in the

awarding of the Presidential Award for Excellence in Sci-

ence, Mathematics and Engineering Mentoring,

announced by President Barack Obama March 27.

According to Samuel Moore, director of outreach and

diversity programs at UT’s Jackson School of Geo-

sciences, the program started 10 years ago at the behest

of several university alumni who were concerned about

the lack of diversity in the geosciences. “They said,

‘You’ve got to do something about this because the pro-

file of the state is changing, and that’s our pool for the

workforce,’” he said. The program started with schools

in rural southwest Texas and has since been expanded

to include students from the Houston area.

Every year about 600 students take part in the pro-

gram and are recruited out of the eighth grade. Stu-

dents must maintain a strong B average, especially in

math and science.

After learning where the students get to go, I toyed

with the idea of enrolling in eighth grade again. In the

first summer the students study sediments and beach

processes, beginning in areas around Austin and then

flying to Florida. In the second summer they visit the

Grand Canyon. “They hike halfway down into the

canyon getting a lesson on the way,” Moore said. “This is

where they start learning about deep geological time

and layered rock. There’s not a better classroom.”

Year three takes them to the Pacific Northwest to study

igneous rocks and volcanic activities. This trip includes a

visit to Mount St. Helens and Crater Lake. Year four

takes them to the Appalachians to get a look at complex

rocks and folding, concluding with a visit to the U.S.

Geological Survey headquarters.

In addition to offering great field trips, the program

also helps the students prepare for their college exams

and applications. “For many of these students, they’re

the first one in their family going to college, and their

parents can only provide them with so much informa-

tion,” he said. There are 96 graduates of the program in

various disciplines at UT and 487 program graduates

altogether attending some sort of institute of higher

learning, including one Ph.D. candidate at UT.

Not all of the students become geoscientists, and not

all of them go into science, technology, engineering or

math. Moore said this is not a concern for the sponsors.

“They know the students have been

given the opportunity to make an

informed choice,” he said. 

Start ’em young
A program aimed at students from economically disadvantaged areas
gets them out of the city and into the field.

Read more commentary at 

EPmag.com
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GeoFORCE students study sediments and beach processes in

the field in South Florida. (Source: UT)
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W
hose crystal ball do you trust? Recent predictions
have the current downturn lasting anywhere

from the middle of this summer to as long as five or
six years. Just guessing, which is what the economists
also are doing, this downturn will follow recent drops
in the industry.

At the Coiled Tubing and Well Intervention Confer-
ence in The Woodlands, Texas, March 24, Richard
Spears, managing director, Spears & Associates,
looked back at all the downturns since 1999 to see
what the industry could expect from this one.

The global oilfield equipment and services market
in 2014 was an estimated $450 billion. In 2015 that
market is expected to decline by
$100 billion, with the majority of
that decrease in the U.S. shale
plays, he said. 

“The hydraulic fracturing market
will decline from about $42 billion
in 2014 to around $25 billion this
year in my estimate. If you elimi-
nate the last four years, you would
still have one of the best years ever
at $25 billion,” he estimated.

How does that rank against
recent declines? Spears compared
today’s market to earlier down-
turns as a precursor to the 2016
market. In 1999 the market
dropped 25% but increased by
10% the following year. The market
was down 5% in 2002 yet rose 10%
in 2003. The 16% drop in the mar-
ket in 2009 was followed in 2010
with an 8% increase. If this down-
turn of 22% in 2015 follows these precedents, then a
10% improvement can be expected in 2016.

The speed of the downturn is slightly faster than
normal with the market expected to bottom out in sec-
ond-half 2015. Markets in 2016 are expected to

improve each quarter, he continued.
“We will get to the bottom of the market in summer

and stay two quarters. It always looks like this. There is
hardly any difference at all. It feels bad right now, but

it’s a normal downturn,” Spears
emphasized.

That’s a much better outlook
than what many doomsayers are
predicting.

Since Spears was speaking at the
coiled tubing (CT) conference, he
focused on the CT segment, which
was roughly $9 billion in 2014. He
expects the CT segment to drop to
about $6 billion in 2015, a decline
of 35%. The wireline logging mar-
ket will decrease by 30% for the
current year to $10.5 billion from
$15 billion last year.

The CT market is in a good place
even though business in the U.S. is
expected to drop by 50% this year.
In 2014, 35% of the market was in
the U.S.; 23% in Canada; 21% in
Europe, CIS and Africa; 11% in the
Middle East and Asia; and 10% in

Latin America. With greater emphasis on recompletions
and refracturing wells, CT could recover quickly. 

If this downturn performs the way the
others have, the industry will be back to
work sooner rather than later. 

drilling &
COMPLETION
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Global oilfield equipment, services
market could face rapid turnaround
If this downturn follows the pattern of downturns since 1999, the industry
could expect to increase by 10% in 2016.
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Fewer wells like these two Statoil wells in

Karnes County, Texas, will be completed as

operators postpone completions while wait-

ing for an increase in oil prices. 

(Photo by Scott Weeden)
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T
he business model for the “first wave” of the shale

revolution (2008 to 2014) was built on drilling and

fracturing wells as efficiently as possible and, as pro-

duction declined, often rapidly, constructing even

more wells to maintain desired production levels. But

when oil prices plummeted last fall, this busi-

ness model, which required recouping

the operator’s full capex investment in

as little as 18 to 36 months and left

up to 90% of a well’s potential pro-

duction untapped, was exposed

as unsustainable. 

To remain competitive in

today’s marketplace, operators

in the North American shale

plays must be willing to embrace

the “next wave” of unconventional

resource development. This

requires shifting their primary focus

from well construction efficiency to

maximizing recovery rates at the

lowest price per barrel. 

This needs to start with the

recognition that existing well

inventories represent renewable

resources that can be rejuvenated through a variety of

means—from chemical treatments and well cleanout

to artificial lift or restimulation—to deliver produc-

tion rates that can exceed initial levels. And because

many startup costs related to well construction and

infrastructure are eliminated, this incremental pro-

duction is typically achieved with a lower lifting cost

than the initial production. 

Even prior to the recent downturn, refracturing has

been used to increase production and recovery. How-

ever, not all wells have benefited equally from it as not

every well is a rejuvenation candidate. 

By leveraging a new science-based workflow, it’s pos-

sible to improve production, reserves recovery and

economics by reinvesting only in those wells with the

greatest potential and the least risk. 

Baker Hughes’s NextWave production rejuvenation

solution helps operators maximize value from existing

wells by following a four-step workflow and leveraging a

variety of proprietary technologies and techniques. 

To select the best rejuvenation candi-

dates, public data such as historic pro-

duction and initial completion

information are screened and

used to identify wells with the

greatest production potential. A

financial model is then used to

estimate each well’s rejuvena-

tion economics—helping zero

in on wells with the most value

and avoiding those with limited

prospects.

The diagnostics phase of the work-

flow includes diving deeper into the

well’s historical record to review all avail-

able formation evaluation and

production data and form a com-

prehensive evaluation of a specific

well’s potential.

Following diagnostics, various

rejuvenation methods are evaluated. If sand, scale or

wax reduced initial well productivity, mechanical

screens or chemical inhibitors are introduced to

deliver long-term flow assurance. When artificial lift is

called for, many North American operators have expe-

rienced excellent success with electric submersible

pump solutions. If refracturing is necessary, an appro-

priate restimulation program is designed and exe-

cuted to meet the well’s technical, economic and

production objectives. Results from the rejuvenation

treatment are then assimilated to further refine the

reservoir model and production forecasts. 
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Next wave of unconventional 
development
A scientific approach will help operators rejuvenate production of their
shale wells.

Hans-Christian Freitag, Baker Hughes

Wells located within the red ‘hot’ spots may 

represent prime rejuvenation candidates. 

(Source: Baker Hughes)
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T
his year’s Offshore Technology Conference (OTC)
has added a new feature aimed at bringing in new

ideas and new thinking from outside the industry.
Named “d5” with a subtitle of “The Next Big

Thing,” the fifth day is intended to create a “connect
the dots” atmosphere and to “creatively destruct” our
industry. To be held on the Friday after OTC, it will
include speakers from a wide range of disciplines to
suggest new ways of approaching all aspects of the
business, technology and people of our industry.

The timing couldn’t have been better. The offshore
industry is entering an era of new challenges as a result
of a growing imbalance between supply and demand—
essentially an era of oversupply that could last longer
than today’s forecasters are predicting, according to a
leading energy analyst. 

“We are leaving an era of energy shortage and enter-
ing an age of energy abundance,” industry analyst J.P.
Chevriere, CEO of Transmar Consult, said. “The main
reason oil and gas prices are in severe decline is the
imbalance between supply and demand.”

On the demand side, Chevriere said that global
economies are either stagnant or in recession. “Japan,

Brazil and Russia are in recession. European countries
are either in a condition of slow growth or recession.
China is growing at a rate of less than 4%, and the U.S.
is growing at less than 2%,” he said.

On the supply side, Chevriere said, North American
shale development has increased U.S. production to
almost 15 MMbbl/d. “This means a global surplus of
almost 3 million barrels per day,” Chevriere said, “and
this size of an imbalance between supply and demand
can’t be managed by the Saudis.”

So how much will prices drop and for how long?
“Shale and tight oil plays can produce liquids at a

very competitive cost of about $27 to $48 per barrel,”
Chevriere said. “I expect prices to stay between $40
and $60 a barrel for the foreseeable future, with occa-
sional fluctuations up or down in response to some
unusual economic event.”

Similar economics apply to natural gas. “The U.S.
may soon have as much as 40 billion cubic feet a day
[1.1 Bcm/d] available for export as LNG,”
Chevriere said, “which would have a major price
impact on the global LNG market. The U.S. can
supply LNG from shale developments today at
extremely competitive prices.

“The surplus will reshape all aspects of the energy
industry, including geopolitics,” Chevriere said. 

“When you couple these conditions with the amount
and frequency of cost overruns for megaprojects, you can
see that there are going to have to be drastic changes
and that there will be fewer
megaprojects in the future. Prices
just won’t justify them.”

25

offshore
ADVANCES 

Offshore’s new challenges 
call for new thinking
An era of oil and gas abundance will change the playing field for operators.
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The graph shows the shale gas industry experience curve.

(Source: Transmar Consult)
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OFFSHORE
REDISCOVERING

The offshore industry is innovating anew across the board because what

was previously ‘business as usual’ practice is no longer good enough in this

global game.
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Two true offshore Goliaths: Eni’s circular Sevan-design Goliat FPSO vessel is

seen en route to the Norwegian Barents Sea after leaving the Hyundai

Heavy Industries yard in Geoje, South Korea, aboard the even larger Dock-

wise Vanguard heavy marine transportation vessel. This pioneering devel-

opment has suffered from a number of increasingly typical industry

problems, including schedule delays and cost overruns due to engineering

adjustments and higher equipment prices. Eni said, however, that the proj-

ect remains economically robust. (Source: Dockwise)

L
ook beyond the short-termism of shareholders and
investment analysts, and the picture that begins to

emerge for those seeking the fabled “green shoots of
recovery” is one of an industry—like a well-oiled motor-
bike reassuringly kick-starting into life after several years of
storage—reliably revving back up to running temperature. 

The early fruit of its labor is already becoming evi-
dent, as operators emerge from the painful but neces-
sary cuts made to personnel and expenditure and move
on to the next phase of the recovery process. 

It’s everyone’s favorite pastime, but no one can predict
what the oil price might be—it’s an uncontrollable aspect
that can and will again dramatically impact this business
over time. But what can and is being implemented by most
companies is the overriding imperative to take back control
where it can, and that largely means reducing project costs. 

That costs were too high, even when the price was
more than $100/bbl, was already well-known (the costs
of goods and services more than doubled in the last
decade). The industry was in the early stages of attend-
ing to this but too slowly, despite years of warnings. The
price collapse served to savagely expose that weakness.
Now, of course, it has everyone’s full attention. 

Energy demand driver
One key driver has not changed—the world’s thirst for
energy, the majority of which will be satiated by oil and gas. 

The challenge is to meet that demand, and it’s a very
real one, with oil fields bound to decline by 10% to 15%
per year without reinvestment. With spending on areas
such as maintenance, workovers and infill drilling, that
decline can be slowed to 3% to 6% annually (or up to 5
MMbbl/d globally each year of decline).

That brownfield work has to be supplemented by new
supplies, which will come from more complex and remote
sources with higher full-cycle development costs, such as
the Arctic, deepwater, heavy oil, sour gas and the like.

It’s estimated that to make up for declining production
and meet rising demand, this industry will need to develop
290 Bbbl of new oil resources by 2035. And despite the
game-changing emergence of unconventional resources,
much of that new output will come from offshore. 

To do this, $12 trillion of investment will be needed
from now until 2035 to meet all demand, the Interna-
tional Energy Agency said.

Buzz words
So what’s happening?

The industry’s new imperative to assume more con-
trol and synergies where it can means a number of
standard “buzz words” have had a good airing since
the start of 2015. Barely any conference could be
attended without the words “collaboration,” “standard-

The size of the challenge: 290 Bbbl of new reserves are 

needed to meet forecast demand by 2035. (Graph courtesy 

of Chevron; Original data source: IEA)

Mark Thomas, Editor-in-Chief
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ization,” “driving value” and “cooperation” making
repeat guest appearances.

But rather than just rhetoric, what is increasingly
apparent is that these phrases are being uttered by expe-
rienced hands, many of whom have been through three,
four or even five of these industry cycles before and
have worked their way up through the ranks. As a result,
their words carry weight.

For instance, Karl Wetherell, project general manager
for BP’s Eastern Region within its Global Subsea Hard-
ware (GSH) organization, spoke at the recent MCE
Deepwater Development event in London, where he
outlined the operator’s efforts to multitask its subsea
engineers and standardize subsea hardware. 

The GSH division was formed in 2011 and covers
everything from wellheads, trees and manifolds to con-
trols, umbilicals and services. This cross-system
approach tackles subsea concept development engineer-
ing for BP’s predefined projects, with less than 25% of
the GSH employees dedicated to just one single site. 

This, said Wetherell, provided about 30% efficiency
over a “project dedicated” model and also issued a “sin-
gle voice to the subsea suppliers.”

He represents some solid spending power—the GSH
division’s stewarded capital in 2014 was  $1.2 billion, and
that figure will be higher in 2015.

He also went on to highlight some brief examples of
standardization initiatives, such as post-FEED efforts on
one of its Egyptian project christmas trees, which he said
used the same tree core components, materials, engineer-
ing and quality requirements as one of its Trinidad trees.

Ichthys megaproject insight
Another proponent is the manager for one of the
world’s biggest megaprojects currently underway,
Inpex’s Ichthys LNG development in permit WA-285-P
offshore Western Australia. According to Louis Bon, it
has only been able to happen because of a top-to-bottom
collaborative effort by all its participants. 

Bon is a man who knows all about delivering world-class
projects—on assignment from Ichthys partner Total, he
was responsible for managing several of the operator’s
biggest deepwater projects, including the Pazflor Field
offshore Angola. According to Bon, it’s all about having
an integrated team to overcome the major HSE and logis-
tical challenges of a global project like Ichthys. 

Illustrating the point, he highlighted that the develop-
ment has yards constructing various aspects of the pro-
ject’s FPSO vessel, central processing facility
semisubmersible and huge subsea production system
simultaneously in countries including South Korea, Thai-
land, China, the Philippines, Indonesia, Singapore and
Malaysia. “We have a meeting in Perth every year of all
the companies involved to foster that team approach,”
he said. To give an insight into the global scale of
Ichthys, more than 30,000 people worldwide have
worked or are working on it.

Logistically, the project will have up to 2,000 people
offshore during peak construction activities, with about
500 offshore at present. Bon describes it as “a massive
logistical operation,” using seven helicopters. 

The Ichthys Field itself contains more than 340 Bcm
(12 Tcf) of gas and 500 MMbbl of condensate, and the
project is currently more than 64% complete. Latest
activity includes the insertion of the 7,000-tonne turret
into the field’s FPSO vessel and the seabed riser support
structure recently being installed in place on site in 250
m (820 ft) of water. Deepwater pipelay activity got
underway during the summer and is expected to be
complete by the end of this year, he added. Two rigs—
the Ensco 5006 and the Jack Bates—are currently drilling
the development and injection wells.

Bon went on to describe Ichthys as “a very significant
subsea installation,” with more than 30,000 tonnes of
equipment to be installed on the seabed in total.

Giant facility
The central processing facility (CPF) itself is a massive
facility. One conference delegate pointed out that,
weighing in at around 70,000 tonnes, it will be approxi-
mately 70% heavier than the next biggest topsides facil-
ity—BP’s Thunder Horse platform, the topsides of
which come in at a “mere” 40,000 tonnes.

The innovative 7,200-ton riser support structure is shown on load-

out from McDermott’s Batam Island facility in Indonesia before

being installed by Heerema Marine Contractors on the seabed

beneath the Ichthys Field’s FPSO vessel and semisubmersible

CPF. (Source: McDermott) 
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Bon justified this large weight gain by outlining how
Inpex and its partners learned from previous lessons and
decided to opt for a robust design life for the CPF. The
platform has to be able to withstand cyclones while staying
on-station and last for the full 40-year planned life cycle.
This was selected as opposed to options such as going for a
25-year period to be followed by various brownfield
upgrades, revamps, heavier maintenance programs and so
on, which was determined not to be desirable due to the
lack of clarity over the future likely expense.

“We took the decision to design for a 40-year total life,
and it had a huge impact on the design of the project.
Virtually everything is a first, but we will have a facility
that will last. It’s a good thing, but that also made it the
biggest challenge,” he said.

Bon did also admit that the 70,000-tonne weight of
the topsides had increased during detailed engineering
by between 10% and 15%, but that it was a rise “in the
right range that we normally see. It’s not uncommon.”
Nevertheless, he added, at all times the weight was
under strict control. 

Efficiencies
Examples of efficiencies the project team is looking to
employ going forward include options such as integrat-
ing the platform topsides modules in two-by-two batches
and doing dual lifts.

The next challenge is going to be the integration of
the topsides, he said, with one of the tasks the project
team is aiming to tackle being to maximize pre-integra-
tion opportunities. Another challenge to overcome is
the eventual hookup of the CPF and FPSO vessel on site.
“But this kind of thing we know how to do,” Bon added.

Ronald Doherty, manager of field developments at
Intecsea Consulting, also backed up this long-term
approach to a development. He told delegates in a presen-
tation that cutting costs in the engineering phase simply
causes more expense later down the line and results in a
lower net present value than would otherwise have been
achieved. In one generic example he estimated the loss in
earnings at around $2 billion over a project’s total life. 

He warned that the engineering phase is often seen
by operator project personnel “as an easy place to cut
costs because, when the problems come back, they will
not be there.”

Fabrication focus
In another operator perspective, Martijn Dekker, Shell’s
vice president of appraisal and hydrocarbon maturation,
said during a discussion at the same event on project
efficiencies that a “big opportunity being missed is effi-
ciency in fabrication.” 

There is a big gain to be had there, he said, before
also turning his gun on the installation contractors to
say he thought there could be a “huge gain in efficiency
in these areas.” However, he admitted with reassuring
honesty that, in Shell’s case, “We do not involve any
installation contractors up front. They come later.” 

Dekker went on to recognize the need for operators
and contractors to better understand each other in the
current climate as to what is on offer. That includes bet-
ter understanding by operators of what the contracting
community can provide. “This means having a dialogue.
What are we paying for, and what are we getting?”

EPC costs
The related issue of engineering, procurement and con-
struction (EPC) costs also was touched on in a recent
investor presentation by Chevron’s senior vice president
upstream, Jay Johnson. 

He was responding to a question from an analyst on
why the operator had flagged the construction-related
part of deepwater projects and equipment as a cost issue
rather than the more usual talking point of drilling rigs.
In a Chevron pie chart EPC activities make up 28% of
the company’s upstream gross operated spend, with
“major fabrication” making up a further 9%. This is
compared to the oft-discussed industry “cost indicator”
of drilling rigs, which in the same chart represented just
a 6% slice of the pie.

Johnson said that fabrication yards “are a big part of
your capital costs with these [projects]—particularly a
new hub where you are putting a new facility out. Subsea
costs are moving to higher levels of standardization on

The reason for focusing on costs: The biggest slice of

Chevron’s upstream gross operated spend this year is the

28% designated for EPC, with major fabrication making up

another 9%. (Source: Chevron)
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subsea equipment, so there’s more interchangeability,
both between vendors and within our own system. It’s
another area where we are also working hard to bring
those costs down. Even things like logistics and having a
logistics support center help so that we make the most
efficient use of our boats and aircraft. That can represent
a very large part of the operating cost. So it’s really across
the board in terms of how we go after these things.”

Maximizing value
Paul Hillegeist, president of Quest Offshore Resources,
commented at the MCE Deepwater Development event
that the key industry challenge is to “maximize the value
of every boe.” Flagging the challenged economics of
deepwater projects, he pointed out areas of concern
such as the ever-increasing cost and weight of topsides
on floating production systems, which have been driving
up the expense of such systems and adding to increased
project delays. “And complex projects drive demand for
high-spec construction,” he said.

Hillegeist also pointed out the current drop-off in off-
shore exploration activity, which if sustained would
mean a potentially reduced backlog of discoveries to
develop post-2021. Exploration activity will need to pick
up over the next five years to drive development
demand to 2021 and beyond.

This was also touched upon separately by another ana-
lyst, Wood Mackenzie, which adopted a more positive
view with global exploration drilling activity to possibly
bounce back in 2016.

Wood Mackenzie said that as the industry responds to
the low oil price environment with exploration budget
cuts of around 30%, it is at the same time addressing the
long-standing cost inflation issue with average costs set to
fall by a third. Although overall well numbers will dip this
year, it said drilling activity in 2016 is set to recover as
many explorers seize their chance to drill at lower costs.

Cost deflation
The report, titled “Upstream cost deflation: How much
could costs of exploration fall?” concluded that explo-
ration deflation will average 33% by 2016, comprising
global elements that are locally compounded by favor-
able exchange rate moves: Like-for-like costs will decline
by 19%, simplification of activities could save 5%, effi-
ciency improvements will save another 5% and U.S. dol-
lar strength will save 4% overall. 

Wood Mackenzie’s Dr. Andrew Latham said, “Only
about half of these gains will be enjoyed during 2015 as
contracts unwind and operators take time to adopt new
practices. We expect the full benefit during 2016 unless
oil prices recover quickly.”

He added that deflation could allow companies that
hold spending flat into 2016 to fund 50% more explo-
ration vs. 2014. Even those with average cuts of around
30% may see their 2016 activity bounce back to 2014 levels.

The report also highlights that prior to the oil price
plunge, some of the strongest service sector margins had
been among drilling and seismic contractors. “Explo-
ration-focused contractors should ... be able to reduce
their prices further and quicker than relatively less prof-
itable general oilfield service providers,” he said. “Cost
deflation will ... exceed equivalent falls in costs of devel-
opment. Lower costs of exploration will help reduce
breakeven prices and improve full-cycle economics, with
some of the best improvements in deepwater plays.” 

Latham went on to warn, however, that exploration
savings alone are only a small part of the story, shaving
perhaps $5 or less from typical breakeven prices.
“Reductions are also needed from the much larger
development and operating costs.”

Long-term measures
Latham will have been heartened to hear a succession of
speakers at the annual SPE/IADC Drilling Conference in
London line up to outline some of the long-term meas-
ures their companies have undertaken to raise their game.
Many also took the time to stress that most of these meas-
ures were being implemented before the price downturn.

Gary Jones, head of BP’s global wells organization,
told delegates that at his company “collaboration has

On Chevron’s Jack-St.Malo floating production development,

the use of seabed pumps to reduce backpressure on the reser-

voir is expected to help increase the recovery rate by between

10% and 30%, according to the operator. (Source: Chevron)
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been ongoing already, long before the downturn. We

understand collaboration, and of course during the cur-

rent environment it is even more important.”

Jones pointed out that with oil companies having lost

“50% to 60% of their revenues,” they have two essential

choices—cutting capital and stopping activity or doing

what they do but at a reduced cost. 

“We work long-term, and we need to keep going with

what we are doing, so for us the best option is to do

things for less money, to do things more effectively. But

it’s not in our interest to cut the margins of suppliers. So

we are working with contractors and looking at where

we can bring the cost of drilling wells down,” he said.

Shell International’s Ivan Tan, vice president of wells

and HSE, said the oil price landscape requires it to be

more capital-efficient. He highlighted the importance of

risk management and that “the consequences of some-

thing going wrong are quite significant, so there is some

level of conservatism that will come into various aspects

of the wells, and then the scope grows.” 

Standard well design initiative
Statoil’s drilling technology chief engineer, Arne Lyngholm,

outlined some examples of the Norwegian operator’s initia-

tives to improve efficiency, underway for more than a year. 

They included a revamp of its engineering process,

with an estimated 25,000 hours spent so far reworking

the system to be more efficient. Another example is its

well designs. According to Lyngholm, 60% of its wells

(between 95 and 100 this year) are going to be delivered

with a standard well design.

He also stressed the continued importance of develop-

ing and implementing new technologies: “We need to

develop and implement the technology and put it to

work,” he said. But he added that the industry also

needed to work harder at better collaboration, especially

between operators, and also to improve industry stan-

dards in a number of different areas. 

Industry engagement
Schlumberger’s Steve Kaufmann, president of drilling
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and measurements (drilling group), highlighted at the
SPE/IADC event how the take-up of technology gener-
ally has been very good over the past couple of years,
driving down the lifting costs per barrel significantly in
the unconventional arena and also seeing major benefits
in terms of drilling performance and efficiencies in the

deepwater Gulf of Mexico (GoM).
“But today we do need to collaborate more and under-

stand better the requirements that operators want,” he said. 
He also pointed out that there were clear areas where

there could be “better efficiencies,” with Schlumberger
currently providing 24 different sizes of rotary steerable

systems in the deepwater GoM.
“There’s a huge opportunity to
collaborate. We can streamline
that better.”

He added that in the current
downturn, “the industry engage-
ment over the last four or five
months has been very good.”

Technology driving 
efficiency
Technology is clearly able to drive
better efficiency. Johnson went on
to highlight some examples: In the
deepwater GoM, enhanced seismic
via ocean bottom nodes is helping
to optimize both the placement
and the number of wells, lowering
costs and increasing recovery. 

“In deepwater drilling we’ve
delivered a 25% reduction in
drilling days for 10,000 feet [3,048
m] over the last two years,” he
said. “And on the completion side,
our development and implemen-
tation of the single-trip multizone
frack pack increases completion
efficiency and reduces rig time. It
has already delivered nearly $200
million in savings, and the savings
grow with each additional well we
drill and complete.

“Seafloor pumps reduce back-
pressure on deep reservoirs and
deliver increased recovery. In the
case of the Jack/St. Malo project,
this is expected to yield an improve-
ment of 10% to 30%, which
equates to 50 MMbbl to 150
MMbbl of additional oil recovery. 

“Successful application of tech-
nology is lowering costs, increasing
recovery and improving the eco-
nomic outcomes from our deepwa-
ter projects,” he emphasized. 
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N
o part of the E&P sector, however previously success-
ful, has been immune to the industry’s intense focus

on cutting expenditure and improving efficiencies. This
is forcing all of the participants in the subsea market,
whether end-user clients or service and supply contrac-
tors, to take a long hard look at how they—like every
other market sector—can raise their game.

Two of the keys to unlocking continued new opportuni-
ties are the industry’s increasing adoption of wider collab-
orative research and technology initiatives, which help to
share the costs and risks of developing new or improved
solutions for targeted technology gaps, and also the
recognition that forming new partnerships and alliances
in the industry downturn can open up significant oppor-

tunities for companies to take on larger subsea projects
than they were previously able to tackle on their own,
with the resultingly higher risk shared more satisfactorily.

The overall prize remains clear. According to Neil Gor-
don, CEO of industry body Subsea UK at its Subsea Expo
event in Aberdeen, Scotland, global subsea production
output is set to grow by an estimated 80% between 2015
and 2020. This represents an investment of between $30
billion and $55 billion, he said.

Different perspective
But the industry is “in a totally different place with a totally
different perspective compared to last year,” he said, and
the next couple of years are expected to be tough. 

His message, however, was one of “Don’t panic.” 
Gordon said the operating landscape had changed

dramatically over the past few months and that there
was now a need to drive efficiency
through innovation and technology.
“This industry does go through cycles
of highs and lows. We have been here
before. We don’t have to panic. This is
a long-term industry based over
decades of investment.”

Infield Systems researcher Kieran
O’Brien backed up Gordon’s warning of
continuing tough times ahead for 2015
and into 2016, with operations in fron-
tier areas such as the Arctic and East
Africa likely to be delayed.

In the Gulf of Mexico, peak shallow-
water activity is expected around 2016,
while final investment decisions on deep-
water developments there are also likely
to be deferred. Deepwater activity is
expected to recover, however, from 2017
to 2020 onward.

The perennial indicator of the health
of the subsea sector—tree orders—made
gloomy reading. Global subsea tree
orders are expected to fall to 2,227 for
the 2015-to-2019 period. This is down

Changing times, changing cultures
The subsea sector has been one of the offshore industry’s biggest success stories of the

last decade, being the fastest-growing market segment and set to remain on a forecast

long-term growth curve. But times are changing. 

Shell is considering alternative options to its original plans for subsea compression

on the deepwater Ormen Lange Field offshore Norway, although the seabed solution

has not been dismissed. (Source: Aker Solutions)

Mark Thomas, Editor-in-Chief
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substantially from Infield’s earlier forecasts of 3,142.
Spending on subsea trees is, however, likely to pick up in
2018, O’Brien said, with high levels of ultradeepwater
tree orders expected.

Subsea slowdown
That downturn has been exemplified by recent decisions
to pull back from certain challenging subsea projects. 

Shell’s Ormen Lange Field offshore Norway is one.
The company’s plans for potential offshore and subsea
compression, which it had agreed last year to prepare, are
now not progressing. The operator and its partners are
looking to identify viable alternative solutions to increase
recovery, with a work-
ing group examining
options to reduce costs. 

“It is still too early to
conclude if a project to
increase recovery
beyond onshore 
compression will be
reopened as a future
opportunity for Ormen
Lange,” Shell told
E&P’s sister publication
Subsea Engineering News.

The possible scrap-
ping of offshore com-
pression will be a jolt
for the Norwegian
authorities, who have
always shown willing-
ness to invest in off-
shore R&D, and it may
well be that the subsea
option will not stay off
the table forever.
There also is the small
matter of the $315
million already
invested by the licensees in the subsea compression
pilot project. Unlikely to be simply written off as money
down the drain, it has yet to be formally explained how
the subsea compression option compares with sur-
face/onshore compression, the main aim of the pilot.

Ormen Lange lies 120 km (75 miles) offshore and is a
greater challenge than Statoil’s Åsgard project, where the
operator is progressing well with its subsea compression
plans. That option was established long ago as preferable
to platform-based compression for the 37-km (23-mile)
tieback. The compression trains are due to be installed

this summer, slightly behind schedule, with startup later
this year.

‘Subsea-on-a-stick’
The search for cheaper development options also has
produced economically viable rival solutions to subsea
tieback projects.

Statoil, a big proponent of subsea normally, has opted
for a remotely controlled unmanned wellhead platform
as the favored concept for its Oseberg Future project. It
had first warned last year that there might be a swing away
from subsea back toward surface installations as a means
of cutting costs. 

“The alternative was
to place the wells on
the seabed, but the
costs of subsea wells
have tripled during the
last decade,” explained
Anders Opedal, senior
vice president, projects
at Statoil. “We have
therefore chosen a
jacket-based unmanned
wellhead platform that
will reduce costs by
several hundred mil-
lion kroner.”

Dubbed “subsea-on-
a-stick,” the stripped-
down platform—for
which three different
concept studies were
made—has no living
quarters, helideck or
lifeboats. These facili-
ties will be located on
the support vessel,
which will transport
maintenance crews to

the platform instead of helicopters. 
According to Ivar Aasheim, Statoil’s senior vice presi-

dent, field development, the costs of subsea systems are
still rising. While unmanned wellhead platforms without
facilities represent a new concept for Norway, Statoil said,
they are of course common elsewhere.

Further pre-studies of the concept will be carried out,
opening the way to an investment decision next winter.

Alternatives
This theme was touched upon by GE Oil & Gas, with its sen-

Statoil, one of the industry’s biggest supporters of subsea technology, first

warned last year that there could be a swing back toward minimal surface

installations because of rising costs. It has opted for a jacket-based

unmanned wellhead platform for its Oseberg Future development offshore

Norway, with a final investment decision expected later this year, saying the

platform option will reduce costs by ‘several hundred million kroner’ com-

pared to having the wells on the seabed. (Source: Statoil)
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ior vice president for subsea, Neil Saunders, expressing con-
cern about companies looking for alternatives to subsea,
which will assuredly drive down cost, as will collaboration.
Customers are looking to shed between 15% and 25% of
capex while at the same time slowing down projects.

He was talking at GE’s annual event in Florence, Italy,

where BP’s Bernard Looney was also a guest speaker on a
standardization panel. 

Looney, in charge of BP’s operated upstream produc-
tion, pointed out that with 64% of industry projects fac-
ing cost overruns and 73% running late, there needed to
be more collaboration—but “collaboration with a pur-

pose”—between operator and sup-
plier to keep costs down. “The cost
structure was too high at
$100/bbl, let alone at $50/bbl,” he
said, and the reality was that rev-
enue has decreased by more than
50%. He called for “radical
change” in business practices
through engaging with suppliers.

Looney highlighted one success-
ful example—that BP’s 16 deepwa-
ter rigs had 600 days of downtime
in 2012, equivalent to almost two
units being out for a year. By team-
ing up with GE, however, that was
brought down to 200 days.

On standardization, Looney said
BP had been working with its sup-
pliers over the past 18 months to
reduce specifications on equip-
ment where its specs went beyond
industry standards. Unnecessary
complexity is being built into kit. 

Another panelist, Michael Utsler
of Woodside Petroleum, said his
company had gone through a simi-
lar exercise and it was “staggering
how many examples of incremen-
talization” had been seen. He
pointed out one example where a
Woodside employee had refused to
accept a critical piece of equipment
because it was priced at $1,700 in
the catalog, but—with various add-
ons—it was $27,000 supplied.

Partnerships and alliances

Back at the Subsea Expo event,
Phil Simons of Subsea 7 stressed
his belief that better collaboration
is the answer and was able to
demonstrate how it can be done. 

He highlighted its Diving Sup-
port Vessel Initiative, or DSVi,
arrangement in the U.K. North
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Sea, where it has provided services since 2009 to six differ-
ent operators covering 40 small fields. This was an exam-
ple of a possible model for companies looking to make
savings and efficiencies on opex and maintenance. “As an
industry, we have become more risk-averse. Collaboration
helps to understand risk,” he said.

Other partnerships and alliances in and around the sub-
sea sector have been springing up regularly. The last cou-
ple of years had already seen significant moves by players
such as Schlumberger and Cameron in forming their
OneSubsea joint venture (JV) company, followed by Baker
Hughes and Aker Solutions with their “Subsea Production
Alliance.” OneSubsea also went on last year to form an
alliance with both its parent companies and Helix Energy
Solutions Group to develop technologies and deliver serv-
ices to optimize the cost and efficiency of subsea well inter-
vention systems and their operating envelope.

McDermott-Petrofac

One of the latest to adopt an alliance approach is McDer-

mott International, which has sealed two such arrange-
ments so far this year, pairing with Petrofac and GE Oil &
Gas in separate deals.

The Petrofac linkup is for an initial five-year period
and is pursuing top-tier ($200 million-plus in value)
deepwater subsea, umbilical, riser and flowline (SURF)
projects, giving each partner access to a wider geo-
graphic reach than they have individually at present.
The aim is to provide operators with an integrated solu-
tion across a range of the more complex engineering,
procurement, construction and installation subsea proj-
ects in deep- and ultradeepwater. 

This includes combining McDermott’s SURF fleet, its
new derrick lay vessel DLV 2000 and its strong subsea fab-
rication capability with Petrofac’s newbuild JSD 6000

installation vessel currently under construction, which
will have ultradeepwater pipelay, subsea lowering and
above-surface construction work capabilities. 

McDermott’s pairing with Petrofac followed an
announcement in January about its “io oil & gas consult-
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ing” alliance with GE, aimed at tackling the front-end
deepwater development process on a holistic level at the
design and planning stage. One aspect of that deal will
see GE in particular lend its domain expertise in subsea
production systems. (See related story.)

FMC-Technip alliance

The most recent companies to make a similar move are
FMC Technologies and Technip, with their new 50/50 JV
Forsys Subsea. This field development entity brings together
two market leaders after their management first started talk-
ing about coming together to find a way to cut project costs
last summer—long before the precipitous oil price fall.

In fact, the falling oil price only highlighted the need to
find a way to reduce project capex. If field economics were
struggling at $100/bbl, what would they look like at the
current $50/bbl to $60/bbl or even at (predicted by some)
an eventual recovered rate of around $70/bbl to $80/bbl?

According to one FMC executive, it is where the impe-
tus has come from. The inference is that rather than a

“lowly” engineer from an operator suggesting a new way
of doing projects to his boss, who then has to climb the
ladder to find a champion, the current drive to reduce
costs is coming from the very top—with worried CEOs
aware that they might be replaced if they cannot find a
way to revive earnings to previous levels.

At the Forsys launch in March, substantive numbers
were given out, and the idea that 25% to 30% could be
cut from project capex by letting Forsys undertake a proj-
ect looks enticing. As is often the aim of such ventures,
Forsys wants to get involved as early as possible in the
project process. 

Technip will be putting up some of the resources of
its front-end specialist Genesis, with FMC throwing in
its FEED team as well. However, Forsys is not only aim-
ing at the front end but also the full life cycle, includ-
ing well performance and maintenance. In addition,
the companies will jointly fund R&D to drive further
innovation to boost efficiency and reduce develop-
ment costs.
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“The world needs new sources of oil, and deepwater
holds the greatest promise of meeting this demand. But
these sources are expensive to develop, and operators will
not pursue them unless they can significantly reduce
costs,” said John Gremp, FMC’s CEO, in the accompany-
ing press release. 

Technip’s CEO, Thierry Pilenko, added separately,
“Beyond concepts, we need to be strongly focused on the
practicalities of project execution—simplicity, standardi-
zation, innovation, technological creativity and delivering
tangible results to clients.”

Change in culture
Such moves are a step in the right direction. Another
speaker at Subsea Expo, David Lamont, the CEO of
Aberdeen-based Proserv, stressed the need for the indus-
try to do what it can within its own controlled areas rather
than be prone purely to oil price fluctuations. “If we are
designing something, we should design to that cost,” he
said. “And we should ask ourselves, ‘Are we bringing com-

plexity in where it cannot be afforded?’”
Fellow speaker Mark Richardson, Apache North Sea’s

projects group manager, highlighted just such an instance. 
Apache’s requirement had been for a retrofit subsea

choke valve with installation required by a specific time
and with a valve lead time of 22 weeks. The traditional
contractor’s approach saw Apache receive a proposal for
a 7-m-by-7-m (23-ft-by-23-ft) over-trawlable structure with a
planned delivery date eight weeks after the specified date,
a required installation sea state of 1.2 m (4 ft) and the use
of a metrology spool. The engineering quote was
$174,000 with a fabrication cost of $732,000. 

Not accepting this, Apache went back to the market
looking for a new approach and eventually received a fit-
for-purpose solution delivered on time, able to handle
installation in a sea state of up to 3 m (10 ft) and with no
metrology spool. The engineering cost was $45,000 with a
fabrication cost of $75,000.

“Technology has its place, but currently it’s not the whole
answer. It’s about how we do things,” Richardson said.
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G
E Oil & Gas and McDermott recently launched io

oil & gas consulting, a new independent venture

that the founder says is designed to transform the devel-

opment of front-end solutions for offshore fields. 

The new firm describes its mission

as instilling greater certainty into

the design and planning of an off-

shore oil and gas field as well as

overhauling the current operator-

contractor relationship. 

“io is an independent consultancy

backed by two industry big hitters,

GE Oil & Gas and McDermott,” said

Dan Jackson, io CEO. “It’s a new

model of consultancy, plus it is

bringing together the contracting community and the

operators to get a better blueprint in the planning phase.

We believe there is an opportunity to do that a lot better.”

The fact that the oil price is now about half of what it

was when the company was in development makes the

new consultancy far more potent than it would have

been, Jackson said. 

“We saw that the industry was in a hiatus a year ago,

with big operators canceling projects, putting them on

hold and rethinking them even with the higher oil

price. The current oil price has made these decisions

more urgent as they cannot afford to continue with big,

inefficient projects.”

Better planning
There is a better way of doing the planning stage,

Jackson said.

“Some contractors are suffering tremendously from

poor planning right now,” Jackson said. “That means

there has been a complete mismatch of expectations in

terms of schedule, costs, risks and in the technical solu-

tions. The big issue is that most projects, certainly most

megaprojects, significantly overrun on budget and sched-

ule. Schedule delays in some circumstances are as great as

or more damaging than just the cost overruns. 

“The statistics are staggering. Conservatively, two out of

three megaprojects are over budget and behind schedule.”

Jackson said that over budget often means by 60% or

more and being behind schedule means 18 months delayed. 

“That statistic is exaggerated more in remote locations,

challenging environments and in more technically com-

plex projects,” Jackson said. “There is just no certainty in

the planning stage. Projects are falling over during execu-

tion because of a very poor plan at the front-end stage.”

Contractors today, with a few exceptions, are only

engaged at the back-end of the tender stage, Jackson said,

and the amount of influence that they can have during

the tender stage is next to nothing. The influence is

merely covering up the problem and only offers a very

small percentage of change at the end of the day.

“We want to offer a lot more certainty in the blueprint at

the planning stage,” Jackson said. “Certainty in the plan-

ning means certainty in the contracting of the tender

stage, which means far more certainty during execution. I

think we have a unique opportunity in the market. There’s

no one with the knowledge that io has. There are specialist

engineering firms, some of which are very good. They’re

specialists in one component or another. They may be spe-

cialists in topsides or hulls, for example. But io’s realm is

the full-field development, and this is a very important

point. The whole system is what matters, not optimization

of a component. And we’ve lost that in the industry. 

“We haven’t changed the model of how we contract our

field developments. We do it in a very piecemeal way. We

optimize each component individually. The operator has

the responsibility to integrate the whole system, but no

contractor is in the market offering that.”

Jackson sees io as more akin to an architecture firm. 

“We view the whole system,” Jackson said. “We need to

go from the reservoir downhole, seabed, surface, produc-

tion facilities, whether they’re floating or fixed, to the

transportation system for the product. At the moment I

don’t see anybody in the market with the knowledge for a

full-field development that can put it into a blueprint.

New venture seeks to transform 

offshore field development projects
Consultancy envisions greater certainty in design and planning stages with overhaul of

operator-contractor relationship.

Eldon Ball, Executive Editor, Offshore

Dan Jackson, CEO of

io (Source: io)
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That’s what io is doing that’s very different. It’s bringing

together the contracting community’s knowledge with a

purpose to get a better blueprint so the projects will pro-

ceed successfully. And what we will do is identify and

remove the inefficiencies from the system.”

The inefficiencies start at the planning stage, Jackson

said, and that is where they need to be removed. 

“We need to get to solutions that use technologies that

are appropriate for the application,” Jackson said. “We’ve

seen specifications from one project to the next just spiral-

ing out of control. If you’re developing a project on a

piecemeal basis and you’re just looking at individual com-

ponents, projects end up justifying unnecessary levels of

excess. We need to start with a base that is sensible and

suitable for the application. We’re in a world where relia-

bility, integrity and safety are paramount, but this does not

justify having things included that don’t need to be there.”

Independent entity
Jackson stressed that io is independent of its parent firms.

“We’re set up separately and are operationally independ-

ent. We will not create solutions

that suit a parent entity. Our

responsibility is to the operators, so

we’re engaged as a consultant.

There is a process of how we gain

access to the knowledge and the

specialties of our parent that clients

might need. io is here to change

the industry and to change the way

that we plan projects.”

The other thing that differenti-

ates io is that it will operate only at

the front-end stage, Jackson said. 

“We’re not chartered with going

into the execution phase,” Jackson

said. “We don’t need to. Our pur-

pose is to provide a better blueprint

so that the planning stage finishes

at the end of FEED or the tender

stage. That’s when—if the plan’s

right—the contractors all know

what they’re doing, and we let

them get on with it.”

Technology enablers
New technology will play an impor-

tant role going forward, Jackson

said. “There are tremendous oppor-

tunities for technology enablers.

Without going into specifics, there

are some technologies that offer refinements and

improvements to the way that a component works, for

example. These can provide an incremental benefit, a

cost saving, a reliability benefit or something else. But the

real enabler comes when you look at a system as a whole

and see whether they’re seabed technologies, downhole

technologies or even topsides technologies.”

Sometimes the industry struggles to bring in the new

technologies that become available, Jackson said, because

of the way the industry is structured in terms of a piece-

meal approach. This is how io and its holistic approach

can help.

“At the moment, the knowledge being used to put the

blueprint together is out of date and inaccurate, so the

blueprint is wrong and, therefore, the operators are strug-

gling with engaging with the contractors at the tender

stage,” Jackson said. “io, with access to McDermott’s

knowledge and GE Oil & Gas’ technical strength, is per-

fectly placed to help operators.”

io is headquartered in London and will launch satellite

offices in the U.S. and Asia.
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O
perators that drill unconventional wells are quite

aware of the variability of these fields. While this issue

has been studied for years, there is finally enough data

available that more statistical analyses are possible. 

That was the gist of a session at the recent SPE

Hydraulic Fracturing Technology Conference. In one

presentation, authors from Statoil and Liberty Oilfield

Services examined optimal completion practices for the

Three Forks Formation in the Williston Basin using mul-

tivariate statistical analysis. Using a database of comple-

tion and geological data from North Dakota’s Industrial

Commission website, the authors examined variables

such as number of fracture stages, amount and type of

proppant, total volume and type of frack fluid, lateral

length, maximum treatment pressure and rate, API oil

gravity, formation thickness, and production.

While the Bakken was the early darling in North

Dakota, there are now as many Three Forks wells being

drilled as there are Bakken wells, and the database con-

sists of more than 2,500 wells. “The competitive ‘land

grab’ seen in 2006 to 2010 is over, and the increased

interest in the Three Forks is being driven by companies

transitioning into full-scale development mode of their

respective acreage,” the authors noted.

Given the basin’s geologic variability, operators are

striving to optimize their completions. While crosslinked

and hybrid treatment designs have been the traditional

choice for both plays, recent successes have resulted

from high-rate slickwater fracks.

The authors created a multivariate statistical analysis

to study multiple independent variables, aiming to pre-

dict a single outcome. Nonlinear multiple regression

was applied on all of the variables used. “Once the

model was built, the variables for an ‘ideal’ completion

were determined and entered into the model to predict

the resulting production,” the authors noted. 

Cumulative production after 180 days was used as the

predicted outcome.

The authors concluded that the analysis is useful to

evaluate different completion variables. It identified

total pounds of proppant, average proppant concentra-

tion, stage count and percent ceramic proppant as being

the most critical variables in the Three Forks Formation.

The third dimension
A second presentation prepared by Baker Hughes

focused on productivity effects based on spatial place-

ment and well architecture. Using Eagle Ford horizontal

wells as a database, a multivariate statistical modeling

experiment indicated that wellbore architecture factors

do influence production. The presentation was based on

a prior study by the same authors but took advantage of a

significant increase in the commercial availability of com-

pletions data.

The prior study divided the Eagle Ford into three

major producing areas that were studied for well charac-

teristics vs. production parameters studying multiple

variables. As is often the case, the study determined that

no single completion parameter showed any meaningful

correlation with specific production metrics.
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Completing by the numbers
Numerical and statistical analyses of shale plays turn up some interesting results.

Rhonda Duey, Executive Editor

A Nabors rig drills a well for Statoil in North Dakota. Given the

basin’s geologic variability, operators are striving to optimize their

completions. (Source: Statoil)
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The new study takes into account the fact that surface mapping of plays like

the Eagle Ford can show the number of horizontal wells but offers no infor-

mation as to their depth, dip or coverage of play interval. It proposed to take

into account such well architecture variables as azimuth and dip, fluid produc-

tion, preferred architecture, and porpoising.

The authors found that as the amount of available data increases, the way these

data values are compared need to be examined. This became evident when a

moving window technique was used to examine well parameters. “To our disap-

pointment, the technique did not reveal any readily identifiable patterns,” they

noted. “However, it did allow generation of a mid-perf contour map of the Eagle

Ford that placed about 90% of the wellbore midpoints within 150 ft [45.7 m] of

the contour map.” The depth-trending nature of the play was used to group the

wells into three areas of interest along the lines of the prior study.

Each area of interest was further divided into four well groups of equal

numbers for better statistical comparison between groups. Multiple variables

were studied within each of these groups, and while further investigation is

needed, the authors concluded that most areas studied have shown marked

increases in the amount of proppant used over the last two years (2012 to

2014). But no real change in production, represented by boe/ft of comple-

tion, was observed. 

Engineering better completions
Another talk focused on the importance of near-wellbore fracture geome-

try based on numerical modeling (it also involved lab and field experi-

ments). Prepared by authors from Schlumberger, the scope of the study was

A hydraulic fracturing job takes place in the Eagle Ford Shale. Studies have shown that 

engineered limited entry results in more productive stimulations. (Source: Statoil)
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to investigate the widely cited fact that most produc-

tion in shale reservoirs comes from only 20% to 30%

of the clusters.

The authors used numerous methodologies to

study the process whereby fractures are simultane-

ously initiated and propagated, focusing on the rela-

tionship between perf friction and stress shadow

(stress interaction between fractures) and its effect

on fracture stability.

The initial efforts of the study used a numerical model.

“This simulator notably accounts for the [stress shadow]

and solves for the fluid partitioning between the different

fractures at any given time,” the

authors noted. “It can also predict

fracture initiation and breakdown

for any fluid schedule.” 

The numerical modeling indi-

cated that without any entry fric-

tion, the middle of any three

fracks will slow down as more fluid

enters the surrounding fracks.

Once entry friction is introduced

into the model, wellbore pressure

is maintained, and all fracks grow

at the same pace.

Additional testing added a real-

world component—a sonic log-

derived stress profile from a lateral

in the Eagle Ford Shale. Simula-

tions were conducted for both geo-

metric and engineered cluster

spacing, and results showed that

geometric spacing did indeed

result in only five out of six frac-

tures initiating. Also, the proppant

rate entering the fractures varied.

In the engineered spacing

example, all six fractures initi-

ated, but there was still variability

in the flow rate entering the frac-

tures. Adding engineered limited

entry to this scenario resulted in

a much better result.

“In a context where one aims at

placing simultaneously a number

of fractures in a given stage, the

goal is to place a similar amount

of proppant in each fracture,” the

authors noted. “The fluid parti-

tioning between fractures within

a stage is therefore the most criti-

cal quantity to be solved for.”

They added that variability can be

measured in the field by doing

step-down tests on single-entry

fractures along with reservoir

characterization.
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S
ubsea buoyancy specialist Balmoral Offshore Engineer-

ing was tasked by Dana Petroleum with designing and

manufacturing key components for a pioneering mooring

system to be used on the operator’s Western Isles project

in the challenging northern sector of the U.K. North Sea.

This challenging project involves a subsea development

consisting of two well clusters tied back to a circular

“Sevan-type” FPSO facility. The innovative integrated buoy-

ancy and connecting system will be incorporated into the

FPSO vessel’s moorings, which comprise 12 lines in three

clusters of four.

The buoyancy element component of the mooring sys-

tem—which was developed in partnership between Bal-

moral Offshore Engineering and Global Maritime

subsidiary Moorlink—had to be suitable for operations in

extreme conditions.

Corrosion and wear are major problems with traditional

mooring system connections; these often use a “tri-plate”

connector arrangement where the supporting buoyancy

floats vertically above the connector. Movement of the con-

nector due to variations in load in the mooring ropes

causes significant rotation in the buoyancy connecting

shackles, resulting in wear on the mating surfaces. Predict-

ing the speed of wear is difficult, and connections have

been known to fail well before their design life expectation.

High-strength materials
The new mooring system design aimed to reduce the

number of wearing parts and used high strength materials

to minimize the overall weight. 

The engineering design teams at Balmoral and

Moorlink developed the concept into a final solution

and, following discussions with the operator, worked

jointly to finalize the design, manufacturing and

assembly processes.

On teaming up with Moorlink, Balmoral drew on its

extensive experience of the design and manufacture of

proprietary mooring rope connectors, known as M-links,

for permanent mooring applications. The M-link concept

was further developed for this project and

adapted to the buoyancy elements by

ensuring that the load path from the

mooring lines was kept as independent as

possible from the uplift generated by the

flotation devices.

Design of components in the mooring

load path as well as verifying calcula-

tions including fatigue and DNV-class

approval, manufacturing and proof-load

testing was managed by Moorlink. The

end deliverable was a complete, tested

and class-approved M-link ready to be

mated with the buoyancy elements and

substructure manufactured by Balmoral.

Buoyancy system
The latter’s design engineering team was

tasked with developing a buoyancy system

that would be easily assembled, provide

Collaborative approach for innovative
Western Isles mooring solution
Companies take on the design and manufacture of essential parts of a mooring system to

be used in a challenging area of the North Sea.

Ewan Reid, Balmoral Offshore Engineering

A field graphic illustrates Dana Petroleum’s Western Isles project in the U.K. North

Sea, featuring the mooring system supplied by Balmoral Offshore Engineering and

Moorlink. (Source: Dana Petroleum)
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stability in water and allow access to the rope connections

to be inspected by ROVs. These requirements were to be

built into a package that was capable of rapid installation

and quick retrieval.

The modular buoyancy system for the project was manu-

factured using Balmoral’s syntactic foam, with a strong

and flexible external skin to protect against impact and

abrasion. A key feature of the design allowed standard Bal-

moral systems to be used, including depth-specific foam-

filled polyethylene shells.

The final buoyancy mounting system, which uses elas-

tomeric mountings to reduce any imposed loads on the

connectors, is kept separate from the mooring rope line of

action to avoid interference with the stress path. This offset

mounting also ensures that the buoyancy remains steady in

water and stable on the deck of the deployment vessel.

Significantly, there are no welds in the structural load

paths, which helps to reduce fatigue failure as well as elim-

inating the requirement for specialist welding services.

Apart from the Moorlink pins, which could be fitted with

wear-resistant bushes if required, there are no wearing

parts in the system. 

Vessel deck considerations
The assembly is dimensioned so that the steelwork con-

tacts the deck before the buoyancy modules; this means

that if the assembly is deployed over a stern roller, the load

path is directed through the structurally strong steelwork

while the buoyancy modules provide stability.

When sitting on the vessel deck, there is only a small gap

below the buoyancy modules to stop the assembly from

rocking significantly while also allowing the modules to be

retracted on the central steel mounting tube.

Demanding proof-load testing of the connection ele-

ments was carried out while hydrostatic and uplift tests on

the buoyancy proved to be highly successful.

The buoyancy elements are

designed to be easily sepa-

rated, allowing access to the

Moorlink pins while still being

held on the central steelwork.

This performance feature also

helps with deck stability and

ensures safety.

The assembly is fitted with a

number of lifting pad eyes and

crucifixes at each end for

deployment and retrieval; sim-

ple hydraulic tooling is supplied

for offshore assembly of the

mooring ropes.

12 mt of uplift
All fabrication work took place at Balmoral’s plant in

Aberdeen, Scotland, and totaled 12 buoyancy and connec-

tion sets, providing a net uplift of 12 mt per buoy at water

depths of 170 m (558 ft). A design basis service life of 20

years is expected.

Because of the structural design’s simplicity, the buoy-

ancy rating can be altered for different mooring require-

ments without major structural changes being required.

According to Balmoral’s international business devel-

opment director, Jim Hamilton, “The successful deliv-

ery of this project is a great demonstration of what

collaborative engineering design efforts can achieve. A

mooring solution that has proved beyond doubt to be

exceptionally workable in very demanding conditions

has been accomplished.” 

An isometric view of the Balmoral/Moorlink mooring connection system is shown. (Source: 

Balmoral Offshore Engineering)

The modular buoyancy system used syntactic foam, with the

buoyancy rating able to be altered for different mooring require-

ments without requiring major structural changes. The system

has a design basis service life of 20 years. (Source: Balmoral

Offshore Engineering)
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W
ith the continued growth in multizone fracturing

operations, a review of some of the side issues that

result is probably overdue. In each frack stage some

598,000 l (158,000 gal), or 3,762 bbl, of freshwater are

pumped into the well. The average number of stages

treated is about 30, equating to 18 million l (4.74 mil-

lion gal), or 112,860 bbl, for each well. 

This consumption leads to several issues that the indus-

try needs to address that the EPA and environmental

organizations are already considering:

• The remote locations mean that an adequate supply

of freshwater is often unavailable and must be

trucked in. This results in major costs in logistical sup-

port and fuel consumption along with emissions and

long-term damage to a road system that might be

unsuitable for such heavy-duty traffic; 

• After each job the flowback and/or produced water is

transported from the site with more major costs;

• The wastewater has to be treated and

pumped into a wastewater disposal

well. The treatment, drilling and

maintenance of storage wells is

expensive; and 

• The use of freshwater—a finite

resource in many areas of the coun-

try—has become a major environ-

mental issue.

These processes are repeated for

every well, which begs the question—is

there a way of reusing the water flowed

back or produced from each well for

fracturing the next one? With the

drilling of several wells from a single

pad, this would mean that the same

water could be used for each well on

the pad with major reductions in fresh-

water usage, overall cost and environ-

mental damage.

Water content
The water flowed back and/or produced from each well

after treatment contains many components that affect for-

mation of traditional crosslinked fracturing fluids and

present major barriers to its being used again on an adja-

cent well:

• Hydrocarbons such as grease and oil, both dispersed

and emulsified;

• Suspended solids that contribute to overall turbidity;

• Dissolved salts: monovalent, divalent and multivalent

ions; 

• Dissolved and volatile organic compounds;

• Radionuclides and heavy metals;

• Bacteria in general, especially sulfate-reducing bacte-

ria, which can result in production of hydrogen sul-

fide and insoluble sulfate scales; and

• Production chemicals such as biocides, inhibitors,

friction reducers, crosslinkers, etc.

These components can have a major effect on the quality

and performance of fracturing fluids (Figure 1) and would

have to be addressed to reuse the water going forward.

operator
SOLUTIONS

Can produced or flowback water 
be reused as fracturing fluid?
New fluid system successfully utilizes produced and flowback water as clean, low-residue

stimulation fluid.

Branden Ruyle, Weatherford

FIGURE 1. Major components can have an impact on fracturing fluids. (Source: Weatherford)

Component Impact 

High salinity Suppresses hydration of guar/polymers

Divalent and multivalent Interferes in crosslinking of fluid

ions (Ca, Mg ions)

Boron in water Results in over-crosslinking of fluid

High iron Causes precipitation, plugging of formation

Barium and calcium ions Forms scale that clogs pipes

High sulfate Interferes in crosslinking

Metal ions Catalyzes breakers, premature fluid breaking

Dissolved oil and organics Quenches radicals to produce 

insufficient break;

Suspended solids Plugs formation

Bacteria Sours the well

Radionuclides and heavy metals Poses a health hazard

Production chemicals in Affects performance of frack fluids 

flowback water
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Water treatment
Weatherford embarked on a project to

address of all these water components to

enable its reuse in fracturing operations. It

was thought initially that the first step

would be to filter out all of the suspended

solids, so the company entered into a part-

nership with a major manufacturer of cus-

tom filtration equipment. The onsite

filtration equipment resulting from this

partnership can remove suspended solids

and clarify the water to as low as 5 microns,

depending on client preferences and as

long as the filtered waste is disposed of in

an environmentally safe manner. 

The removal of bacteria is vital, so tests were carried

out using chlorine dioxide biocide to verify that it would

kill the bacteria in the water. This biocide, rated by the

EPA as a powerful but safe water disinfectant (Safe Water

Drinking Act of 1974), will not adversely affect the fluid

pH in the well or react with most organics.

Once suspended solids and bacteria were addressed,

what remained was to test chemical methods of negating

the effect of interfering ions, salinity, boron, calcium and

chlorides. Two new robust fracturing fluid systems were

developed and tested that, when added to the water,

result in a clean, low-residue stimulation fluid. These

materials are environmentally friendly gelling agents and

crosslinkers unaffected by the remaining water content

and can treat water that is high in salinity, total dissolved

solids (TDS), multivalent ions and boron while providing

excellent proppant transport and conductivity. 

The resulting water imitates the properties of freshwater,

thus precluding any formation damage, and can handle salt

concentrations of more than 300,000 ppm, up to 30,000

ppm of divalent ions, more than 400 ppm boron and

185,000 ppm chlorides. This water performs well in temper-

atures from 38 C to 149 C (100 F to 300 F) and maintains

high, closely controlled viscosity levels that can carry prop-

pant for long periods at high bottomhole pressures.

The additives can be supplied in two different configu-

rations: the WaterSure Standard and the WaterSure

Clean fluid systems. 

The WaterSure Standard fluid system is a water

crosslinking system unaffected by high TDS, boron or

chlorides using a conventional base guar gel with spe-

cialized crosslinker. It has three major components: a

crosslinking function, a pH buffer and a basic gelling

agent combined with a high TDS-tolerant surfactant

and scale inhibitor. It is recommended for temperatures

up to 121 C (250 F). 

The WaterSure Clean fluid system has similar proper-

ties and main components but uses a derivatized metal-

based system and a pure gel with the crosslinker specially

formulated for produced water use. It is recommended

for temperatures of 149 C or more.

An example of the performance of a 20 lb/3,785 l (1,000

gal) WaterSure fluid system in produced water with the

listed contents is illustrated in the rheology chart in Figure 2.

It is important to note that the water treated with Water-

Sure does not need to be filtered prior to use, but it is avail-

able if required by the client. In addition, the SureSlick

fluid system has been developed to act as a reliable friction

reducer for water with salinity up to 300,000 ppm TDS.

The future 
At the time of writing, several fluid tests and permeability

regain analysis have been performed successfully using

produced water. The system should address many of the

issues that multizone fracturing has presented and even-

tually could result in:

• Availability at the well site of a produced or flowback

water treatment system for reuse; 

• Reduction in overall trucking and transportation with

attendant reduction in costs and road damage in

remote areas;

• The same fluid being used on each well at multiwell

pads by treating water effluent from storage pits on

location, resulting in large reductions in freshwater

and eventual storage requirements;

• Reductions in wastewater storage and disposal wells;

and 

• A positive effect on environmental concerns. 

Having chemical treatments that are not affected by

interfering ions can enable minimal water treatment and

provide an optimal fluid that is not sensitive to variations

in water quality.

Ions PPM 
Calcium 19,950

Sodium 58,080

Magnesium 3,289

Potassium 466.3

Manganese 2.6

Iron 4.8

Strontium 1,527

Barium 9.5

Boron 355

Chloride 139,082

Sulfate 76.7

Bromide 841.2

TDS 223,329

Density 1.14 g/cc

FIGURE 2. The performance test results of 20 lb/3,785 l of fluid in an untreated 

produced water sample are shown. (Source: Weatherford)
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T
he current low oil prices have focused the spotlight on

how technologies can be used to improve exploration

success rates and exploration costs per barrel.

Using 3-D controlled-source electromagnetic (CSEM)

data alongside other established technologies in the explo-

ration workflow leads to exploration decisions with higher

confidence. It also enables operators to focus sometimes-

limited resources on areas with high exploration potential. 

Filling the gaps
Seismic alone continues to struggle to provide inter-

preters with information about the fluid type and the

potential hydrocarbon volumes within the undrilled

prospects. With up to 75% of wells failing due to seal and

charge, seismic needs support to develop a robust sub-

surface model.

CSEM surveys map resistivity, a rock property that cor-

relates strongly with the fluid type and saturation of

hydrocarbons. CSEM surveys support exploration deci-

sion-making in a number of ways.

Regional prospectivity
Ideally adopted at the early exploration stage where seis-

mic and well data are sparse, EM-derived 3-D resistivity

data have the potential to help operators rank prospects

and understand play types and regional geologies. 

Figure 1 shows an example from a multiclient survey in

the Sergipe Alagoas Basin of Brazil. In this case, no seis-

mic data or resistivity logs were used in the processing of

the CSEM data to ensure the independence of the infor-

mation source.

The average resistivity maps with a depth window over

the Barra analog play show that the locations of the dis-

covery wells are associated with elevated resistivity, while

lower resistivity values are at the locations of the dry or

noncommercial wells. The results from this early pro-

cessing stage can be used to determine the prospectivity

of the region.

Well placement
Other key areas where 3-D CSEM surveys are having a

significant impact include portfolio polarization and

well placement.

The goal of portfolio polarization is to high-grade com-

mercial prospects, disqualify noncommercial prospects

and drill high-impact discoveries first.

Effective portfolio polarization also brings with it sig-

nificant savings in finding costs per barrel with the ability

to spot the difference between commercial and noncom-

mercial prospects, vital in the context of the current low

oil price regime.

CSEM’s sensitivity to net rock volume and pore fluid

can also result in a significant reduction in uncertainty

since prospect area and net pay are associated with the

highest uncertainties in reserves estimation. 

In the case of well placement and determining long-

term well productivity, EM data play a vital role in combi-

nation with seismic in reducing ambiguity and

diminishing the occurrence of expensive dry holes.

EM’s position in the workflow
CSEM surveys and data have an important place in the
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EM data at a time of low prices
Complementary tool helps with prospecting, high-grading and well placement.

Vincent Vieugue and Jason Tinder, EMGS AS
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GEOPHYSICS

FIGURE 1. Resistivity map from the Sergipe Alagoas Basin in Brazil

shows elevated resistivities at the discovery wells. (Source: EMGS)
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exploration workflow and in developing a geological model as close to reality

as possible.

Understanding that it is not always easy to bring new measurements into

already robust workflows, EMGS has developed workflows and tools that can be

used to quickly and accurately demonstrate how CSEM results can be reliably

embedded into their evaluation processes.

Barents Sea example
One example of a CSEM survey is in the Barents Sea, a vastly underexplored
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FIGURE 2. The Hanssen, Wisting and Mercury discoveries are clearly associated with resis-

tive anomalies (warmer colors) from the 3-D CSEM data. (Seismic data courtesy TGS;

Source: EMGS)

FIGURE 3. The Wisting and Hanssen oil discoveries are seen with strong resistive anom-

alies (red areas) from the 3-D CSEM data. The well next to Hanssen that encountered an

area of low resistivity (blue) is dry. (Seismic data courtesy TGS; Source: EMGS)
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area exhibiting a large variety of geological settings

and offering significant hydrocarbon potential. 

In the Hoop Fault Complex, for example, a dominating

structural element on the Bjarmeland Platform was the

Wisting prospect in Lower to Middle Jurassic reservoir

rocks (Fanavoll et al., 2014). In September 2013, Austrian

oil company OMV announced an oil discovery in license

PL537 on the Wisting prospect with an oil column of 50

m to 60 m (164 ft to 197 ft) and potentially recoverable

reserves of 60 MMboe to 130 MMboe.

The discovery was associated with a significant EM anom-

aly as can be seen in Figure 2, where the CSEM results indi-

cate high resistivities in two fault blocks in the northeastern

part of the larger structure with the integrated interpreta-

tion pointing to the presence of hydrocarbons.

To the northwest, in the Hanssen well (7324/7-2)

drilled in June 2014, an EM anomaly was coincident with

the discovery and resembled the Wisting discovery (Fig-

ure 3). In this case, 18 MMboe to 56 MMboe were

detected with the anomaly about a quarter of the size of

Wisting and fitting exactly with the size of proven

reserves. Between the two discoveries lies the Wisting

Alternative well that didn’t have an anomaly and was dry.

Furthermore, in the case of the nearby Mercury well,

there was an EM anomaly associated with the prospect,

but the strength of the anomaly was only a third that of

the Hanssen prospect and subsequently delivered much

smaller volumes at 6 MMboe to 12 MMboe. This again

demonstrated a strong correlation between the observed

anomaly and the hydrocarbons discovery in the area.

While seismic continues to be the favored technology

for exploration, there’s no doubt that CSEM measure-

ments have matured. Resistivity is a complementary

information source, particularly strong in areas of exist-

ing weakness such as fluid identification and volumes.

The results have made a significant impact on deter-

mining regional prospectivity, the polarization of portfo-

lios and optimal well placements. At a time of low oil

prices, having access to valuable information like 3-D

CSEM data is more important than ever.

MARINE

GEOPHYSICS
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O
n the eve of the anticipated opening of a new era

for hydrocarbon exploration in Mexico, many

anticipations and considerations for application of geo-

physical methods exist. As companies look to explore

the shallow and deepwaters in the Mexican Gulf of Mex-

ico (GoM), there is much to be understood. The good

news: Much has been gleaned from historical activity on

the U.S. side. How can this knowledge be applied to

accelerating and refining understanding of hydrocarbon

potential in Mexican waters? 

With much published literature from the macro scale

(basin-forming aspects) to the more micro scale (reser-

voir properties), explorers have access to geotechnical

data and information that increase their understanding

of the regional geology and depositional systems expected

to be encountered. The best way to summarize the

opportunity is presented in Table 1, which shows well

density in the shelf and deepwater regions between the

U.S. and Mexico. 

So what can be expected from the rocks? Gen-

erally speaking, between U.S. analogs and the

historical shallow-water drilling in Mexico, there

are active petroleum systems that have formed

with similar sources, seals, traps and migration. 

But subject to which sub-region is being

explored, companies will also encounter fold

belts, salt basins/provinces, extensional rifting,

deepwater abyssal plains, carbonate shelf and

ramps plus some unique influences from the

Chicxulub meteor impact crater and other tec-

tonic influences still in their infancy of under-

standing. Taking all this into account, there

remain many questions to be answered and theo-

ries to be tested.

Right technology, right time
With the advancement of geophysical technol-

ogy (primarily over the past 30 years), active

explorers will have the opportunity to apply the

right technology in the right environment to

accelerate geotechnical understanding. Looking

at the development of the U.S. GoM from the geophysi-

cal perspective, two fundamental drivers are at play:

acquisition and imaging technology. 

On the acquisition side, early activity (1980s to 1990s) was

based on 2-D marine streamer data with streamer lengths in

the 3-km to 6-km (2-mile to 4-mile) range. By the late ’90s

advancement in technology permitted longer offset 2-D

data and the early recordings of narrow-azimuth multi-

streamer 3-D operations. From there we moved to wide-

azimuth (WAZ) recordings. Today we have access to

multi-WAZ (MWAZ) and various configurations of full-

azimuth (FAZ), with offsets to 20 km (12 miles) or more

that continue to provide new and valuable insight into

important large- and small-scale observations. 

Imaging advances
Concurrent with the advancement of field acquisition

technology has been the computational and algorithm

advancements in imaging. With the increasing richness in

azimuths and offsets for marine data, the sheer volume of

data has not only benefited from increased compute

capacity/speed but the increased statistics available to
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Whole new world
The application of marine seismic technology to the Mexican GoM will unveil new horizons.

Brad Torry, TGS
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FIGURE 1. From this map it is obvious that there is plenty of room for explo-

ration in the Mexican GoM. (Source: TGS)
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imaging algorithms. Key benchmark applications have

included depth migration (vs. time), applications to han-

dle the heterogeneities within the rocks, the

variety/advancement of depth migration options such as

Kirchoff, wave equation migration, reverse time migra-

tion (RTM), least squares RTM, and noise and multiple

removal algorithms. 

Present-day leading-edge technology advancements

include applications such as broadband acquisition and

processing solutions; interpolation, orthorhombic migra-

tion, full waveform inversion, image-guided tomography

(IGT, Figure 2) and a host of additional applications that

provide a modern toolkit with considerably greater means.

Benefits to Mexico 
So what does all this mean for marine seismic explo-

ration and development of the Mexican GoM? First, the

importance of large-scale regional 2-D data cannot be

underestimated. High-quality regional 2-D data will allow

improved sub-basin/fairway definition, the ability to

delineate/high-grade key elements of “source to sink”

sedimentation and understanding of the structural and

stratigraphic elements controlling the formation of

prospective hydrocarbon traps. More importantly, these

data will provide key information to optimize the applica-

tion of purpose-designed 3-D configura-

tions and technology application for each

particular region/play type.

Secondly, for 3-D applications, complex

structural provinces (including salt basins

requiring supra and subsalt resolution)

have shown the value of wider azimuth,

longer offset recording. 

As areas mature and require application

of 3-D, companies will have the opportu-

nity to optimize solutions. In today’s fast-

paced environment companies will be

required to evaluate the multitude of

design and imaging options but will have

the luxury of applying a “fit-for-purpose”

solution. Compared to the historical development of the

U.S. GoM, application of fit-for-purpose solutions

should provide greater return on investment, improved

risk reduction and acceleration of the pace of unlocking

the prize. 

Geotechnically, all prospective play types and subject

data requirements must be considered. For the southern

Mexican GoM, specific consideration will be the promi-

nence of more carbonate reservoirs, where understanding

fracture density and orientation for both reservoir zones

and potential seal may be a key factor. Sectored

(orthorhombic) migration and the observed velocity

changes associated with rock heterogeneities become criti-

cal in risk assessment and meaningful in certain play types.

However, if MWAZ or FAZ data have not been acquired,

the application of this technology becomes limited. 

In any assessment the level of technology application

and the volume of data being considered will become

paramount. In each of the above design/imaging consid-

erations, cost considerations are readily identified. Cost,

however, is only one factor. The timing of the receipt of

interpretable and advanced products will be key in com-

pany assessments. With the volume of data being created

during acquisition and the complex imaging algorithms

available, companies will have to incorporate requests

and requirements in their exploration timelines. As a

final consideration, future technologies that might be

applicable to data if acquired “correctly” today should

also be assessed.

With the application of advanced acquisition equip-

ment and technology combined with advanced imaging

technology, industry’s interpretation of the subsurface

will benefit from all it has accomplished over the past 30

years. Without a doubt, exploration in the Mexican GoM

will benefit from a considerable uplift on the starting

point for the U.S. GoM. 

Well Type Water U.S. Mexico
Depth 

Exploratory < 100 14, 778 474

Development < 100 29,840 na

Exploratory > 100 4,204 117

Development > 100 4,361 na

TABLE 1. Mexico currently has no development wells in water

depths greater than 100 m (305 ft). (Source: TGS)

FIGURE 2. IGT provides an uplift in imaging. (Source: TGS)
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I
n an industry edging into higher temperature and higher

pressure environments, the approach taken to equipment

design and qualification can have considerable conse-

quences. In the case of one operator and Cameron, it not

only has taken the industry further into the ultra-HP/HT

environment, it has immersed the industry in addressing

such key challenges as material properties, sealing mecha-

nisms and pressure control. And, due to the industry need

for ultra-HP/HT standards, the initiative has supported

development of API 1PER15k-1 and API 17TR8 documents.  

An operator may request 20,000- and 25,000-psi equip-

ment. But not too far down the road, there will be some-

one who needs at least 30,000-psi equipment expedited.

While pressure and temperature requirements normally

increase in increments of 5,000 psi at a time, one Gulf

Coast operator’s request meant taking a leap from 15,000-

psi to 20,000- to 25,000-psi equipment. 

Difficulties that must be overcome
When looking to identify the effects of high pressure, no

defined API specifications exist for anything above 20,000

psi, and only limited

industry data exist.

The few existing stan-

dards have overlap-

ping requirements

with other HP/HT

codes and standards,

such as the American

Society for Mechani-

cal Engineers (ASME)

codes. Both API and ASME have limitations, and each

undergoes revisions that can create conflicts when apply-

ing them to ultra-HP/HT designs.

The transition from 15,000 psi to higher rated working

pressures hastens a change from “thin-wall” to “thick-wall”

pressure vessel designs. Effects of plastic deformation and

strain are significant design factors, particularly for hydro-

static test conditions. There is a balance between testing

the components above working pressure as proof of seala-

bility but not overpressuring to the point where strain lev-

els will damage the material.

Also, the pressure vessel’s increasing susceptibility to

cyclic loads must be addressed to assure there are design

margins against fatigue failure or a fast-fracture failure in

areas of localized stress. These thick-wall designs create

greater difficulty in manufacturing, fabricating or han-

dling where there are changes in material properties

through the wall sections.

When equipment functional requirements go beyond

the defined boundaries of existing industry specifications,

problems arise such as the effects loading conditions and

working environments have on the equipment and the

capability to manufacture it to the highest standards. 

Oilfield equipment is of complex geometry, far from a

simple cylindrical vessel or piping union design. It is sub-

jected to a variety of extreme external loading conditions

and environments that are not defined in ASME codes

and standards. Not only must equipment designers pos-

sess the correct experience and skillset to overcome issues,

but they must rely on sound engineering practices and

judgment plus unique validation prototype testing pro-

grams. Due to the limits on material yield strengths for

sour environments, designs rated for working pressure

greater than 20,000 psi require tighter design margins.

Designing for higher pressures
Cameron embarked on meeting this most recent request

for ultra-HP/HT equipment by building upon ultra-

HP/HT equipment designs created and fielded for a

development targeting reserves at more than 9,146 m

(30,000 ft) below sea level at 25,000 psi. New critical

equipment designs such as valves, chokes, tubing and cas-
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Industry takes another step into

ultra-HP/HT future  
The next step into HP/HT pressure control will require 30,000-psi BOPs and control equipment.

Charles Gibbs and Kirk Guidry, Cameron

PRESSURE CONTROL

EQUIPMENT

This 25,000-psi BOP stack

was run in the Gulf of

Mexico in 2012. A single

70,000-lb BOP body

required eight months to

forge and machine.

(Source: Cameron)
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ing hangers, special lockscrews, and installation tooling

had to be developed and qualified in a short time frame. 

Material properties represent another challenge.

Temperature can change all material properties and

geometries. A certain degree of variance needs to be

built into temperature and pressure combinations,

altering the design and requiring new validation tests

for every combination.

For the request at hand, immediate identification of

material, validation and qualification was crucial. While

the norm would be to validate everything, it would have

added years to the program, so a criticality matrix was cre-

ated. Validation was performed only on certain assemblies

because of where these fit within the criticality matrix. 

Overcoming surface equipment obstacles. At the time of

project inception in 2010, it was common belief that such

a feat of engineering could not be accomplished. For one

thing, there was no industry specification or guideline.

The bolting criteria played a role in leading the industry

to believe that Cameron could not get past the bolting

problem and past an actual cycle test of 0 C to 232 C (32 F

to 450 F) at that pressure. But because the company

understood preload requirements and had already

designed the STS hanger, Cameron was confident the

bolting issue could be resolved.

But there were still technological gaps for Cameron. The

valve and choke, both critical components, did not exist.

Also, the tooling required for installation did not exist.

Valve geometry, wall thicknesses required, the cladding

layer and risk of failure due to fatigue were critical issues. 

Once valve and choke designs were completed, it was

possible to build a manifold. The challenge was the sheer

size of the manifold itself. Washout of the spools and the

buffer chamber was of concern. In the past, buffer cham-

bers were fabricated with pressure-containing welds, but

due to the pressure, it was also realized that welding would

significantly limit the structural integrity of the design.

The company preferred that the design have no welds

inside it. Manufacturing proved difficult because of the

internal profile, size and diameters.

PRESSURE CONTROL

EQUIPMENT
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Sealing was also a big issue; Cameron developed a

unique tubing hanger tool that could land the hanger

while maintaining pressure on the control lines. It would

have been easy to come up with a tool that just landed the

hanger, but to lock and load and preload the hanger and

also maintain pressure on the downhole safety valves

posed a design challenge. 

Conquering drilling requirements. Drilling solutions were

built using existing components. Using Cameron’s 15,000-

psi BOP ram design as the starting base point, the 25,000-

psi design uses new bonnets and bodies but uses the same

cavity, elastomers and rubber seals as existing design ele-

ments. All components were then constructed to with-

stand loads of 25,000 psi. 

The existing API proof test required the equipment to

withstand 1.5 times the pressure, so the gigantic body

had to withstand 37,500 psi. All inlet and outlet connec-

tions were new designs. End connections had to resist

8 MMlb of end load, and the flange on this smaller-bore

ram is 16 in. thick. 

To make the operator’s time frame, it was decided to

order material ahead of the final design for larger compo-

nents. A big concern was that these BOPs were very close

to the limits of the manufacturing machines. The manu-

facturing process remained the same; however, the equip-

ment was, at that time, at the limits of the machines that

could turn the bodies.

Manufacture of a single 70,000-lb BOP body required

eight months to forge and machine. It was the largest

piece of equipment Cameron’s Beziers, France, facility

had ever attempted to machine. Because of the loads

involved and having to design heavy wall sections, the

BOP bodies are massive. With everything in the BOP and

connections, a single BOP weighed 90,000 lb.

The body was assembled at Cameron’s facilities in Hous-

ton, where preliminary testing, prototype testing and qual-

ification testing was carried out. With testing complete by

the end of 2011, the equipment was approved for use in

the Gulf of Mexico in December 2011 and was placed in

the field in first-quarter 2012. 
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T
reating produced water and recycling spent flowback

for use as fracturing fluid makeup water continues

to interest operators and their service providers, particu-

larly now as an area to reduce costs in light of recent oil

prices. While it may not be all about cost, especially where

the public demands environmental assurances and a cer-

tain quality of life, cost is of critical importance if the

practice is to be sustained. 

The industry continues to advance this technology on

three primary fronts—improvements to fracturing fluids,

improvements in pro-

duced water treatment

and monitoring, and

enhancing production

with recycled produced

water. The benefits real-

ized in reducing the

amount of freshwater

used, the amount of

trucking required and the

immense quantities of

produced water otherwise

pumped into disposal

wells speak well of the

industry’s efforts to

reduce costs, practice

conservation and engage

in efforts to sustain fresh-

water sources and dis-

posal well resources. 

Improvements in
fracturing fluids 
Any improvements to

fracturing fluid are func-

tions of (1) its chemistry;

(2) the chemistry of

everything it might come

into contact with, such as

the fracture string, the formation rock and reservoir flu-

ids; and (3) the physical conditions imposed upon it.

This is especially true for fluids originally developed for

use with freshwater where freshwater can be replaced

with a different quality of water. Because of its wellsite

availability, produced water is the most likely choice for

fracture makeup water. Produced water may be spent

flowback, flowback containing daily increases of forma-

tion water and formation water largely devoid of any

flowback.  Each of these waters provides its own unique

challenges due to their availability, chemistry, treatment

and use as makeup water. 

Flowback has variable but typically increasing total dis-

solved solids (TDS) from the first day of post-fracture pro-
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Treating water better
Recent developments in fracturing fluid and water treatment technology encourage 

the use of produced water for hydraulic fracturing.

David N. Harry, Cindy Pena-Solorio and Matt Mallory,

Rockwater Energy Solutions Inc.

WATER 

TREATMENT

FIGURE 1. This table compares Permian Basin formation and flowback water qualities. (Source: LeBas, et

al., 2013; Federov and Cox, 2014; and Haghshenas and Nasr-El-Din, 2014)

Parameter Units Brushy Delaware Texas A&M 
Canyon Basin West Texas Study

(36 Flowback Samples

from Various Locations)

Conductivity mS/cm 257

Total Dissolved Solids mg/l 267,588 2,900 252,000

Total Suspended Solids mg/l 10,623 10 13,762

Turbidity NTU 182

Specific Gravity 1.2000

Sodium mg/l 70,342 540 74,600

Potassium mg/l 1,660 28 5,770

Calcium mg/l 29,222 3,318 137 20,100

Magnesium mg/l 4,347 140 20 1,690

Barium mg/l 5.69 0 2,175

Strontium mg/l 2,204 0 5,049

Iron mg/l 34.60 1 0.3 114

Chloride mg/l 163,637 62,569 1,200 153,000

Bicarbonate Alkalinity mg/l CaCO3 263 76 1,190

Carbonate Alkalinity mg/l CaCO4 240 430

Sulfate mg/l 40 0 0 2,000

Silicate mg/l 0 41

Boron mg/l 110 1 192

pH 4.83 6.6

Total Alkalinity mg/l CaCO3 263 316 1,620
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duction until the spent fractur-

ing fluid is recovered. Forma-

tion waters have variable TDS

as well, especially if one is oper-

ating in a field where the water

from multiple producing zones

is commingled. Figure 1 shows

differences in produced water

quality from wells just in the

Permian Basin. If there is a con-

stant here, it’s that the chemical

composition of spent  flowback

is not only highly variable from

well to well but from day to day

to the point that constant vari-

ability is rapidly becoming a

much greater issue in the devel-

opment of recycled produced-

water fracturing fluids than the

particular chemical composi-

tion of the produced water. 

A better approach might be to speak to the issue of

water quality variability more specifically by pointing to

water quality characteristics that detrimentally affect frac-

ture fluid performance. It’s probably obvious to state, but

any contaminant of pure water has the potential to detri-

mentally affect the performance of a fracturing fluid.

However, not all contaminants negatively affect fluid per-

formance in the same way nor at the same concentration. 

Some contaminants may affect polymer hydration or

polymer stability; still others may affect crosslinking reaction

rate, stability at temperature or breaking. Some contami-

nants, like iron, may have a negative impact on crosslinked

fluid performance at low concentrations, whereas sodium

chloride (NaCl) may have little or no impact on certain

crosslinked fluids at concentrations up to about 20%.

In Figure 2 the inverted ramp profiles for higher salin-

ity are indicative of poor crosslinked fluid performance

compared to those with a salinity less than 20%. Where

the quality of the produced water might restrict the

hydration viscosity of the guar and its subsequent

crosslinked fluid performance, some service providers are

merely adding more polymer to offset dilution or desalin-

ization to reduce salinity. Others are developing

crosslinked fluid systems that are more salinity-tolerant.  

Carbonate and bicarbonate alkalinity can interfere with

the hydration of guar and guar derivatives, while hardness

ions such as calcium, magnesium, barium and strontium

interfere with crosslinking. Bacteria are also a ubiquitous

oilpatch problem, even in treated produced waters recy-

cled for use as fracture makeup waters. And service

providers usually report issues with polymer hydration if

the boron content exceeds about 10 mg/l (37.9 mg/gal),

and premature crosslinking in high pH fluids can become

problematic when the boron concentration exceeds 20

mg/l to 25 mg/l (75.7 mg/gal to 94.6 mg/gal). Boron con-

centrations greater than 25 mg/l are commonly observed

in the Eagle Ford, Cana Woodford and the Bakken. 

Improvements in produced water treatment 
Produced water treatment can be divided into two cate-

gories—whole-water and chemical addition. Filtration,

electro-coagulation, electro-oxidation, distillation, ultra-

violet irradiation and reverse osmosis are examples of

whole-water treatments, where the entire water column is

directly subjected to heat, an electric current, a mem-

brane, etc. Chemical addition involves adding a substance

to the water to be treated. 

Whole-water processes are typically more costly than

chemical additive treatment, but they are generally superior

when it comes to demulsification; separating hydrocarbons

from water; reducing total organic carbon; and reducing/

removing hardness, total suspended solids and TDS. 

Chemical additive treatments are usually constrained to

delivering a biocide. Chlorine dioxide services endeavor

to deliver both a biocide and the benefits of oxidation to

the reduction of sulfides and the transformation of fer-

rous iron to ferric iron to improve the color and clarity of

the water. Unfortunately, if the sulfates and the iron

aren’t removed, the benefit is temporary, and these are

highly likely to revert to hydrogen sulfide and iron sulfide

once the water has been pumped back downhole. Adding

FIGURE 2. (Source: Rockwater Energy Solutions)
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filtration, the operations of which can be as much art as science, is helpful but

not as complete as is possible in whole-water treatment processes. 

Storage during the treatment process is perhaps as important a consideration

as the selection of a treatment method. Whether it is to provide more consistent

quality flowback to treat or to store treated water for reuse in fracturing, it is diffi-

cult to do better than to employ an above-ground storage tank (AST, Figure 3) to

achieve and maintain homogeneity in water quality due to the size of the AST

compared to a frack tank. Compared to standard frack tanks, water quality moni-

toring using ASTs requires far fewer sampling points and quality-control tests to

assure consistency. Treated produced water stored in ASTs aids in optimizing

bacteria-management practices for water held, sometimes for weeks, in advance

of its use in fracturing. 

Treating to enhance production
While it is important to treat produced water for the criteria required of

the fracturing fluid, it is even more important to treat to prevent scale and

corrosion damage to the wellbore, limit damage to the proppant pack, miti-

gate formation damage and ultimately enhance production. 

Some operators have actually reported improved results from wells frac-

tured with treated produced water. One operator using a zirconium-

crosslinked carboxymethylhydroxypropyl guar in treated produced water

concluded, “Initial results indicate production aligns with that from offset

wells fractured using 2% KCl [potassium chloride] as the base fluid.” 

Another used a zirconium crosslinked guar in treated Bakken and Three

Forks produced water to conclude, “The current production data suggest an

advantage to well stimulation with produced water.” 

Treatment operations to remove constituents that do not diminish the water’s

use incur unnecessary costs associated with their removal as well as disposal.

Returning treated produced water to the same formation while removing only

suspended solids and treating for bacteria and perhaps boron would not only

be less costly than reducing the TDS to drinking water quality levels but likely to

be more formation-compatible. 

References available.
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FIGURE 3. ASTs at a fracturing job in the Uinta Basin are used to store treated and untreated

produced water, providing a more consistent fluid.  (Source: Rockwater Energy Solutions)
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L
iquid contaminated with oil and other pollutants can

be one of the primary waste streams originating

from offshore well construction. This material, which

can be described as an oily slop, usually originates from

oil-contaminated fluids, rainwater and bilge water,

requiring operators to adhere to proper and regulated

disposal methods.

Similar to other waste streams, the discharge methods of

this oily water are subject to country-specific or global regu-

lations such as the Convention for the Protection of the

Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic, the Inter-

national Maritime Organization, the Barcelona Convention

and the U.K.’s Department of Energy and Climate Change. 

These regulations pertain to the quantity of oil and

other pollutant discharges, with total petroleum hydro-

carbon (TPH) content being the most heavily regulated.

Discharge regulatory thresholds vary among regions,

but acceptable concentrations typically range between

15 ppm and 40 ppm. 

Depending on geographical location, offshore drilling

rigs typically produce between 5 cu. m to 20 cu. m of oil-

contaminated liquid per day, and operators are obliged to

comply with the relative regulatory mandates. Today’s

technology offers three primary routes to manage the

waste content: Transport the waste to land for treatment,

inject downhole or treat at the source. 

Halliburton Baroid trialed various methods and con-

cluded that the most cost-effective and legally compliant

method in offshore environments is to treat the waste

stream at the source. The cost savings and operational

efficiency benefit operators through helping to reduce or

eliminate ship-to-shore transportation. Halliburton

Baroid’s BaraH2O Liquid Treatment Unit meets the

demands of the market and helps operators achieve regu-

latory compliance and recognize cost savings.

Process
The processing principles behind the liquid treatment

unit are based on a combination of chemical treatment

and dissolved air flotation. The chemicals flocculate and

bind together particles, making them easier to extract,

which then allows flotation by dissolved air to separate

both particles and oil from the water. The result can be

clear water free of particles and oil, which is acceptable

for discharge to the environment or reuse on the rig. 

Chemical treatment is customized based on the level of

contamination in the waste stream, and lightly contami-

nated water may require little to no chemical treatment. 

Establishing adequate waste segregation of oil-contami-

nated fluids prior to transfer to the receiving tank helps

ensure that untreatable volumes do not cross-contami-

nate other liquid waste streams that can be easily reused.

Good communication between operators and service

companies focused on waste segregation assists in achiev-

ing optimized waste reduction. 

In cases of cleaning lightly contaminated water or

where a safety stage is required, Baroid’s BaraClear Filtra-

tion services (parallel or serial) can be added. Discharged

water from the liquid treatment unit is continuously mon-

itored for TPH content via in-line instrumentation or

field lab instruments. 

Baroid’s offshore treatment technology has established

a high standard for drilling fluid and waste liquid treat-

Reducing oily water waste streams

minimizes offshore waste logistics 
The most cost-effective and legally compliant method in offshore environments is to 

treat the oil-contaminated waste stream at the source.

Yerzhan Ayapbergenov, Halliburton Baroid

The 6.1-m long container is easily installed on offshore platforms.

(Source: Halliburton Baroid)
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ment, as evidenced by historical performance. Baroid’s

personnel are trained to oversee every aspect of the

process, including

• Physical and chemical stabilization of the waste material;

• Testing; 

• Treatment; and

• Reporting. 

Versatility, value creation
The unit can be mounted on the rig, is readily

adaptable and can easily be connected to an auto-

matic pit cleaning system. This assists in waste

minimization since the water from the slop unit

can be recycled and deployed for pit cleaning

operations, keeping the generation of waste

related to pit cleaning operations to a minimum. 

The unit is built into a standard 6.1-m (20-ft)

container and in some cases can be built into the

rig. It can be run by one operator, making it eligi-

ble for even the smallest rigs. Baroid’s solution

offers onsite processing with direct discharge to

the sea. The cost savings compared to shipment to

shore and subsequent treatment are potentially

significant for the operator. 

Early-stage waste segregation methods also

contribute to a more cost-effective solution for

the customer and reduce additional treatment

requirements. Further cost savings and synergies

can be found in the fact that Baroid cuttings

handling operators, already located on

rigs, are also trained to operate the off-

shore treatment unit, which reduces

the number of personnel.

Treatment at the source can reduce

costs significantly in addition to offer-

ing several HSE compared to shipping

the oil-contaminated liquid to shore

for treatment. Among the advantages

is the reduced risk of spills and

reduced potential for development of

hydrogen sulfide on the rig or while in

vessel tanks during transport. 

During the trial phases Baroid’s origi-

nal target was to reduce waste volumes

by 75%; however, in many cases a 95%

reduction was achieved with less than 20

ppm of oil in water that was discharged.

The original trials were conducted

onshore Norway and then migrated off-

shore after achieving regulatory and

operator’s acceptance. 

In addition, the equipment deployed is NORSOK com-

pliant, which hosts the most stringent regulatory guide-

lines in offshore operations globally. Since the

introductory trials and deployment on the Norwegian

Continental Shelf, BaraH2O is being effectively used

beyond its traditional Norway offshore operations and is

currently being deployed globally. 

Water discharged from the BaraH2O Liquid Treatment Unit is continuously monitored for

TPH content from the control room. (Source: Halliburton Baroid)

During the trial phases conducted onshore Norway, Baroid achieved in many

cases reduction of waste volumes by 95% with water being discharged with less

than 20 ppm of oil. (Source: Halliburton Baroid)
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D
eepwater pipeline precommissioning presents tech-

nical and logistical challenges. State-of-the-art equip-

ment, logistics, local presence and flexibility play key roles

in the success of each deepwater pipeline precommission-

ing project. Improve the odds of solving these challenges

by adding expertise and experience, and by doing so,

operators will have a higher rate of project success.

The Baker Hughes Process and Pipeline Services (PPS)

team was contracted to provide the pipeline precommis-

sioning and inspection for an operator in the CLOV field

cluster about 140 km (87 miles) offshore Angola. Baker

Hughes PPS delivered subsea flooding, cleaning and gaug-

ing of the production flowlines and nine water injection

flowlines at water depths of 1,050 m to 1,410 m (3,445 ft to

4,626 ft); surface precommissioning on the construction

vessel and FPSO vessel; dewatering and monoethylene gly-

col (MEG) conditioning of the gas export (GE) line; and

umbilical testing and monitoring from the umbilical

installation vessel and FPSO locations.

The mobilization schedule provided inherent chal-

lenges, and the limited available deck space of the vari-

ous vessels required for the job demanded optimal

equipment performance. 

The success of the precommissioning project required a

coordinated effort that involved multiple executions of

deepwater remote subsea flooding, testing and dewatering

operations as well as strong in-country assets, planning

and management. 

Production, water injection flowlines
The flooding, cleaning and gauging (FCG) of the 11

production flowlines and nine water injection flowlines

were performed from the seabed using the Baker

Hughes DENIZEN remote subsea pipeline precommis-

sioning system. More than 90% of the pipeline was

flooded at a controlled rate using the available hydro-

static pressure. The pig was then pumped the remaining

distance to the pig receiver using an ROV-powered

pump mounted on the system. All water entering the

pipeline system was filtered and chemically dosed in

accordance with the project specification. 

Export line operations
The system also was used to perform FCG operations

on the 12-in., 13.8-mile (22-km) GE line prior to

hydrotesting operations. 

To optimize these operations, the system has been modi-

fied through an ongoing R&D program. Enhancements to

the system included installation of a new chemical flow

metering system for high-viscosity chemicals and real-time

measurement of the ROV’s hydraulic power, which

increased data-logger run time between 20 days and 30 days. 

Hydrotesting and leak testing of the GE system were

conducted in two stages. The first stage involved hydrotest-

ing the single hybrid riser (SHR) to test the integrity of

the riser, including the flexible jumper, from the flexible

end. After the main line spools and the subsea isolation

valve installations were complete, the second stage was to

hydrotest the GE flowline, SHR and flexible jumper as one

complete system. 

Following a successful hydrotest, the GE flowline and

SHR were dewatered from the flexible jumper FPSO end

Deepwater Angola precommissioning

relies on successful critical steps
Precommissioning and inspection of pipeline for CLOV field cluster 

is successful with careful planning. 

Paul Whitwell and Pawel Smarkusz, Baker Hughes

The pig launcher was used to deploy the dewatering pigs sub-

sea. (Source: Baker Hughes)
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toward the GE flowline end termination (FLET). 

The dewatering pig launcher was preloaded with six

dewatering pigs that were propelled with compressed

nitrogen from the FPSO flexible end to the GE FLET tem-

porary pig receiver that was located subsea.

After launching the dewatering pigs, an ROV was

deployed from the support vessel at the receiving FLET to

confirm receipt of the pigs and to operate the MEG sam-

pling tool. The tool was then recovered by the support ves-

sel, and fluid samples were tested for purity of the final

MEG slug in the pig train. Additional MEG samples were

stored in sealed bottles for further analysis by the client. 

After the GE pipeline was dewatered, it was packed with

nitrogen at 13 barg above ambient subsea pressure (130

barg) to minimize differential pressures when commis-

sioning the pipeline. 

Logistics were a challenging aspect of these operations.

Initially, the dewatering was going to be performed from

the supply boat but needed to be changed to a barge

three weeks before the mobilization date. This uncertainty

added to engineering, logistical planning and equipment

mobilization considerations. To reduce delays and mini-

mize costs, Baker Hughes brought in its logistics team to

expedite the process and to coordinate on-time delivery.  

Production, injection system testing 
The CLOV project’s two production loops and four water

injection systems were hydrotested independently after all

the main system components had been mechanically com-

pleted. The production loops and water injection systems

were subjected to a 24-hour hydrotest consisting of fil-

tered, treated and dyed seawater. 

Custom manifolds were manufactured to allow the ves-

sel to perform leak tests with the assistance of a subsea

remote data-logger and ROV. The manifolds allowed

three systems to be hydrotested simultaneously and

monitored independently, reducing the number of

deployments and allowing the vessel to be used to moni-

tor other installation work, optimizing total cost. The

extended testing period provided more test parameter

information, allowing faster, more informed decisions

based on test results. In addition, detaching the vessel

from the testing system enhanced safety.

Umbilical testing, monitoring
Umbilical precommissioning services typically include mul-

tiple testing stages. A pre-load-out test to verify the umbili-

cal integrity prior to mobilization can be carried out on the

umbilical before its transfer onboard the vessel. Often the

manufacturer’s factory acceptance test covers this require-

ment. For any umbilical being deployed from the vessel’s

carousel, transpooling monitoring was carried out to

ensure the umbilical tubes being transferred were kept

within a required pressure window and to verify that no

damage occurred to the umbilical throughout the process. 

Post-load-out testing was conducted once each umbilical

had been positioned onboard the vessel to test all

hydraulic, electrical and optical elements of the umbilical

against their design specifications. At this critical stage,

each umbilical was monitored as it was installed to con-

firm the integrity of the umbilical. Once the end of an

umbilical was reached, a final test was performed from the

vessel to confirm the umbilical had been installed without

damage. Once complete, the precommissioning equip-

ment was removed from the umbilical to allow completion

of the installation. After connecting subsea or surface

hang-off, a final test from the operations platform/FPSO

vessel was undertaken to demonstrate the umbilical’s

integrity and readiness for operations. 

CLOV success 
Meeting the full scope of challenges posed by deepwater

precommissioning operations offshore Angola required

advanced technology as well as expert engineering, hands-

on management and logistical support.

Multiple successful subsea deployments and a reliable

dewatering spread were critical to minimizing delays dur-

ing critical path operations. Equally important was the

ability to respond rapidly and effectively to a wide range of

project changes.

As a result, the CLOV precommissioning safely met all

the project objectives and saved the operator time and

expenses. In particular, the critical-path dewatering opera-

tions were executed on time and without incident. 

The Baker Hughes DENIZEN system is used to remotely flood and

hydrotest deepwater pipelines from the seabed. 

(Source: Baker Hughes)
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I
nvesting in engineering resources, safety systems and

training, Chinese yards are fitting themselves out to

compete on an international scale.

Founded in 1977, China Merchants Industry Holdings

is one of 12 subsidiaries of China Merchants Group. China

Merchants Heavy Industries (CMHI) in Jiangsu was the

first mainland China yard to enter the offshore market in

1989, beginning offshore construction work in 2005.

The yard focuses on detailed design with 3-D modeling

capability that allows owners to “walk through” a model to

identify and address issues before steel is cut. Design quality

control and multiple levels of checks and validation have

resulted in a process that has enabled 100% on-time delivery.

CMHI initially did repair work for jackups and semisub-

mersibles, gradually entering into conversions and new-

builds. The yard accommodates 12 rigs concurrently with the

capacity to deliver eight rigs per year. Today nine jackups are

in progress, including the first Gusto MSC CJ50 in China.

Dalian Shipbuilding Industry Co. (DSIC) was in busi-

ness for 116 years before taking on its first jackup project

in 1971. DSIC began building semisubmersible hulls and

jackup living quarters in the 1990s and in 2001 set itself

up as an offshore company. It began hull construction,

including pontoons, upper decks and caissons, and even-

tually turned out six newbuild FPSO vessels, one of which

was built for Conoco and classed by ABS. DSIC has pro-

duced more FPSO vessels than any other Chinese yard.

DSIC is improving capabilities through comprehensive

offshore training, annually sending employees for university

instruction that includes English and communication as

well as specialized skills and a focus on new regulations and

software. Locally, the yard looks to ABS and has sent more

than 7,000 engineers through ABS courses. DSIC has estab-

lished its own Design Research Institute, which does all of

the engineering for offshore projects using patent designs

from such companies as Friede & Goldman (F&G) and

Gusto as well as its own multiple patents for jackups,

semisubmersibles and drillships.

Reading the signs
Like CMHI, COSCO began as a repair yard, but predicting

a surplus of such yards, management decided early on to

refine its focus. COSCO hired hundreds of engineers,

began recruiting project managers (PMs), and sought local

instruction from ABS for a range of disciplines, including

project management, production and quality control.

Managers realized that while investing in training was

critical, it would be impossible to simply import technol-

ogy, so they copied the Singapore PM/engineering

model and modified it to work in China. There followed

a recruiting strategy that brought in groups of expats to

take top and middle management positions as well as

engineering level roles. 

Today 70% of COSCO’s revenue comes from offshore

work, and the yard continues to push the boundaries of

its capabilities, building its first newbuild semisubmersible

and carrying out multiple jackup projects as well as a

number of FPSO vessel conversions. Its goal is to build on

this experience to add even more deepwater projects.

Adding competencies
Established in 1992 as a port machinery manufacturer,
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China’s yards confirm 

competitive capability
Chinese shipyards are taking on challenging projects and stepping into a new global role.

Wang Cui Jun, CMHI; Yin Yeulin, DSIC; Ni Tao, COSCO;

Dai Wenkai, ZPMC; Ya Yu, CIMC;

Chen Gang, SWS; and Chenxi Wu, ABS
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DSIC delivered the ABS-classed Noble Dave Beard sixth-genera-

tion semisubmersible, shown here aboard the Dockwise Mighty

Servant 1 transport vessel in 2009. (Source: DSIC)
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ZPMC took on its first offshore construction project in

2007. ZPMC differentiates itself by developing, designing

and independently manufacturing components, including

dynamic positioning thrusters, winches, jacking and skid-

ding systems, and control system components. Its competi-

tive edge is R&D, which accounts for 4% of revenue. The

yard employs more than 2,000 engineers that specialize in

marine and offshore design. 

Through a 2010 collaboration agreement with F&G,

ZPMC added new designs and gained access to techni-

cal support and additional engineering resources. The

two organizations have jointly developed jackups, drill-

ships and deepwater windfarm

installation vessels. 

The yard, which is known for its

high-capacity cranes, is building a

2,000-mt fully revolving deep draft

floating crane—the largest in the

world. The yard plans to focus on

high-end equipment for platforms,

add to its equipment and compo-

nent manufacturing, and enhance

its equipment integration and

commissioning competencies. 

Establishing offshore
expertise
Not all Chinese yards moved from

marine capabilities to offshore con-

struction. CIMC RAFFLES (CIMC)

was an offshore yard from the

beginning. Expanding into China

from Singapore, CIMC established

a presence in Yantai, which is home

to the largest of the company’s

three R&D centers, housing nearly

1,000 engineers and experts includ-

ing 60 specialists from Singapore,

the U.S., the U.K., Norway, etc. 

CIMC has a reputation for

building high-specification semi-

submersibles, winning more con-

tracts for semisubmersibles than

any other Chinese yard. Develop-

ing, building and delivering its

own basic designs with intellectual

property from the outset, CIMC

has improved construction capabil-

ities and invested heavily in engi-

neering technology. Of 17 semis

delivered or under construction,

eight are designed with its own

intellectual property. On its first

semisubmersible project, CIMC

worked with ABS to make sure the

design would meet ABS class

requirements and operational

MARINE

CONSTRUCTION
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function when completed and collaborated with the classi-

fication society to research and develop key design, analysis

and experimental technology including global sizing and

performance and 3-D technology for rig design. In addi-

tion, the unique construction and mating made possible by

the 20,000-ton TAISUN crane facilitates construction,

reducing construction time and giving CIMC a distinct

advantage over other yards.

The yard embraces an international concept of HSE,

communicating safety messages in both English and

Chinese, and invests heavily in education, looking to

become a training center. Training in Yantai includes

undergrad and postdoctoral interns from the U.K., the

Netherlands, Singapore, Norway and local universities,

and there are plans to include more international engi-

neers and experts.

Part of the CSSC Group, Shanghai Waigaoqiao Ship-

building (SWS), comprises three yards. Founded in

1999 and designed in a “U” shape for efficient construc-

tion, SWS can launch three vessels every 45 days. The

yard has turned out jackups, semisubmersibles, drill-

ships and FPSO vessels, including a 2-MMbbl FPSO unit

for Conoco-Phillips nine years ago. 

During the project, SWS gained experience from the 100

ConocoPhillips engineers in the yard, changing the yard’s

approach to one that required evidence-based proof for

each construction step. Management improvements

resulted in better quality assurance/quality control audit-

ing and procedures that improved the yard’s approach to

subsequent projects, including a newbuild semisub-

mersible drilling unit. 

Another critical change for SWS came from the realiza-

tion that offshore clients invest in HSE and are willing to

pay for safety. The yard certifies new hires and annually

recertifies its workers. In addition to its other training

programs, SWS invites ABS to carry out training in the

local shipyard and sends workers as well to training at

ABS offices. This focus on safety led to a 70% decrease in

injuries in the yard from 2003 to 2014.

The top yards in China continue to invest in themselves,

improving project management, adding to their knowledge

base and competencies, and raising the bar for HSE.
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T
he E&P editors and staff proudly present the winners of

the 2015 Special Meritorious Awards for Engineering

Innovation, which recognize service and operating compa-

nies for excellence and achievement in every segment of

the upstream petroleum industry. The pages that follow

spotlight the 17 winners the independent team of judges

picked that represent a broad range of disciplines and

address a number of problems that pose roadblocks to effi-

cient operations. Winners of each category are products

that provided monumental changes in their sectors and

represented techniques and technologies that are most

likely to improve exploration, formation evaluation,

drilling, production, completions, onshore rigs, intelligent

systems, remediation, water management, subsea systems,

floating systems, marine construction and HSE efficiency

and profitability. 

This year some of the brightest minds in the industry from

service and operating companies entered exceptionally inno-

vative products and technologies that have now been meas-

ured against the world’s best to be distinguished as the most

ground-breaking in concept, design and application.  

The award program recognizes new products and tech-

nologies designed by people and companies who understand

the need for newer, better and constantly changing techno-

logical innovation to appease the energy-hungry world. 

The winners were selected by an expert panel of judges

comprising geologists, geophysicists, petrophysicists and

engineers from operating and consulting companies world-

wide. Each judge was assigned a category that best called on

his or her area of expertise. Judges whose companies have a

business interest were excluded from participation. The

products chosen by the judges represented the best of a long

list of winners.

E&P would like to thank these distinguished judges for their

efforts in selecting the winners in this year’s competition.

As in past years, E&P will present the 2015 awards at the

Offshore Technology Conference in Houston, Texas, on May

4th, 2015, as well as at Hart Energy’s DUG Permian event

May 19-21, 2015, in Fort Worth, Texas.

An entry form for the 2016 Special Meritorious Awards for

Engineering Innovation contest is available at EPmag.com.

The deadline for entries is Jan. 31, 2016.

2 0 1 5  M E A  J U D G E S

An expert panel of judges has selected the top 17 industry projects that open

new and better avenues to the complicated process of finding and producing

hydrocarbons around the world.
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Mike Forrest
Consultant
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MERITORIOUS AWARDS

FOR ENGINEERING INNOVATION

DRILLBIT WINNER

SCHLUMBERGER  | STINGBLADE CONICAL DIAMOND ELEMENT BIT 

The new StingBlade conical diamond

element bit from Smith Bits, a

Schlumberger company, features a cen-

trally placed diamond Stinger to more

efficiently destroy rock in the low-velocity

area at the center of the bit.

By strategically placing a number of

Stinger elements across the cutting face

of StingBlade bits, engineers from

Smith Bits have significantly improved

footage drilled and ROP, produced

higher build rates with better toolface

control, enhanced bit stability for bot-

tomhole assembly shock and vibration

mitigation, and provided larger cuttings

for better surface formation evaluation

at the rig site.

Compared with conventional polycrystalline diamond

compact (PDC) cutters, Stinger elements have a much

more aggressive conical shape, which enables an ultrahigh-

concentrated force that fractures high-compressive-

strength formations more efficiently and

generates larger cuttings and also drills

with less torque and better steerability in

directional applications. 

In 250 bit runs conducted in 14 coun-

tries, StingBlade bits averaged a 55%

increase in run lengths with a correspon-

ding 30% increase in ROP.

In the Browse Basin offshore north-

west Australia, the operator drilled a

12¼-in. vertical section through forma-

tions comprised of interbedded hard

limestone and chert with high compres-

sive strengths.

The first StingBlade bit drilled 1,516 m

(4,972 ft) at 11 m/hr (36 ft/hr). This

delivered 97% more footage than the best runs with con-

ventional PDC bits used on the closest offset well. ROP also

improved 57%. The second StingBlade bit drilled the

remaining section to total depth at an average ROP of 16

m/hr (52.5 ft/hr). n

Two runs with the StingBlade saved

an operator five rig days. In critical

deepwater offshore wells, a single

bit trip can cost more than $1 mil-

lion. (Source: Schlumberger)

DRILLING FLUIDS WINNER 

HALLIBURTON  | SALTSHIELD CEMENT 

For many of the reservoirs discovered beneath salt zones,

there is no recovery program without traversing up to

2,000 m (6,560 ft) of salt, seriously challenging drilling and

cementing operations with threats of hole closure, lost cir-

culation, casing collapse and compromised zonal isolation

due to cement contamination.

Halliburton dedicated a global team of scientists to

understand the cause of cement sheath failure from chem-

ical effects of salts as well as the thermal and geomechani-

cal loading from salt zones.

From this research, Halliburton scientists delivered the

SaltShield cementing service. Even with up to 12% con-

tamination, SaltShield cement is proven to prevent dissolu-

tion of the salts to help avoid a washed-out section, achieve

competent zonal isolation and help reduce nonuniform

load points that can cause casing collapse. 

In the southern North Sea, the Zechstein Basin presents

operators with creeping salt masses that induce cyclic load-

ing from geomechanical and geochemical stresses due to

the plastic flow of the salt zone.

Two wells for one of the operators in the basin had failed

shortly after being brought into production due to exces-

sive water production and well abandonment. The salt

slowly flowed unevenly around the casing, and the irregu-

lar external loading resulted in a partial casing collapse.

Halliburton validated finite element analytic models to

understand the plastic flow of the Zechstein salt zone and

determine an optimized SaltShield cement slurry system for

a new well. More than a year after beginning production,

that well remains onstream without any evidence of negative

effects due to salt-creep issues. n

Conventional salt-zone slurries gel when contaminated at 2% (by

weight of water) by a reactive salt zone (left). SaltShield cement

before contamination (center) shows excellent rheology. Even

with up to 12% (by weight of water) salt contamination, SaltShield

cement has excellent rheology (right). (Source: Halliburton)
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MERITORIOUS AWARDS

FOR ENGINEERING INNOVATION

DRILLING SYSTEMS WINNER

SCHLUMBERGER  | GEOSPHERE RESERVOIR MAPPING-WHILE-DRILLING SERVICE

Using deep, directional electromagnetic measure-

ments, the GeoSphere reservoir mapping-while-

drilling service from Schlumberger reveals subsurface

bedding and fluid contact details more than 30 m (100

ft) from the wellbore.

This reservoir view provides a depth of investigation

increased by a factor of five compared to previous bed-

boundary mapping services. The service bridges the res-

olution gap between seismic images and those created by

current near-wellbore petrophysical measurements. It

delineates intrinsic layering of contrasting resistivity and

maps both reservoir boundaries and fluid contact levels

with results rendered in real time.

Among the benefits are geohazard avoidance and accu-

rate targeting of reservoir sweet spots while drilling coupled

with the acquisition of data to update 3-D reservoir models

for better field development and production decisions.

Geoscientists can use GeoSphere imagery to correct

time-to-depth conversions of seismic images. The service

can be combined with complementary LWD tools and is

applicable in any well type. 

In Brazil Shell was drilling a deepwater well targeting a

reservoir zone that extended across two fault blocks. The

objective was to steer the wellbore so it would transition

from a downthrown to an upthrown block to produce

from both

sides while

penetrating

reservoir sweet

spots. The

complex reser-

voir consisted

of unconfined

turbidite sands

characterized

as amalga-

mated distrib-

utary channels

with shale zones above and below the reservoir. 

Based on real-time data Shell was able to adjust well

trajectory to successfully drill both blocks while avoiding

penetration of a nonproductive zone. n

The GeoSphere real-time reservoir map

enables updates of seismic interpretation.

(Source: Schlumberger)

EXPLORATION WINNER

SCHLUMBERGER  | PETREL 2014 NEW USER EXPERIENCE

With the E&P industry transitioning into a con-

text-driven digital environment, a workflow-ori-

ented user experience has become increasingly

important. The new user experience within Petrel is

designed to make an impact on the productivity of oil

company employees and has been validated by more

than 40 Schlumberger customers during the develop-

ment phase.

Some of its advantages include a logical interface con-

figuration, a focused environment, reduced mouse clicks

and an emphasis on interpretation and data. It also

offers user tracking and behavioral investigations. And

users can choose between a conventional seismic-to-simu-

lation workflow or make a more focused geological and

geophysical assessment.

The new interface is based on Microsoft’s ribbon

concept and has reduced mouse travel time by 30%

and mouse clicks by 35% while allowing users to spend

an average of 30% more time interacting with data

and workflows.

Clients have referred to the new workflow as a “step

change” and have noted, “The days of hunting for a but-

ton on the margins is gone.” Other feedback indicates

that the ribbon interface enables logical, sequential

workflows. During trials, 70% of the customers were con-

fident using the new interface within three days, and

98% were fluent within a week. n

The new Petrel interface design is configured in a logical, work-

flow-driven environment where key tools are presented in con-

text, mouse clicks are significantly reduced and the focus is kept

on interpretation and data. (Source: Schlumberger)
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MERITORIOUS AWARDS

FOR ENGINEERING INNOVATION

FORMATION EVALUATION WINNER

HALLIBURTON  | COREVAULT FLUID AND ROCK SAMPLING SYSTEM

The CoreVault system combines fluid sampling with rock

coring and enables fluids to be obtained from low-per-

meability reservoirs without escaping during coring. The sys-

tem provides a more accurate volumetric snapshot of the oil

and gas content of unconventional reservoir rocks. 

In the past, 50% to 70% of the hydrocarbons escaped as

the cores depressurized. Operators had to estimate this fluid

loss when building their models. By preserving 100% of the

fluids within the sample, CoreVault enables an improved

understanding of potential production and can significantly

enhance in-place estimates.

An operator working in Ohio and West Virginia used the

system to sample cores, which revealed considerably more oil

and gas in place than previous estimates had indicated. The

system was run in five wells and gathered 150 core samples.

The tool was able to retrieve up to 10 cores per trip. Com-

pared to the 2.2 cu. m/ton (78.2 cf/ton) estimate derived

from modeling, the CoreVault system indicated an average

of 5.6 cu. m/ton (196.2 cf/ton), 2.5 times more gas than

expected. The multiple samples also enabled better target-

ing and completion efficiency and provided better informa-

tion about the most profitable zones. n

Built into the next generation of the Hostile Rotary Sidewall Cor-

ing tool, the CoreVault system can capture up to 10 samples in a

sealed container in one run. The container prevents reservoir flu-

ids from escaping during core retrieval and transport. (Source:

Halliburton)

FLOATING SYSTEMS AND RIGS WINNER

ARCHER  | ARCHER EMERALD

As the offshore industry strives to minimize operating

costs and maximize production, Archer’s modular

drilling rigs (MDRs), the Emerald and Topaz, are an attrac-

tive alternative to expensive fixed drilling facilities.

Although the concept of MDRs is not new, environmental

restrictions and platform limitations reduced the opportu-

nities for successful deployment, particularly in harsh-envi-

ronment locations. Archer was convinced that adapting

modular rig systems through the integration of modern

technologies would address the limitations previously set.

Key challenges included reducing the size/weight of the

existing modules, reducing or eliminating the large crews

and improving rig up time/operational efficiency. Archer

built an offshore modular drilling unit that is fully NOR-

SOK D-001 and U.K. compliant, allowing the units to oper-

ate in the harshest environments in the world.

In 2012, the Emerald began operations offshore New

Zealand. As a super-single rack and pinion rig, the Emer-

ald combines a proven alternative method of conveyance

with the latest in drilling technologies all housed in a mod-

ular package. It is equally capable of undertaking drilling,

workover, and plug-and-abandonment operations. The rig

recently completed a series of wells in a client’s drilling

program, with the second well drilling to a depth of more

than 6,100 m (20,000 ft). The third well was completed

eight days ahead of schedule. The fourth well in the series

was completed 30 days ahead of customer expectations. n

Archer’s Emerald MDR, seen here on Maui A offshore New

Zealand, is capable of undertaking drilling, workover and plug-

and-abandonment operations. (Source: Archer)
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MERITORIOUS AWARDS

FOR ENGINEERING INNOVATION

HYDRAULIC FRACTURING/COMPLETIONS WINNER

HALLIBURTON  | ACCESSFRAC INTRACYCLE STIMULATION SERVICE

While greater stimulation compartmentalization and

increased proppant have helped improve productiv-

ity, these can also lead to deteriorating economics in typi-

cal multistage completion designs. Halliburton’s

AccessFrac IntraCycle stimulation service seeks to over-

come these issues by providing multicycle-per-zone fractur-

ing methodology. Through the use of optimized pumping

schedules and diversion spacers to segregate multiple

proppant cycles, the service provides a solution to the

complex interaction of stage configuration, cluster spac-

ing, material volumes and number of proppant cycles.

The result is technical effectiveness and financial success.

In a Bakken completion, AccessFrac set a new record for

the number of isolated proppant cycles placed over a sin-

gle cemented plug-and-perf lateral completion. It also

achieved a 300% increase in effective stimulation com-

partmentalization compared to conventional designs.

Three segmented injection cycles were pumped sequen-

tially over 33 mechanically isolated zones in the well with

one pressure-activated toe sleeve. Initial results include a

27% higher IP and 24% higher 72-day total-zone pro-

duced liquids than previous wells.

In an Eagle Ford refrack, the strategy was to increase

proppant pumped per foot and to add more perf clusters

to the lateral. The refrack placed 6.44 MMlbm of proppant

over 26 cycles, resulting in a 325% production uplift. n

Cumulative production data from the first 72 days of production

demonstrate a 27% higher IP and 24% higher 72-day cumulative

total-zone produced liquids for the AccessFrac IntraCycle design

than a conventional limited entry same-pad offset, which used

20% more proppant. (Source: Halliburton)

HSE WINNER

HALLIBURTON  | ENVIRONMENTALLY DISTINCTIVE BURNER

Halliburton developed the Environ-

mentally Distinctive Burner

(EDB) to redefine what an oil burner

can do and what the industry should

expect from one. Traditional oil burn-

ers can handle steady-state operation

wells. If the expected flow rates are

achieved, a clean burn often will result,

but there is no room to adjust for

changes to flow conditions or control

transients such as ramping up flow rates

and shutdown. 

The EDB has a unique nozzle

design that incorporates a pneumatic

piston and valve to control in real

time the functional position of each

of its 10 nozzles, allowing the operator to keep the

burner within the ideal operating envelope for the dura-

tion of the well test. 

When a nozzle is closed, the oil flow is stemmed at the

entrance to the atomization chamber, and the air flow is

reduced proportionally. This

allows all residual oil to be

atomized and efficiently

burned. This is an especially

important feature as the

majority of oil burner fallout

comes from the brief shut-

down period. Burner effi-

ciency was witnessed by a

recognized certification

authority to be 99.99952%

fallout-free, 14.5 times less

fallout than the previous

industry standard. 

During its first operation

offshore Brazil, through vary-

ing weather, well and flow conditions, the EDB flowed in

excess of 6,700 bbl, eliminating about 69.48 l (18.35 gal) of

fallout. The ability to monitor burner-head data and

remotely operate the burner also allowed about three days

without any recorded nonproductive time. n

The EDB has a unique nozzle design that incorporates

a pneumatic piston and valve to control the position

of nozzles in real time. (Source: Halliburton)
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MERITORIOUS AWARDS

FOR ENGINEERING INNOVATION

HYDRAULIC FRACTURING WINNER

PACKERS PLUS ENERGY SERVICES INC.  | INFERNO SYSTEM

Geothermal energy is one of the leading renewable

sources of environmentally friendly power generation.

Recent improvements in drilling and extraction technol-

ogy have enabled the creation of geothermal power plants

in areas where the thermal resources lie deep under the

surface. These developments represent a challenging set of

downhole conditions and reservoir characteristics, with

unique problems caused by high-volume, hot water flows.

Temperatures up to 315 C (600 F) and 100% aqueous envi-

ronments create well completion and operating problems. 

The Inferno completion system was developed during a

time when completion tools that could withstand extreme

conditions were needed by Geodynamics, a company focused

on enhanced geothermal systems, in the Cooper Basin in

South Australia. Packers Plus designed, prototyped and tested

production packers, liner hangers, liner hanger packers, pol-

ished bore receptacles, seal assemblies, anchor latches and

float equipment for 7-in. and 95∕8-in. casing to withstand bot-

tomhole temperatures of 315 C and pressures of 10,000 psi.

With the successful design and delivery of the Inferno

completion tools within a short time frame, Geodynamics

and Packers Plus Field Operations personnel were able to

work past upfront challenges involving intense heat to suc-

cessfully complete the well in preparation for hydraulic

stimulation. Because the limits of oil and gas completions

continue to be pushed by targeting deeper and hotter for-

mations, the Inferno tools also have applications for multi-

stage hydraulic fracturing. n

The Inferno completion system tools can withstand bottomhole

temperatures of 315 C and pressures up to 10,000 psi. (Source:

Packers Plus Energy Services Inc.)

INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS WINNER

CHINA NATIONAL PETROLEUM CO.   | SMART DRILLER INDICATOR (SDI)

Conventionally, drillers apply

drilling parameters to the

drillbit such as weight on bit

(WOB) and rotary speed accord-

ing to their past experience or

referring to parameters specified

in the well drilling program and

keep these parameters unchanged

over a long interval regardless of

what formation is being drilled.

However, the formation lithology

and hole geometry changes during

the drilling process; keeping con-

stant drilling parameters to drive

the bit will often cause an inade-

quate or excessive cutting process to the rock, which

can result in low cutting efficiency such as bit balling

from insufficient hydraulics or cutter damage from

excessive impacts. 

China National Petroleum Co. developed a real-time

drilling indicator called Smart Driller Indicator (SDI) that

tells the driller the WOB, rotary speed and mud flow rate

that are adequate for penetrating a

rock to achieve a higher ROP and

longer bit runs. 

The optimized drilling parame-

ters are calculated and updated

by a soft-closed-loop solution

called NAVO, which monitors the

ROP and energy input to a bit in

real time. 

Moreover, the NAVO incorpo-

rates a real-time drillstring vibra-

tion evaluation model to

determine the envelopes of bit

bounce, whirl and stick-slip so that

the optimum drilling parameters

can minimize the drillstring vibration level and maxi-

mize the ROP. 

The performance of application of NAVO in more

than 20 wells in China with footage of about 9,144 m

(30,000 ft) shows that there is 20% to 54% ROP improve-

ment and longer bit life compared to conventional

drilling habits, saving customers rig time and money. n

The SDI calculates optimized drilling parame-

ters to improve ROP and the length of bit runs.

(Source: China National Petroleum Co.)
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INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS WINER

PETRONAS  | SMART CENTRALIZED FISCAL METERING SUPERVISORY SYSTEM (SMARTCEN)

SmartCen is a supervisory computer
system designed for custody trans-

fer and allocation metering. The sys-
tem comprises functionalities such as
monitoring and control, reporting,
log book, asset management, alarms,
and trending. It also includes
advanced functions for custody trans-
fer metering applications such as vir-
tual flow computers, integrated
validation, mismeasurement manage-
ment, online uncertainty calculation
and metering diagnostic functions.

SmartCen ensures measurement
integrity of custody transfer metering
calculation and activity by adopting various international
measurement standards into the modules. Real-time verifica-
tion assures the operator that calculation accuracy is at its
highest level and at the same time enables quick detection
of abnormalities. Verifications done in real time significantly
minimize human error and improve integrity. 

One significant function of SmartCen is mismeasure-

ment management, which enables
the system to calculate an alterna-
tive billing report if a mismeasure-
ment event takes place, such as
the failure of a device. As Smart-
Cen consolidates critical data at
minimum intervals of five min-
utes, it is able to correct recalcu-
lated billings based on the
available prioritized data. 

SmartCen can be deployed in
both greenfield and brownfield
facilities. In one installation the
SmartCen system was installed at a
brownfield facility to resolve issues

caused by an existing conventional computer system. A
comparative study was made on the measurement effi-
ciency of both the systems. SmartCen recalculated the
volume transferred based on the flow computer raw data
and immediately alerted the user on a discrepancy in the
existing flow computer calculation, resulting in a cost
savings of $7 million per year. n

SmartCen can perform verifications in 

real time, minimizing human error. 

(Source: Petronas)

INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS WINNER

NOV  | DRILLING AUTOMATION SYSTEM AND OPTIMIZATION SERVICE

NOV’s Drilling Automation System and Optimiza-
tion Service provides rig crews with a toolkit that

offers more accurate control systems, improved real-
time decision-making and enhanced analytical capabil-
ities. The service has five main components: 

• High-frequency downhole data acquisition tools;
• An IntelliServ high-speed telemetry network;
• Drilling applications and software; 
• Optimization personnel; and 
• Visualization and reporting. 
The primary impact of the system stems from the inte-

gration of these five elements and has achieved several
firsts, including the world’s first closed-loop control of
slide drilling, the world’s first high-speed survey and
toolface with 2-sec updates, the world’s first high-speed
real-time drilling dynamics vibration data and real-time
annular pressure measurements from the bottomhole
assembly and two other locations in the tool string.

The service was deployed in two phases on a 10-well
project in the Eagle Ford Shale. In the first phase wells 1
through 4 were drilled without wired pipe but with down-

hole sensor packages to establish a sta-
tistically relevant benchmark. In the sec-
ond phase wells 5 through 10 were
drilled with the full system. 

Since the project took place in an
established field, the client expected a
10% reduction in spud-to-total depth
(TD) time. However, the client actually
realized a 43% reduction in spud-to-TD.
This was attributable to increased ROP
as well as longer tool life and saved the
customer more than $800,000 in operat-
ing costs compared to Phase 1. n

NOV’s system includes wired drillpipe

that provides downhole data such as

weight on bit, torque, annular pressure,

azimuth, inclination and gamma ray. This

information is transferred from a control

system to a real-time operations center.

(Source: NOV)
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BAKER HUGHES  | CENESIS CURVE TIGHT-RADIUS ESP SYSTEM

Unconventional oil wells have experienced a boom in

drilling and production activity. Since these wells are

often horizontally drilled, the horizontal lateral length can

exceed the vertical depth. The kick-off point and radius

required to reach the production zones vary widely in

these wells. One of the issues these drilling practices create

is limiting the installation of electrical submersible pump-

ing (ESP) systems. 

A severe buildup rate in the curve section of the well

can prevent safely landing an ESP at the deepest possible

setting depth. Because industry guidelines recommend

not installing an ESP system through a buildup rate

greater than 6°/30 m (100 ft), systems are typically placed

in the vertical section of the wellbore, which can adversely

impact production. 

The CENesis Curve tight-radius ESP system from

Baker Hughes overcomes this challenge, allowing oper-

ators to land the ESP system closer to the pay zone to

maximize production and reserve recovery. A new

design of the connections between ESP system compo-

nents allows the system to reliably pass through buildup

rates in excess of

15°/30 m. 

During installation,

the mechanical stresses

on the connections can

make them the most vul-

nerable part of the sys-

tem. The CENesis Curve

threaded connection is

able to withstand greater

mechanical stresses than

the standard bolted

flange design, minimiz-

ing reliability issues. This

innovative new system

can reduce rig time, 

and its threaded connec-

tion helps avoid the 

risk of dropping bolts 

or tools downhole 

during installation. n

The boltless design connection of

the CENesis Curve tight-radius sys-

tem helps minimize reliability

issues. (Source: Baker Hughes)

MARINE CONSTRUCTION & DECOMMISSIONING WINNER

WEATHERFORD  | RIG-FREE LIGHT-DUTY PULLING AND JACKING UNIT

The innovative Rig-Free technologies offered by Weath-

erford, specifically the Rig-Free light-duty pulling and

jacking unit (PJU), have great potential to improve effi-

ciency and limit the expense of intervention and abandon-

ment operations. The Rig-Free unit eliminates the need to

employ costly jackup and workover rigs for offshore inter-

vention and abandonment campaigns. It is especially well

suited for pulling conductors on platforms with down-

graded structural capacities and in situations where space

is limited. The unit’s jacking system, telescoping mast and

power swivel offer a pulling capacity of 35,000 lb in 13.4-m

(44-ft) increments and a jacking capacity of 1 MMlb in 1.5-

m (5-ft) increments. The Rig-Free light-duty PJU also is

highly mobile and adaptable. 

A major operator was embarking on a well abandonment

project encompassing six wells in the Gulf of Mexico. Lim-

ited area was available for pulling and jacking operations,

and pipelines, seabed debris and dissimilar spud-can pat-

terns presented potential issues for a jackup rig. The

Weatherford team recommended using the Rig-Free light-

duty PJU. The project consisted of cutting and pulling vari-

ous tubulars at depths up to 2,135 m (7,000 ft). 

Because the unit has minimal reliance on the platform

crane, the operator was able to perform wireline and

coiled tubing operations simultaneously. The project was

completed in 1,545 hours, including mobilization, demobi-

lization and all operations. The nonproductive time associ-

ated with the Weatherford team’s services was only 11

hours, less than 1% of the overall time. n

The Rig-Free light-duty PJU eliminates the need for jackup and

workover rigs for offshore intervention and abandonment cam-

paigns. (Source: Weatherford)
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ONSHORE RIG WINNER

HALLIBURTON  | BUOYANCY ASSISTED CASING EQUIPMENT

The North American shale revolution has demon-

strated that pad drilling and extended-reach hori-

zontal wells can deliver operational cost efficiencies and

excellent production results. However, extended-reach

horizontal wells can challenge the casing run-in opera-

tions. The lateral section can cause friction and drag

forces that exceed the hook weight of the rig or the

buckling capacity of the casing and prevent casing from

reaching the planned depth. 

The casing flotation method involves trapping air or a

lighter fluid in a chamber at the lower end of the casing

string to help buoy the weight of the string so that it is

not fully resting on the wellbore in the horizontal sec-

tion, thus reducing casing

drag. While hook load is

not the primary concern

when running casing in

shale wells, casing buckling

is. Smaller casing sizes are

prone to buckling in hori-

zontal wells, which can

cause casing to miss the planned depth by hundreds or

thousands of feet.

Halliburton’s Buoyancy Assisted Casing Equipment

(BACE) assembly helps reduce the run-in force required

in the lateral section, alleviating the drag force that can

induce buckling. With the BACE assembly, a single rigup is

used for both the pump line and the return line to the

mud pit. The single line facilitates a modified operation

involving measured displacement with a volume of mud

equal to the buoyant chamber volume. The BACE assem-

bly evacuation process establishes circulation in 45 minutes

on average, providing an 85% efficiency improvement over

the conventional evacuation method. n

The BACE assembly helps prevent casing buckling in horizontal extended-reach wells. 

(Source: Halliburton)

SUBSEA SYSTEMS WINNER

WEATHERFORD  | RED EYE SUBSEA WATER-CUT METER

Water detection and tracking are crucial to off-

shore operators. Many subsea wells only gather

flow and water-cut information at the manifold where

production fluid from multiple wells is commingled.

This does not allow monitoring of water-cut data from

individual wells. 

The Weatherford Red Eye subsea water-cut meter is a

probe-style sensor that gives operators a well surveillance

tool that enables them to know when water production

starts, where water flow originates and what the relative con-

centration of hydrate inhibitor is in the line. 

These data enable operators to more accurately track

water production and thereby optimize flow assurance and

reservoir management. The tool can be installed anywhere

in a subsea production system and can operate in full three-

phase flowstreams at any gas-volume fraction. The Red Eye

meter is the first standalone subsea meter capable of meas-

uring water cut in a multiphase line. 

This is also the first subsea sensor capable of detecting

early water onset in gas wells at the level of 0.25 bbl of water

per 28,300 cu. m (1 MMcf) of gas. With minimal power and

communication requirements, the meter enables operators

to track the water produc-

tion of each well. It is rated

at 15,000 psi and suitable

for installation at a depth

of 3,048 m (10,000 ft).

This tool can be applied

to any type of subsea pro-

duction system, including

HP/HT wells.

The Red Eye subsea

water-cut meter is based on

the topside Red Eye water-

cut meter. A thorough

qualification program was

started in 2012 and com-

pleted in early 2014. n

The Red Eye meter is the first

standalone subsea meter that

can measure water cut in a

multiphase line. (Source:

Weatherford)
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WATER MANAGEMENT WINNER

SCHLUMBERGER  | EPCON DUAL COMPACT FLOTATION UNIT

Produced water represents by far the

largest waste stream in oil and gas pro-

duction operations. Optimized produced

water treatment solutions that feature

greater capacity and performance have

become increasingly necessary to adhere

to admissible disposal regulations while

maintaining desired oil production rates. 

Newbuild offshore production facilities

in particular require a process solution for

produced water that meets the highest

standards of oil removal while simultane-

ously minimizing operator interference

requirements. The new Schlumberger

EPCON Dual compact flotation unit

(CFU) technology introduces an engi-

neered internal design that incorporates

residual flotation gas in a secondary separation stage,

increasing oil-in-water removal efficiency while fully

degassing the clean water outlet. 

Pilot testing in an onshore controlled

environment resulted in 75% greater oil

removal efficiency compared with con-

ventional technologies. Due to its com-

pact simplified design, the system

achieves optimal water treatment in 50%

of the footprint of a conventional system,

saving rig space and streamlining opera-

tions. One single-pressure EPCON Dual

CFU can accommodate flow rates

between 500 bbl/d and 150,000 bbl/d. 

The technology was deployed on a Sta-

toil installation in the Norwegian sector

of the North Sea. Post-treatment outlet-

oil concentration was measured to be 10

ppm, down from more than 25 ppm

before treatment. The results also verified 27% better sepa-

ration rates compared to conventional technologies. n

The EPCON Dual CFU incorporates a

secondary separation stage, thus

increasing oil-in-water removal effi-

ciency while fully degassing the clean

water outlet. (Source: Schlumberger)
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UNCONVENTIONALS:

THE BAKKEN

O
ne of the big questions in the investment commu-

nity, according to Tim Rezvan, senior research ana-

lyst, Sterne Agee, is whether the Bakken is dead.

After all, the Bakken play has seen a dramatic 51% plunge

in rig count (down to 97 as of March 27), while operators

are slashing capex and focusing on their core assets.

Though production is still growing, it won’t last for-

ever. Curtailment could be felt as early as this summer.

Assuming the Bakken rig count stays flat, production

could roll over as early as July, with a 5% production

decline from current volumes by the end of 2016, Gibson

Scott, director, Energy Research at ITG Inc., told atten-

dees at Hart Energy’s DUG Bakken conference April 1.

But, to paraphrase one of Monty Python’s most

famous sketches, the Bakken’s not dead, it’s just resting.

Despite the dismal prices (WTI was at $49.95 at press

time), there is reason to be optimistic. The futures strip

predicts $60/bbl WTI by the middle of 2016 and

$70/bbl WTI by mid-2018.

“I think the important number to look at is the $70 thresh-

old,” said Rezvan, who spoke on the same panel as Scott

and Stratas Advisors upstream analyst Gabriel Martinez.

“Conversations with operators suggest that will be a

hurdle rate at which they would start hedging produc-

tion, which is an important precursor to activity,” he said.

In addition, operators have been negotiating with well

services companies on costs, and Rezvan said some

already have 10% to 20% in price reductions in hand,

with possible additional savings if the price of oil stays low.

Companies also are lowering costs by refinancing their

debt, he added. These methods could lead to a $5 to

$10 reduction per barrel in breakeven costs this year.

The panelists pointed to the “coring up” trend cur-

rently happening in the play.

“As we transition to 2015 to a period of reduced

spending, activity is really going to be focused on the

companies’ best rock and also on where companies have

infrastructure in place to improve well-level economics,

so we do expect breakevens to come down sharply in

2015,” Rezvan said.

Simply put, the Bakken core offers the highest recov-

eries and the lowest breakeven costs in the Williston

Basin, Scott said.

“Along with mature regions like Elm Coulee and the

Billings Nose, the extensional areas rank lowest in terms

of per-well productivity,” he said.

He added that the average well drilled in the exten-

sional areas between 2012 and 2014 required a $70/bbl

price to break even.

Martinez pointed to the rig count. Of the 97 rigs still

active in the basin, only six are running outside the four

core counties (McKenzie, Williams, Dunn and Moun-

trail), he said.

Oasis in the Bakken
In a low-price commodity environment, Oasis Petroleum

Inc. is looking to innovation and optimization to squeeze

every dollar it can out of its processes, said Taylor Reid,

COO and president of Oasis Petroleum, at the conference. 

“You’ve got to see things in different ways and find dif-

ferent ways to make your wells more economic,” he said. 

As a pure-play Bakken E&P, Oasis currently holds

more than 500,000 acres in the Williston Basin. The

company has 400 operated spacing units, translating

into more than 3,000 inventory locations. 

In 2015 Oasis also will rely on capital efficiency, seek-

ing to maximize every dollar spent by employing

advanced completion techniques such as high-intensity

fracks, among others, Reid said. Slickwater frack results

have shown wells that substantially outperformed type

curves and results of conventional fracks. The company

has seen increases in production ranging from 30% to

50%, varying by location in the basin. 

“This is just a great indication of what high-intensity

fracks can do for us,” Reid said. 

About 25% of the company’s inventory lies in the core

of the basin in areas with high EURs and capital-efficient

projects. Of the company’s total acreage, 70% lies on the

west side of the basin, with the remaining 30% located on

the east side. Oasis currently produces about 50,000

boe/d, with a resource base of about 270 MMboe. 

From a control perspective, more than 95% of the posi-

tion is operated, with 70% average working interest in

2014. “In 2015 we expect that to be closer to 80% average

working interest,” Reid noted. “And really importantly, it’s

The Bakken: not dead, just resting
New technologies help this play enjoy sweeter dreams.

Staff Report
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85% held by production. We’re not forced to move rigs

around and drill wells to hold our land.”

Large contiguous areas of the company’s acreage—that

range between 15,000 and 100,000 acres in size—position

the company close to infrastructure and offer operating

expense benefits. This, in turn, drives costs down, according

to Reid. “We’ve got a great infra-

structure position that we continue

to build out that again helps with

efficiency, driving down this operat-

ing expense. And we continue to

build out both our well services and

our midstream businesses, which

again help us to be more efficient in

our operations.”

In 2014 the company focused on

high-density spacing unit drillouts,

with 10 to 15 wells being drilled in

a single spacing unit. In 2015 Oasis

will continue this focus in addition

to continuing to examine optimal

spacing. The program grew pro-

duction to more than 50,000 bbl/d

in fourth-quarter 2014, a 27%

growth rate. 

Going hand in hand with the com-

pany’s focus on capital efficiency in

2015 will be its increased attention

on its balance sheet, first by keeping

spending within cash flow. 

“We moved from 16 rigs at the

end of last year to five rigs cur-

rently, so we’ve got cash flow and

capital in line,” Reid said. 

Solid execution will play a large

role in operations going into 2015,

with Oasis seeking to deliver on

every well. Remaining flexible and

opportunistic also will prove a key

aspect of the company’s strategic

plan this year. “We put in place a

hedge put that has more than $300

million in value,” Reid said. “We’re

going to look for opportunistic

ways to balance or manage our

position from a financial stand-

point going forward, which does

include hedging.” 

With total projected capex of

more than $700 million, Oasis plans

to complete 80 wells in 2015. From a

production standpoint, the company anticipates keeping

prduction flat up to as much as 7%. With a smaller capital

program and less capital production coming on, base

assets will command importance moving forward. “Manag-

ing downtime and keeping our wells all producing effi-

ciently will be very important,” Reid said. 
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M
ore rig time means higher expenses, less profit 

and production delays—especially in challenging hori-

zontal plug-and-perf (PNP) operations. Using an optimized

fracturing plug is critical for complete zonal isolation dur-

ing stimulation. Frack plugs play an important role in expe-

dient well completion and enhanced hydrocarbon

recovery. In the current market conditions in which mar-

gins are increasingly compressed, frack plugs need to per-

form reliably and efficiently in diverse wellbore conditions.

Challenges with metallic plugs
There are three main challenges associated

with the deployment of frack plugs, particu-

larly in unconventional wells. These chal-

lenges include running the plug into the

wellbore at faster speeds without the tool pre-

setting; achieving the necessary anchoring

force and a high-integrity seal to prevent leaks;

and milling the plugs out as quickly as possible

with minimal cuttings to avoid getting stuck

with the milling assembly, hindering produc-

tion flow or plugging surface equipment.

When these scenarios occur, the well likely

requires interventions, which amounts to

higher costs and delays. 

Traditional composite plugs typically con-

tain higher amounts of cast iron or other met-

als in the slips. Although durable in a range of

downhole conditions, traditional plugs often

fail to provide efficient run-in and mill-out.

Because of the high metallic content, these

plugs are heavier and travel more slowly in 

the wellbore. 

Composite plugs with primarily metallic slips leave

larger debris in the wellbore, which makes milling oper-

ations more complex, lengthy and costly. Additionally,

these plugs tend to be longer, which makes them more

difficult to use in deviated wellbores. This also increases

the amount of material that must be milled out across

multiple zones per well. To overcome these limitations,

the solution is to install a composite plug with fewer

metallic components and a shorter length.

Optimized solution
Weatherford introduced the TruFrac composite fracturing

plug to address the specific challenges that operators expe-

rience when using other plugs. The plug contains a higher

amount of composite than other comparable plugs on the

market. Developed and manufactured by Weatherford, 

the plug is made from a proprietary in-house blend of 

97% high-strength composite to reduce the weight of the

plug and minimize the metallic content. The lightweight

composite enables these plugs to achieve run-in speeds of

152 m/min (500 ft/min) as well as easier, more efficient

milling. Because the composite is highly durable, the plug

is rated for use in diverse environments with temperatures

up to 149 C (300 F) and pressures up to 10,000 psi. This

material also produces small, lightweight cuttings that can

be easily removed from the wellbore for a cleaner well. 

Progressive design
The TruFrac plug combines innovative composite material

with upgraded design elements: field-proven slip technol-

ogy and an advanced molded-element system. Although

lightweight, the design and construction of the plug pro-

vide enhanced performance. The slip systems deliver an

anchoring force with the lowest amount of metal possible.

The upper slip and cone are machined from a single piece

of filament-wound composite and incorporate powdered

metal buttons to provide the necessary anchoring force and

improved milling results. The lower slip and cone use a

combination of composite and small, soft cast-iron inserts. 

During mill-out, this avoids the breakage, spinning and

mill damage that harder, more brittle materials can inflict.

Composite frack plugs 
reduce mill-out time 
With a blend of 97% high-strength composite, weight and metallic content were reduced 

to achieve faster run-in speeds and easier, more efficient milling.

Matthew Crump, Weatherford

The Weatherford TruFrac Series 300 composite

fracturing plug is made from 97% composite materials

and incorporates many advances in plug design to

enhance performance. (Source: Weatherford)
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Additionally, the lower cone is faceted to prevent spinning

during mill-out. The bottom of the plug is also beveled to

provide additional protection against spinning and to act

as a clutch during mill-out. 

The molded-element system has a smooth outside

diameter that enables high run-in speeds with a signifi-

cantly reduced risk of plug components becoming

caught on lips in the wellbore and presetting. The

smooth surface prevents fluid flow from causing the ele-

ment to flare and become stuck in the wellbore. Once

set at total depth, the element provides a reliable seal

even in tough downhole conditions. The robust backup

system ensures the element does not extrude while hold-

ing against high pressures. 

In addition to its light weight, the short length of the

plug adds to efficient, cost-saving performance. The

TruFrac plug is a sleek and compact tool that can easily

navigate tight turns and doglegs.

Versatile performance
With composite construction and an optimized design,

these plugs perform in any type of wellbore in diverse

downhole conditions. These plugs can stimulate a single

zone or multiple zones in vertical, deviated, horizontal

or multilateral wellbores. The plug is available for 4.5-in.

and 5.5-in. casing sizes with a choice of two ball deploy-

ments: internal ball and top ball. The internal-ball

design eliminates the need to drop

a ball from the surface, and the

top-ball design provides a larger

flow area for higher return rates.

Operators have the flexibility to

choose the size and options.

Case study: 10- to 15-minute
mill-out times 
An operator in the Permian Basin

sought to significantly decrease its

time on location during the mill-out

phase of  a PNP operation. Previ-

ously, more traditional plugs had

been used. From May to December

2014, the operator installed 619

TruFrac plugs in 27 Permian wells.

The 5.5-in. plugs were run in 5.5-in.

20-lb/ft casing. Each well had 20 to

32 zones to isolate and, on average,

3,048-m (10,000-ft) laterals and total-depth temperatures

of 65 C (150 F). Using stick pipe with a rock bit to drill out

the plugs, the operator achieved an average mill-out time

of 10 to 15 minutes per plug. Compared

to the traditional plugs, the TruFrac

plugs saved a minimum of 10 minutes

per plug, or more than 100 hours of

total milling time.

With the reliable and efficient per-

formance of this plug, operators can

reduce the amount of time needed for

PNP operations as well as decrease the

number of operations required to

frack multiple zones in the same well.

The plug can also help prevent opera-

tional delays and begin production

sooner. In doing so, the plug can have

an impact on completion costs—which

make up the largest portion of the

average well budget—and can benefit

overall well economics.

This article, which first appeared in the

March 2015 issue of E&P, includes a correc-

tion of the product name, the TruFrac com-

posite frac plug.
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Weatherford composite plugs are manufactured at the com-

pany’s facilities in Big Spring and Houston, Texas. (Source:

Weatherford)

Because the composite is highly durable, the

plug is rated for use in diverse environments

with temperatures up to 149 C and pressures up

to 10,000 psi. (Source: Weatherford)
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Utah’s oil sands go green
Company moves into production mode with the first environmentally friendly oil sands

project in the U.S.

A
fter more than five years of oil sands extraction
technology research, MCW Energy Group, a Cana-

dian company, has initiated production of its first
extraction plant in Vernal, Utah. The facility, a 250
bbl/d unit, was tested successfully in October 2014,
and the company has spent the past several months
enhancing component and process efficiencies.
Despite slumping world oil prices and a flurry of can-
celed conventional and unconventional oil explo-
ration projects, this company continues to thrive
because its production costs are among the lowest in
the industry.

MCW’s proprietary extraction technology, the first out
of the starting gates in the U.S., requires no water, high
pressures or temperatures and results in no tailings
ponds. The clean sand is either sold as construction or

fracking sand or is replaced back to its origin. MCW
plans further expansion in Utah with additional extrac-
tion plants and higher capacities in the face of low oil
prices because of its success in reducing processing costs
below $30/bbl.

MCW CEO Dr. Jerry Bailey has more than 50 years
of experience in international oil and gas projects.
“MCW has a ‘first-of-its-kind’ technology that will
finally unlock Utah’s enormous oil sands reserves,”
Bailey said. “Our low-cost production creates a new
energy frontier in America, answering the call for
more secure domestic oil resources and providing pos-
itive economic benefits while showing how the envi-
ronment and resource development can work
harmoniously,” he added.

While revising its revenue projections using the cur-
rent low world oil prices, the company found a silver lin-
ing in the lower crude selling levels due to corresponding
lower costs for petroleum products used in its extraction

Paul Davey, MCW Energy Group
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process. Items such as diesel fuel, propane, solvents and
condensates are 40% to 50% lower than they were in
mid-2014. These lower costs, coupled with an excellent
feedstock supply cost on a long-term contract, con-
tribute to netbacks of $22/bbl to $24/bbl.

Oil sands extraction 
The first plant in Utah has been dubbed “America’s
first environmentally friendly oil sands project” and
represents a breakthrough in technology that works
in tandem with the environment rather than damag-
ing it. The proprietary continuous-
flow closed-loop extraction
technology requires no water, a major
factor in a state that has little water
available throughout most of its
desert topography.

The hydrocarbon extraction rates are
99.5%, and the technology works on
both oil-wet and water-wet deposits. It
also may be applied to remedial proj-
ects such as the lingering tailings ponds
projects in Alberta. 

The MCW system uses benign sol-
vents, creates no greenhouse gases and
requires no high temperatures or pres-
sures. Nothing leaves the closed-loop
system except for oil and clean sand.
The extraction plant itself requires a
very small footprint and is very mobile
and scalable. And its operating system
is extremely efficient, with an energy
return on energy invested ratio of 22:1
compared to most steam-assisted grav-
ity drainage operations, which average
from 4:1 to 6:1.

How it works
In the preparatory stage, feedstock is mined and
crushed to prepare for processing. Standard strip min-
ing procedures are used to deliver the feedstock to the
extraction plant’s conveyor system.

In stage 1, crushed ore is delivered into the patented,
fluidized bed extraction column. The extraction process
is performed at temperatures between 50 C and 60 C
(122 F and 140 F).

In stage 2, the solvent composition with extracted oil
bitumen is delivered from the extraction column to the
evaporator and then to the distillation column. In stage
3, hydrocarbons are extracted from the solvent in the
distillation column and pumped to the storage tank. In

stage 4, the solvent is 99.9% retained, warmed and
returned to the extractor within the continuous-flow
closed-loop system.

Finally, in stage 5 the purified sands leave the extrac-
tor and go through the drying process. After processing,
the extracted crude oil is free of sand and solvents and is
pumped out of the system and into a storage tank.

All of the company’s current production is purchased
by a local distributor and delivered by tanker truck to
the refineries in Salt Lake City. Several of these refiner-
ies are capable of processing MCW’s crude output,

which averages 14˚API and has a very
low sulfur content. There are plans to
increase the API gravity with slightly
higher quantities of solvent, which will
increase market value. And there are
future plans for the state to build a
nearby pipeline to the north.

The company is now implementing
Phase Two of its production expansion
program, with funding activities to
finance a 5,000 bbl/d plant on its
Asphalt Ridge lease. 

There is ample room for develop-
ment because Utah contains more
than 50% of America’s oil sands
deposits, with 30 Bbbl of oil untapped
in eight major deposits. All of these
deposits are easily mined as strip min-
ing projects, with most of the resource
existing from the surface to 122 m
(400 ft). MCW also is looking to
expand future revenues via licensing
and joint venture opportunities, espe-
cially with countries that possess exten-
sive oil sands/shale deposits.
Agreements in the form of joint ven-

ture partners together with upfront royalties will be
integral to new revenue streams. The company already
has received inquiries from several countries and also
has successfully lab-tested several oil sands/shale sam-
ples and tailings from Alberta. It represents an oppor-
tunity for many countries to develop their oil sands
resources without substantial infrastructure invest-
ment. And the environmentally friendly technology
dovetails well in Utah’s “Responsible Resource Devel-
opment” program.

The startup of these operations in Utah represents a
benchmark leap forward for safe environmental
resource development and, at the same time, a small
step forward for America’s energy independence.
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After processing, extracted crude oil is

pumped out of the system and into a stor-

age tank. (Source: MCW Energy Group)
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I
n May 2010—nearly two weeks after the Macondo

tragedy—the National Incident Command, in charge of

the continuing emergency response efforts to halt the

Deepwater Horizon oil spill, turned to U.S. scientists. The

Flow Rate Technical Group, a diverse collection of scien-

tists and engineers from 11 federal laboratories, universi-

ties and research institutions, including the U.S.

Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) National Energy Tech-

nology Laboratory (NETL), was

assembled to establish an accurate

estimate of flow rate that was being

discharged into the Gulf of Mex-

ico. This mission required efficient

and timely access to data, analytical

tools and coordination capabilities

to effectively handle the challenges

associated with this multiorganiza-

tion collaboration. 

It quickly became apparent—

even through the urgency of rapid

response—that the assembled

multiorganizational group was fac-

ing difficulties that increasingly

mirrored the challenges facing sci-

entific teams performing day-to-

day R&D. 

“There were so many organiza-

tions involved, spread out across

the country, and there were lim-

ited options to ensure efficient

access to each other’s files,” said

Kelly Rose, a research scientist at

NETL who witnessed the emer-

gency response efforts. “Datasets

were too large to simply be emailed, and with each

organization limited by its own servers, there were

impediments to timely, multiorganizational collabora-

tion.”

Coincidentally, Rose and a small team of NETL

researchers had begun work on an innovative platform

tailored to mitigate the R&D challenges faced by DOE

and NETL-affiliated collaborators. Witnessing the com-

munication barriers that hindered the Flow Rate Techni-

cal Group only served to prioritize and accelerate the

development efforts at NETL. By 2011, these efforts had

blossomed into a unique initiative―a tool that would

help connect researchers, not just in emergencies but

also with the day-to-day exchange difficulties of technical

collaborations―NETL’s Energy Data eXchange, or EDX.

Developed by researchers for researchers
EDX is a knowledge-sharing tool designed to house and

connect users to energy-related datasets, provide key

tools to support data analysis and evalu-

ation, and host secure team collabora-

tive workspaces that can streamline

research partnerships. That is, Rose

admitted, a complicated summary. 

“But EDX isn’t simple to condense

into one function because it was

designed to meet multiple needs simul-

taneously,” she said. “At its heart EDX is

a tool. It’s online, it has a web inter-

face—but behind the scenes? It’s a tool

developed by researchers for researcher-

related needs and to facilitate discover-

ability, accessibility and utility of data,

and tools and functions multiorganiza-

tional teams need every day to address

energy-related technical challenges.” 

EDX already has benefited scientists

affiliated with NETL’s research commu-

nity who rely on the platform to collabo-

rate with partners at universities, in

industry, and in other federal and state

facilities. The National Risk Assessment

Partnership, which draws members from

five separate DOE national labs, has

embraced the tools that the system offers

in its efforts to develop risk profiles of CO2 storage sites. 

The Offshore Energy Resources team has also

embraced the tools as they work toward developing a

scientific basis for understanding and reducing risks

associated with offshore E&P activities. Roy Long, the

technology manager for NETL’s Offshore Portfolio,

has found the system to be a flexible, powerful asset to

his programs. 
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Nexus of knowledge
New data exchange system connects researchers to data, tools and each other.

Shaelyn Patzer, NETL

EDX is a data-driven tool for science-based

decision-making. (Source: NETL)
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“Despite the complexity and sophistication of the

EDX system, if a person simply goes to the portal,

they will find a very user-friendly interface that con-

nects them to information about NETL’s recent off-

shore research activities and an array of beneficial

tools and products resulting from those activities,”

Long said.

Multifaceted, multifunctional
Data loss is a serious problem that plagues the research

community. The primary datasets that underpin most

science and engineering studies and resulting peer-

reviewed research publications are lost over time,

becoming essentially inaccessible as little as five years

after a publication’s release. EDX aims to counteract

this trend, at least for energy-related systems. 

The primary datasets available through the system

contain results from hundreds of fossil energy research

projects, and the available number continues to grow as

users upload their own datasets. Some datasets are cur-

rent, some are historic, but as content is added to the

system, it is made accessible for use now or for future

yet-to-be envisioned purposes.

Not all data are appropriate for public distribution;

some datasets are in the process of being developed,

while others have proprietary or commercial limitations

associated with them. EDX provides different tiers of

access to ensure that information is shared appropri-

ately. Public data (including a mix of structured and

unstructured datasets and links to externally hosted

authoritative relevant data resources) are available to

any visitor to the system. This access assists users in effi-

ciently finding the most recent version of a dataset from

its primary source. 

In addition to the system’s publicly available data

resources, the system workspaces offer individual

research teams a secure environment to develop, use

and pool data resources related to ongoing research

efforts. These developing and sometimes proprietary

resources eventually culminate in final technical prod-

ucts, including new final data resources that may eventu-

ally be pushed to the public side of EDX. Rose noted

that this function means that EDX plays a key role in

knowledge preservation and data discoverability. 

“Often technical products of the past become perti-

nent to R&D needs of the present or future. One

example of this clearly is the wealth of data generated

by the Eastern and Western Gas Shale Programs that

DOE supported in the 1970s and 1980s,” she said.

“Results from those programs are now being accessed

via EDX and reused in relation to research focused on

today’s domestic shale oil and gas development activi-

ties, including NETL’s own Unconventional

Resources R&D portfolio.”

The system also connects users to outside data

sources. There is an ever-growing wealth of publically

available data that is pertinent to ongoing energy R&D;

however, finding those data resources may be difficult.

Through EDX Groups users are able to access datasets

through preset “searches” tied to a given theme. Other

functions of the site include EDX Tools and EDX Port-

folios. EDX Tools, like Geocube, geoWELL and MFiX,

offer users unique ways to analyze data, while EDX Port-

folios promote information-sharing, technology devel-

opment and technology transfer. 

The system serves as a flexible, practical answer to

the challenges of multiorganizational collaboration by

offering researchers a user-friendly workspace and an

easy way to discover and access the data, resources

and tools needed for both day-to-day and rapid-

response R&D. 

Future look 
EDX resulted from the urgent need to develop a better

method of secure collaboration and resource sharing.

Today the system continues to evolve as it started, built

by researchers to meet the needs of researchers. As its

user base steadily grows and expands, the feedback col-

lected from users drives the weekly incremental changes

to the system and spurs the longer range plans for its

future. As with any solution rooted in information tech-

nology, EDX is a living creation, responding to technol-

ogy changes and emerging trends. The system will

continue to evolve to keep providing solutions to the

challenges that lay ahead. 

The odds of the raw data used in the creation of research arti-

cles being available decreases over time. (Source: NETL)
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Technologies improve well placement, drilling
performance in extreme temperatures
Schlumberger launched the TeleScope ICE ultrahigh-

temperature MWD service and PowerDrive ICE ultrahigh-

temperature rotary steerable system (RSS). These new

technologies enable standard drilling operations in reser-

voirs with extreme temperatures, expanding the applica-

tions and the range of the PowerDrive RSS and Scope

measurement services, a product announcement said. The

PowerDrive ICE RSS is the only commercially available RSS

rated to 200 C (392 F), and together with the TeleScope

ICE MWD service, these technologies make up the indus-

try’s first 200-C bottomhole assembly. The fully rotating

RSS provides precise directional control and automatic

steering, resulting in increased ROP and reduced opera-

tional risks in ultrahigh-temperature wells, the announce-

ment said. The MWD service transmits survey and

formation evaluation data at high speed to enable real-

time well placement and risk mitigation in harsh drilling

conditions. Both technologies include integrated ceramic

electronics, or ICE, and multichip modules that are specifi-

cally designed and ruggedized for hostile downhole envi-

ronments. The technologies have been field-tested in the

Gulf of Mexico, Mexico, Malaysia and the Gulf of Thai-

land. slb.com/ultraht

Tool obtains petrophysical data in horizontal,
high-angle wellbores
Weatherford has released the Compact Spectral Gamma

Ray tool, which is designed to be an efficient and cost-effec-

tive means of obtaining petrophysical data where conven-

tional wireline tools are ineffective, including horizontal

and high-angle wellbores, the company said. The 2.25-in.

outer diameter of the tool enables advanced conveyance

techniques in memory mode without the need for expen-

sive and time-consuming wireline pipe-conveyed opera-

tions. The tool also reduces toolstring length and operates

in small-diameter wellbores. Using multiple high-resolu-

tion detectors, the tool delivers precision and repeatability

required by the most demanding applications, according

to the company. The tool measures potassium, uranium

and thorium—the three most common elements found in

radioactive sands and shales—and total gamma radiation.

These data are used to determine stratigraphic sequencing

and correlation and to calculate porosity and clay volume.

The spectral component of the tool helps to distinguish

hot sands from shale, to identify organic carbon and to dif-

ferentiate clay types—a key factor in assessing formation

permeability. All of these capabilities are designed to help

improve the identification of pay zones and to enhance

well economics. weatherford.com

TSP diamond hardfacing material protects
drilling tools
Cutting & Wear has developed a new thermally stable poly-

crystalline (TSP) diamond hardfacing material to increase

the life of drilling tools operating in highly abrasive environ-

ments by up to 10 times and cut the cost of drilling opera-

tions, a product announcement said. The new material

incorporates Hardide-D, the first successful metallurgically

bonded coating for TSP diamonds that is suitable for braz-

ing, extreme loads and aggressive media. Hardide-D has

been developed by Hardide Coatings, and coating of the

TSP diamonds is performed for Cutting & Wear under an

exclusivity agreement. Cutting & Wear in-house wear tests

have shown that the new TSP Xtreme inserts give a 200-fold

improvement over tungsten carbide inserts. These can be

applied on downhole tools that need gauge protection such

as stabilizers, bent housings, LWD tools, rotary steerable

tools and downhole motor bearings. The TSP Xtreme

inserts are applied using Cutting & Wear’s Quick Tip hard-

facing system. The whole of the tool can be protected with

the TSP Xtreme inserts or critical areas protected with the

TSP insert and the rest of the tool protected using standard

tungsten carbide inserts. cwuk.com

Software saves time, improves accuracy with 
3-D meshing capabilities 
DNV GL’s new Sesam GeniE 7 saves time and money with

its new meshing capabilities, an advance in engineering

software for offshore and ship structures, a press release

said. When engineers use the finite element method to cal-

culate the strength needed for offshore and ship structures

to withstand forces such as wind and waves, optimal results

are dependent on creating an accurate mesh representa-

The ultrahigh-temperature-rated electronics in the PowerDrive ICE

RSS and TeleScope ICE MWD service were fully functional after

2,000 hours of testing at more than 200 C. (Source: Schlumberger)
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tion in a 3-D model. This has been a time-consuming oper-

ation when implementing design changes. With the new

Sesam GeniE, engineers can save time and gain accuracy in

their results using partial meshing, the release said. The

new meshing features of Sesam GeniE can be used on

floating and fixed structures for all types of linear analysis

and can help users save meshing time during remeshing

after a change in structure or mesh settings. Engineers are

able to gain high precision by manually changing the mesh

and refining the grid. dnvgl.com

Device maximizes production efficiency 
in SAGD operations 
Halliburton’s Completion Tools business line intro-

duced the EquiFlow OptiSteam flow control device

(FCD) for steam-assisted gravity drainage (SAGD) injec-

tors. This advanced flow control technology helps opera-

tors maximize production efficiency and improve

steam-oil ratio by balancing steam injection throughout

the length of a completion, a product announcement

said. EquiFlow OptiSteam FCD is field-adjustable, allow-

ing operators the ability to make wellsite changes to the

flow settings. An optional sleeve provides operators con-

trol of steam injection, promoting uniform steam cham-

ber growth. Operators often use more than one device

per well, particularly if they need to target specific loca-

tions with customized steam injection rates. A typical

SAGD project produces tens of thousands of barrels of

oil per day, requiring three to four times this amount of

water for steam generation. A major operator in Canada

is using the EquiFlow OptiSteam FCDs for controlling

steam injection points along the horizontal well. This

allows optimization of steam energy to the reservoir,

increasing efficiencies and accelerating oil recovery. 

halliburton.com

Well perforation safety technology warns of
misfire hazards
Intertek has launched an upgraded stray voltage monitor-

ing system, improving protection for oil and gas industry

workers. The PM305 stray voltage monitoring system, an

upgraded version of Intertek’s PM205 model, offers

updated critical well perforation protection by monitoring

stray potentials of up to one volt, ground integrity and stray

current. The PM305 also features increased accuracy for

monitoring radio frequencies and stores the dates and

times of events and alarms, according to a product

announcement. Safeguarding well perforation teams from

the risk of injuries, the PM305 monitors and raises alarms

for hazards that can cause perforation guns to misfire. The

new model has two potential ranges that cause alarms to

trigger depending upon the perforation gun used. Using

an accompanying antenna, the device is able to monitor

signals as small as 1 nanowatt and can identify the band of

frequency that created the stray signal, helping the team

identify the device posing a potential hazard. intertek.com

Land electric drilling module meets China
emissions standards
Caterpillar Oil & Gas has released the Cat 3512C (HD) land

electric drilling module that meets China Stage III Non-

Road Mobile emissions levels. The module offers 1,245 elec-

trical kW at 50 Hz of rated power for land drilling

applications, a press release said. The product offers several

features engineered specifically to meet the power and load

profile of the Asia-Pacific region’s modern electric drilling

rigs. Built upon the 3500 platform, the Cat 3512C (HD) is

equipped with a rugged base to handle harsh loading and

unloading operations. The module has a long overhaul life

with core engine components designed for reconditioning

and reuse at overhaul, the release said. Additionally, the

ease of installation has been enhanced by design common-

alities shared with the Cat 3512B drilling package. The

product also incorporates Cat Product Link to maximize

wellsite efficiency and increase module productivity, accord-

ing to the release. catoilandgasinfo.com/pr 
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The Sesam GeniE gives offshore engineers high precision by

allowing them to refine mesh manually. (Source: DNV GL)

The EquiFlow OptiSteam FCD balances steam injection through-

out the length of the completion. (Source: Halliburton)
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A
n opportunity that many have been awaiting for almost

80 years is finally knocking. Since December 2013, when

Mexico’s energy reform was signed into law after 76 years of

a state monopoly on the industry, E&P players have been

eager to see what the reform will look like in practice. And

if the first phase of Round 1 is any indication, interest in

what the country has to offer is high despite low oil prices—

and Mexican regulators are working to keep it that way.

Rounds 0, 1
In Round 0 Pemex had the chance to request resources

and was tasked with proving it could explore and produce

them in a competitive and efficient way; the state company

was awarded entitlements that cover about 90,000 sq km

(34,750 sq miles). The company maintains control over

20,589 MMboe of 2P reserves and 23,337 MMboe of

prospective resources, according to the Secretaría de

Energia (SENER). It will maintain its current oil produc-

tion levels for the next 20.5 years.

On Dec. 11, 2014, Comisión Nacional de Hidrocar-

buros (CNH) launched the first phase of Round 1 by

publishing the bidding and contract terms for 14 oil and

gas exploration areas in shallow water off the coasts of the

states of Veracruz, Tabasco and Campeche in southeast

Mexico. Both Mexican and non-Mexican companies, as

well as Pemex, may participate in the bidding round; pro-

duction-sharing contracts with three- to five-year explo-

ration terms will be awarded for these 14 areas. These

exploratory areas have prospective resources that are

expected to contain light crude oil with low production

costs, according to SENER, and each has different mini-

mum investment obligations.

In the first stage of bidding in Round 1, which ended

March 17, 41 companies requested access to the data

room. These interested parties include the Mexican coun-

terparts of major players like BP, Chevron, Shell and Statoil

as well as smaller companies such as Sierra Oil & Gas, a

startup established to pursue opportunities in Mexico. As

of March 26, 33 companies had begun the next stage—the

technical and financial prequalification stage—CNH said. 

The publication of final bidding guidelines for the shal-

low-water exploration phase is expected at the end of May,

with bid submission and announcement of winning bid-

ders in mid-July, according to the CNH website.

CNH published the second invitation to bid Feb. 27,

which involves bidding on five areas in nine fields for the

extraction of hydrocarbons in shallow water.

As of a CNH update on March 26, 14 companies had

shown interest in this second invitation and 13 requested

access to the data room. Nine of the companies had been

authorized to access the data room, and two companies

had begun the prequalification process. Future phases of

Round 1 will include onshore (with an invitation to bid

expected in April), deepwater and unconventional areas. 

Long-term potential
The interest in the bidding rounds thus far indicates that

low oil prices aren’t keeping players away from the poten-

tial in Mexico’s waters.

“I think companies that are looking at Mexico have a

medium- to long-term perspective, and in that sense, spot

prices at the time that the opportunity is evaluated may not

be that relevant,” Gabriel Salinas, senior associate at Mayer

Brown, said. “More relevant are the long-term prospectiv-

ity, the geographic location, the strategic nature of the
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Mexico: Land of bidding opportunity
Participation in early phases of Round 1 shows interest in the country’s 

newly opened energy sector is high.

The sixth-generation 

semisubmersible drilling rig

Centenario is seen drilling in

the GoM. The rig is owned

by Grupo R and has been

drilling for Pemex for 

the last four years. 

(Source: Pemex)
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opportunity and the resource base, the latter of

which is probably the most important factor that

companies are looking at when they look at Mexico.”

The bidding guidelines provide opportunity for

more than just operators to get into the game in

Mexico. Service companies—who before only had

the opportunity to work with Pemex—can partici-

pate as part of a joint bidding group, Salinas said.

“They can meet these criteria on a joint basis, so as

long as there’s an operator that meets the technical

criteria, you can have other players such as service

companies or even purely financial partners partici-

pating in a joint bidding group that, if selected, could

jointly be the contractor with the CNH,” he said.

Positive modifications
As part of the bidding process, companies have the

chance to ask questions and give feedback to the Mexican

regulators, and this feedback mechanism is already result-

ing in favorable changes for participating companies and

those that end up signing the contract. 

“As you look at the contract, there are some modifica-

tions that are very much welcomed by companies,” he

said. “One that is very important is the adjustment mecha-

nism of the contract.” 

In Annex 3 of the contract, there is an adjustment mech-

anism that says that the state may capture extraordinary

profitability from contracts, which means that as the price

of oil goes up and volumes of oil go up, the state can cap-

ture more of the share. “The regulators have modified that

mechanism so it’s more favorable for the contractors, and

the adjustment is not as severe,” Salinas said. “It’s a more

favorable adjustment mechanism that leaves the contractor

with more of the production share after the adjustment

than it did according to the prior adjustment formula.”

The corporate guarantee provided by contract compa-

nies or consortium members has also seen some changes;

there is now more flexibility on which company can provide

the parent company guarantee assuring the obligations

under the contract. In the original version, Salinas said, the

requirement was that the guarantor needed to be the ulti-

mate parent company. It can now be any parent company

subject to other criteria to be included in the contract.

Other clarifications involve how the contract price is

determined by referring specifically to market prices, the

process that is applicable upon the administration rescis-

sion of the contract, and what counts as minimum work

program and national content.

Under the guidelines, there will be at least two revised

versions of the bidding guidelines and the contract, but

the important thing to take from the changes that have

been made is that the feedback mechanism of the bidding

process is working and leading to changes that are good

for the contractors.

“You can see here that the regulators have listened to

some of the industry feedback and have reacted accord-

ingly and in a favorable and positive way,” Salinas said.

This goes hand in hand with the transparency that has

been achieved so far in the Round 1 process. “Round 1 is

a complete success in terms of transparency and public

nature of information,” Salinas said. 

Preparing to participate
Participants in the bid rounds still have to be mindful that

Mexico is a country with high corruption levels. In 2014,

Mexico ranked 103 among 175 countries (where 175 is

the worst) in Transparency International’s Corruption

Perceptions Index, which ranks countries based on how

corrupt the public sector is perceived to be. Mexico

ranked worst among Organization for Economic Co-oper-

ation and Development countries. Security is also an issue.

“This is something companies need to take into account

and try to mitigate,” Salinas said. “But oil and gas compa-

nies are used to participating and working in countries

with much harder terrain than Mexico in terms of secu-

rity. In addition, the government is making a very good

effort to provide security in the areas that will have oil and

gas activities and also in important cities. In terms of cor-

ruption, there’s been a very noticeable effort at the legisla-

tive branch to push forth anticorruption laws and statutes.

Mexico still has challenges in those sectors, but this seems

to be a top priority in Mexico now.”

And though the Mexican energy sector has only just

opened for foreign investment, most other sectors in the

country have been open for foreign participation with

plenty of success stories.

“There’s homework to be done, of course,” Salinas said.

“There’s prep work and planning to be done, but there’s

also a long and solid foreign investment protection history

and culture in Mexico that is favorable to investors.”

The table summarizes the overall opportunities included in Round 1. The

areas vary in size and type of resource. (Source: SENER)

Area Type Volume Blocks/
(MMboe) Fields

Deepwater Perdido area Resources 1,591 11

Deepwater South Resources 3,222 17

Chicontepec and Reserves 2P 2,678 28

nonconventional Resources 8,927 62

Land, shallow waters Reserves 2P 1,104 32

and extra-heavy oils Resources 724 11

Nonconventional Resources 142 8
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I
n 1972 a fisherman named Rudesindo Cantarell

reported an oil slick that was flowing from a seep in

the Bay of Campeche in the Gulf of Mexico about 100

km (60 miles) off the coast of the Yucatán Peninsula.

From that slick the first field in the Cantarell complex

was discovered in 1976, and production began from the

fields in 1979. Cantarell was the second-highest-produc-

ing field (2.14 MMbbl/d in 2004) in the world behind

the Ghawar Field in Saudi Arabia.

That one discovery

was a game changer for

Mexico, shifting the

country from an

importer of crude oil to

an exporter.

According to the U.S.

Energy Information

Administration (EIA)

April 24, 2014,

Cantarell's “output has

been declining signifi-

cantly for almost a

decade. Production at

Cantarell began in 1979

but stagnated as a result

of falling reservoir pres-

sure. In 1997, Pemex

developed a plan to

reverse the field’s

decline by injecting

nitrogen into the reser-

voir to maintain pres-

sure, which was successful for a few years. 

“However, production resumed a rapid decline

beginning in the middle of the last decade—initially at

extremely rapid rates, and more gradually in recent

years. In 2013 Cantarell produced 440,000 bbl/d of

crude oil, which was nearly 80% below the peak pro-

duction level of 2.1 million bbl/d reached in 2004,”

EIA added.

“As production at the field has declined, so has its rela-

tive contribution to Mexico's oil sector. Cantarell

accounted for 17% of Mexico’s total crude oil production

in 2013, compared with 63% in 2004,” EIA continued.

Cantarell reservoirs formed by meteor
There are four fields that comprise the Cantarell com-

plex—Akal, Nohoch, Chac and Kutz. More than half of

Mexico's oil production comes from two offshore fields

in the Bay of Campeche—Cantarell and Ku-Maloob-

Zaap (KMZ). The oil from these fields is heavy and mar-

keted as Maya blend.

Oil is produced from the floating storage and

offloading (FSO) vessel Ta ‘Kuntah. The FSO vessel

has a throughput capacity of 800,000 bbl/d and can

perform both tandem and side-by-side offloadings. In

2005, the field hit 500 MMbbl of production and 1

Bbbl in 2008.

game
CHANGER

Meteoric history of Cantarell Field
continues for Pemex
In July 2014, Pemex agreed to spend $6 billion on the Akal Field to stabilize production and
extend the field’s historic run.

Scott Weeden, Senior Editor, Drilling

Cantarell’s production has been

steadily declining since 2004.

(Source: Pemex 2013 

Statistical Yearbook)

Year Average Production 
(bbl/d)

2002 1,902,300

2003 2,122,800

2004 2,136,400

2005 2,035,300

2006 1,800,900

2007 1,490,500

2008 1,039,500

2009 684,800

2010 558,000

2011 500,700

2012 454,100

The Cantarell complex is offshore about 60 km from Ciudad del

Carmen in the Bay of Campeche. (Source: Pemex)
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Its meteoric rise in production began with an asteroid
impact. The meteor caused the Chicxulub Crater. The
reservoirs are formed from carbonate breccia of Upper
Cretaceous age that was rubble from the impact.

“The breccia is from a shelf failure [underwater land-
slide] when the meteor hit. The 950-ft [289.6-m] thick
rubble became the reservoir for one of the largest fields
in the world. The lowermost part of the field is a Lower
Cretaceous dolomitic limestone. The field is made up of
a number of sub-fields or fault blocks,” according to
Glenn Morton in an August 2004 article.

Efforts to boost production
Production from the field has been anything but steady.
Declines in production have been followed by injections
of capital to increase the daily output. In 1981 the field
was producing 1.16 MMbbl/d. However, the production
rate dropped to 1 MMbbl/d in 1995. 

A nitrogen injection project began in 2000, increas-
ing production from 1.6 MMbbl/d to 1.9 MMbbl/d in
2002, rising to its peak in 2004 of 2.1 MMbbl/d. How-
ever, production rates could not be maintained and
began to decline rapidly in the second half of the
decade. By 2010 production had plummeted by 74% to
558,000 bbl/d.

Pemex continued to provide optimistic forecasts for
the field even though production continued to decline.
For example, in 2008 it expected Cantarell’s output to
decline until 2012 and then stabilize around 500,000
bbl/d. However, the average annual production was
500,700 bbl/d in 2011, dropping even farther in 2012 to
454,100 bbl/d. 

Production was then expected to stabilize at 400,000
bbl/d. Production continued to drop to 340,000 bbl/d
in June 2014. 

In July 2014 Pemex announced plans to spend $6
billion by 2017 to maintain current levels of produc-
tion and keep the production level at around 325,000
bbl/d. The company expects to recoup its investment
over the next 10 years. The tertiary recovery project
is targeting an additional 100,000 bbl/d from the
Akal Field. 

In May 2014 output from the Akal Field was about
189,000 bbl/d. The EOR project is expected to keep the
field’s production between 180,000 bbl/d and 200,000
bbl/d for the next decade.

Cantarell’s position as the largest producing oil field
in the country was eclipsed by the KMZ Field in 2009.
KMZ’s annual average was 808,000 bbl/d compared to
Cantarell’s 684,800 bbl/d. The KMZ Field was produc-
ing 855,100 bbl/d in 2012.

Pemex was focusing its efforts on the KMZ develop-
ment, which can use the existing facilities at Cantarell. 

With the recent energy reform in Mexico, mature
fields like Cantarell could get a boost in investment
from foreign firms. By bringing in foreign technology,
Pemex could both boost production from Cantarell and
extend its life even further .

The Akal Field is the largest of four fields that comprise the

Cantarell complex. (Source: Pemex)

Production from the Cantarell complex has dropped dramati-

cally from 2.14 MMbbl/d in 2004 to 340,000 bbl/d in June 2014.

(Source: Pemex)
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W
ith a vertical pipelay system that can tilt 10 degrees

from the vertical, the Seven Waves vessel is perform-

ing pipelay operations for Petrobras in waters up to

2,500 m (8,200 ft) deep offshore Brazil, according to

Subsea 7, the vessel’s owner. 

The vessel is considered the first of a new generation

of pipelayers contracted to Petrobras, the company said.

The fifth of seven vessels contracted by Subsea 7 to IHC

Merwede’s Offshore and Marine Division, the Seven

Waves began commercial operations under a five-year

contract in Brazil in mid-May 2014, about three months

ahead of schedule, said Subsea 7 in its second-quarter

2014 results.

The vessel’s pipelay system includes two below-deck

storage carousels with capacities of 2,500 tonnes and

1,500 tonnes, respectively. The vertical lay system can

operate at angles up to 10 degrees from vertical. It is

designed to lay flexible pipe in water depths to 3,000 m

(9,840 ft).

The system has a top tension capacity of 550 tonnes

(two 275-tonne tensioners). The tensioners can be

retracted from the firing line. The vessel can handle

flexible pipe in diameters from 315∕16 in. to 24.8 in.

To maintain the ship’s orientation during pipelay

operations, the vessel is dynamically positioned (DP

Class II). The propulsion system includes three stern

azimuth thrusters, two retractable bow azimuth thrusters

and two bow tunnel thrusters.

The moonpool is designed for hanging off equip-

ment up to 600 tonnes. Equipment in the moonpool

can be rotated under full load.

The cargo deck area is about 1,200 sq m (12,916 sq ft).

The main deck crane is a Huisman Mast Crane with a

capacity of 400 tonnes. The crane is fitted with an active

heave-compensating system and a deepwater lowering

system. The wire length for the crane is 2,500 m. There

are also two abandonment and recovery winches built for

600 tonnes and 200 tonnes, each with 2,500 m of wire. 

The vessel includes two Hercules type ROVs rated to

3,000 m, which can be launched over the side.

There are accommodations for 120 persons.

The Seven Waves is the first of four flexible pipelay sup-

port vessels (PLSVs) under long-term day-rate contracts

in Brazil, Subsea 7 said in its 2014 annual report. The

construction of the remaining three PLSVs (Seven Rio,

Seven Cruzeiro and Seven Sun) was proceeding according

to plan with delivery scheduled for 2015 and 2016.

The work scopes of these multiyear contracts include

new field development and inspection, repair and main-

tenance of existing fields. 
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SPOTLIGHT

Vertical pipelay vessel works 
deepwater offshore Brazil

138

The Seven Waves is a vertical pipelay ship designed for 3,000-m water

depths. The vessel is under a five-year contract offshore Brazil. 

(Source: Subsea 7)

Vessel Facts

Sector Vertical Pipelay

Owner Subsea 7

Name Seven Waves

Shipyard IHC Merwede, Krimpen aan den

IJssel, The Netherlands

Length 145.9 m (478.5 ft)

Molded Breadth 29.9 m (98 ft)

Depth 13 m (42.6 ft)

Operational Draft 7.2 m (23.6 ft)

Maximum Draft 8.3 m (27.2 ft) 

Deadweight 11,312 tonnes

Operating water 2,500 m 

depth

Pipe Carousel 2,500 tonnes and 1,500 tonnes

Capacities

Service Speed 13 knots

Propulsion Six Wartsila diesel-electric engines;

three stern azimuth thrusters; two

retractable bow azimuth thrusters;

two bow tunnel thrusters; DP Class II

Total Power 18+ MW

First Operations 2014

Operating Arena Brazil
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AFRICA

PSC for offshore Equatorial Guinea ratified

The Republic of Equatorial Guinea’s government rati-
fied a production-sharing contract (PSC) with Exxon
Mobil Corp. for offshore Block EG-06, the ministry of
mines, industry and energy said. Exxon Mobil Explo-
ration and Production Equatorial Guinea (Offshore)
Ltd. signed the contract with the government and
GEPetrol. Block EG-06 is offshore Bioko Island, immedi-
ately north of Block R (operated by Ophir Energy) and
next to the border with Nigeria. Exxon Mobil will
acquire 750 sq km (290 sq miles) of new 3-D seismic
data and drill at least two wells during the five-year
exploration period as part of minimum work obligations
under the PSC.

Statoil finds more gas offshore Tanzania

Statoil has
made another
natural gas
discovery in
Block 2 off-
shore Tanza-
nia, boosting
volumes by
28.5 Bcm to
51.3 Bcm
(1.0 Tcf to 1.8
Tcf) of gas in
place. The
Mdalasini-1
discovery,
made in Terti-
ary and Creta-
ceous

sandstones, is located at a 2,296-m (7,533-ft) water depth at
the southernmost edge of Block 2. The discovery brings the
total discovered gas volumes in Block 2 to about 623 Bcm
(22 Tcf). Statoil operates the license on Block 2 on behalf of
Tanzania Petroleum Development Corp. and has a 65%
working interest. The company believes more discoveries
can be made in the area but said it will now concentrate on
appraising one of its previous seven discoveries. 

Mubadala Petroleum will explore offshore Morocco

Mubadala Petroleum has agreed with the Moroccan
government to evaluate the hydrocarbon potential of
a large area off Morocco's Mediterranean coast. The
company, a subsidiary of Abu Dhabi state-owned fund
Mubadala Development Co., obtained an exclusive
license to carry out a detailed geological survey of the
Méditerranée Ouest area, which comprises 3,433 sq
km (1,325 sq miles). Mubadala Petroleum will provide
the Moroccan government with the results of the sur-
vey on completion.

ASIA-PACIFIC

Santos hits oil in Malaysia

Santos is hopeful of a long-term future in Malaysia after
the company and its partner JX Nippon made a significant
oil discovery in a deepwater exploration well. The discov-
ery was made at the Bestari-1 exploration well in the deep-
water Block R production-sharing contract and is being
evaluated with the idea of planning an appraisal cam-
paign. The Bestari-1 well encountered 67 m (220 ft) of net
oil pay in multiple sand packages within the primary
Miocene age formation at true vertical subsea depths
ranging from 1,860 m to 2,702 m (6,102 ft to 8,865 ft).

AUSTRALIA

Apache, Woodside close Wheatstone LNG deal

Woodside Petroleum and Apache Corp. closed the Aus-
tralian Wheatstone LNG and Balnaves oil component
transaction for a total cost of $2.817 billion, including a
closing adjustment of $567 million. Under the terms of
the asset sale and purchase agreement, Woodside
acquired a 13% interest in the Wheatstone LNG project,
a 65% interest in the Julimar-Brunello upstream gas
development with near-term production and a 65% inter-
est in the Balnaves oil project with immediate production.

NORTH AMERICA

Government affirms Chukchi Sea lease sale

The U.S. Department of the Interior affirmed Chukchi
Sea Outer Continental Shelf oil and gas lease sale 193
after environmental analysis and public input. Remain-
ing oil and gas leases issued in 2008 as a result of the
sale were also affirmed through the record of decision.
The Bureau of Ocean Energy Management and other
federal agencies will review and approve activities before
exploration begins.
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Statoil has made a natural gas discovery in

Block 2 offshore Tanzania. (Source: Statoil)
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Canada’s New Brunswick votes to ban fracking

Lawmakers in New Brunswick voted on Thursday to

prohibit fracking in the eastern Canadian province,

committing to study the method of extracting oil and

gas for one year before reconsidering the ban in

2016. The province government said it will require

five conditions be met before the moratorium is

lifted. These include beefed-up environmental and

health regulations, a plan for wastewater disposal,

consultations with aboriginal groups, a royalty struc-

ture and the establishment of a social license. The

province is the latest of several in eastern Canada,

including Quebec, Labrador and Newfoundland, and

Nova Scotia, to stop companies from fracking while

they study its impact.

GULF OF MEXICO

Exxon Mobil starts Hadrian South production 

Exxon Mobil Corp. began production at Hadrian

South in the deepwater U.S. Gulf of Mexico (GoM)

in the Keathley Canyon area, the company said. Facil-

ities are tied back to the nearby Lucius project.

Anadarko Petroleum Corp. operates Lucius, which

began producing in January. Hadrian South is

expected to produce about 8.5 MMcm/d (300

MMcf/d) of gas and 3,000 bbl/d of liquids from two

wells. Hadrian South is the company’s deepest subsea

tieback, in almost 1.5 miles of water. Exxon Mobil’s

total net production capacity for the U.S. GoM

increased by more than 45,000 boe/d. Exxon Mobil

holds a 46.7% interest in Hadrian South and a 23.3%

interest in Lucius.

SOUTH AMERICA

Companies working with Petrobras report difficulties

Saipem SpA is one of at least five European companies

that mentioned late payments, delivery delays or other

difficulties working with Petrobras in Brazil during

fourth-quarter earnings calls. While day-to-day opera-

tions are functioning, Petrobras partners also are fac-

ing decision-making obstacles that are inhibiting

planning, said officials with partners Galp Energia

SGPS SA, BG Group Plc and Repsol SA. It’s a stark

reversal from five years ago, when a wave of European

and U.S. oil service companies eagerly flocked to Brazil

to build plants and set up offices. Today Petrobras is

slashing spending as oil prices plunge, and it’s all but

locked out of credit markets because of a sweeping cor-

ruption scandal.

Premier, partners strike oil, gas at Zebedee 

The Zebedee well (14/15b-5) in PL004b discovered 25

m (81 ft) of net oil-bearing reservoir and 17 m (55 ft)

of net gas-bearing reservoir in the Falkland Islands. Pre-

mier has 36% equity in Zebedee, Falklands Oil & Gas

has 40% and Rockhopper has 24%. The well pene-

trated multiple targets in the Cretaceous F2 and F3 for-

mations with a total hydrocarbon net pay of 41 m (136

ft). The pay is primarily located within two F2 sands: the

Hector sand, which contains 17 m (55 ft) of net gas pay,

and the Zebedee sand, which contains 24 m (79 ft) of

net oil pay. The reservoir at both the Hector and

Zebedee intervals is of good quality.

RUSSIA CIS

Statoil plans four oil wells in Russia

Statoil ASA plans to drill four wells in Russia with state

oil company OAO Rosneft, showing Statoil is deepen-

ing its involvement in the country against the backdrop

of international sanctions. Statoil plans to drill two wells

at a heavy oil pilot project in western Siberia this year

and two offshore wells in the Sea of Okhotsk in 2016,

said spokesman Knut Rostad. While Statoil believes the

proposals lie outside the scope of sanctions, the plans

are an example of how western oil companies are forg-

ing ahead with projects even as the political atmosphere

shows little sign of improving. 

EUROPE

Maersk Oil’s Tyra Southeast-B platform starts production

Production began from the new Tyra Southeast-B

unmanned platform. Tyra Southeast-B is expected to

add 50 MMboe of reserves to Danish production for the

next 30 years, Maersk Oil

said. The Ensco 72 drilling

rig drilled the area’s first

well in December 2014. This

well alone is expected to

produce 2,600 boe/d. Eight

to 12 horizontal wells are

planned to be drilled from

2015 to 2017. Tyra is 220 km

(137 miles) off the west

coast of Denmark. It is

expected to produce 50

MMboe of combined

reserves and resources. Peak

production of 20,000 boe/d

is expected in 2017.

Tyra Southeast-B began pro-

duction offshore Denmark.

(Source: Maersk Oil)
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on the
MOVE

PEOPLE

Anders Opedal (left) was

appointed executive vice

president and became COO

in the corporate executive

committee for Statoil.

Rebekka Glasser Herlofsen

(right) has been elected as a

member of Statoil’s board of

directors.

Christian Welsh (left) has

been tapped as CEO of OFS

Portal LLC. William Le Sage

has been appointed as chair-

man emeritus.

Pierre Danet has joined Maersk Line

as CFO and will be part of the man-

agement board.

Lilis Energy appointed Kevin Nanke

executive vice president and CFO.

Rainer Seele (left) has been

chosen to be chairman of

the executive board and

CEO of OMV.

TAG Oil Ltd. has named Alex Guidi

interim CEO.

Heeju Kim has been named general

manager for Alphastrut Korea.

Dr. Hans-Hermann Ecke has become

general manager for Egypt for the

Egyptian subsidiary of DEA Deutsche

Erdoel AG.

Bravo Group has brought on Jeffrey

M. Logan to serve as environmental

and regulatory practice lead as part

of the firm’s energy practice.

Jeff Davies, PE, has joined Klein-

felder as a senior program manager

specializing in the oil and gas market.

Venture Global LNG Inc. has hired

Stephen H. Del Regno as senior vice

president LNG marketing to lead

Asia marketing efforts from Tokyo.

Baker Botts has selected Mark Row-

ley, an energy partner, as partner-in-

charge of the London office. He

succeeds Steve Wardlaw.

Helix Energy Solutions Group Inc.

announced Cliff Chamblee’s retire-

ment from his position as executive

vice president and COO. Scotty

Sparks has been promoted to execu-

tive vice president of operations. 

Jones Walker LLP has chosen David

R. Roth and Shahid A. Ghauri to join

the firm’s Houston office as partners

in the real estate practice group and

the business and commercial transac-

tions practice group, respectively.

Wellsite Rental Services LLC

has named Nicole Hover

(left) sales manager for its

Midcontinent region. 

Mike Sangster (left) has

become senior vice presi-

dent, investor relations for

Total to succeed Martin Def-

fontaines, who is now E&P senior vice

president for strategy, business devel-

opment and R&D.

Hill+Knowlton Strategies

has elevated Michael Kehs

(right) to the role of global

energy practice leader. 

SOR Controls Group has

added Arthi Gopalan (left)

as an inside sales engineer to

the Middle East regional

office in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. 

Nicolas de Coignac has taken on the 

role of senior vice president for Val-

lourec Group and president for

North America.

Steve Cullen (left) has

joined the Underwater Cen-

tre in the newly created role

of ROV operations manager. 

Scott Wagner, Brett “Gonzo” Eychner

and Wayne Betts have joined

ROVOP’s management team. 

Tim Lester is joining Hogan Lovells

as a partner to spearhead a corporate

finance practice with a focus on the

energy, natural resources and infra-

structure sectors.

Chevron’s vice chairman and execu-

tive vice president, upstream, George

Kirkland, will retire in June. He will

be succeeded in that position by

James W. (Jay) Johnson.

Høye Høyesen has been tapped as

vice president of the offshore mooring

and loading division for MacGregor.

Barry Smitherman (right)

joined Vinson & Elkins as a

partner in its energy regula-

tory practice.

Tore Sjursen has taken on the posi-

tion of executive vice president for

operational improvement and risk

management at Aker Solutions.

LOC Group has hired John Quarring-

ton as group marine warranty survey-

ing manager and appointed Mark

McGurran as Asia regional hull and

machinery coordinator.

MacArtney has hired Tom Zezou as

system sales manager.

MPG Pipeline Contractors has

selected Mark Denton (left) as

project superintendent.

The board of Paradigm Drilling Serv-

ices welcomed Nicholas Gee and

Mike Hill.
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Trevor Bourne has agreed to become

chairman of the board of Senex

Energy Ltd.

Beach Energy Ltd. appointed Colin

Beckett to its board as a nonexecu-

tive director.

Luciano Galvão Coutinho has been

approved as the president of the

board of directors for Petrobras.

COMPANIES

Alphastrut has expanded its opera-

tions by opening an office in Busan,

South Korea. The company launched

the new office to help build its stand-

ing in the international market and

give it a local presence in a country

with some of the world’s largest off-

shore construction companies.

Polyflow LLC has opened a two-acre

operations yard and office in Dilley,

Texas, in the Eagle Ford Shale. The

yard will provide customers in the

Eagle Ford with local availability of

Polyflow products and support the

company’s regional sales and field

service teams.

JDR has established a new service

facility in Nigeria in partnership with

Royal Niger Emerging Technologies.

Nigeria will be JDR’s first location for

services in the region. 

Iron Mountain Inc. opened its first

dedicated U.S. drill core facility in

the Houston, Texas, area. The facility

has 5,660 cu. m (200,000 cf) of stor-

age, more than 130 sq m (1,400 sq ft)

of viewing labs, 44 m (145 ft) of steel

tables for core sample layout and

inspection, handheld and table

microscopes, and an ultraviolet chro-

matoview unit.
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D
uring the last several years our industry has devel-

oped innovative ways to efficiently drill and com-

plete unconventional wells, from automated drilling

rigs to pad drilling to zipper fracking and more. While

this progress has lowered costs and created many advan-

tages, there is still room to improve. The question

remains—how can we maintain efficiency but also

improve effectiveness?  About 40% of horizontal frack

stages contribute to 80% of the production. This means

we are leaving behind billions of dollars in unproduced

reserves and spending millions of dollars fracking

stages that do not provide a return on investment

(ROI). Every so often it takes a diversion like our cur-

rent downturn to refocus, change

our approach and invest in the

innovation that our industry and

the world economy rely on. 

Historically, many of our industry’s

best ideas are born during the down

periods. This downturn will be no dif-

ferent. We must take advantage of our

resources and time to review the per-

formance of our fields and determine

how we can improve the effectiveness

of our completions.  

While operators wait for commod-

ity prices to improve and for service

companies to bring pricing in line,

horizontal rig count is down significantly and comple-

tions are being deferred. At the same time that activity is

drastically declining, operators are holding on to the

best and brightest personnel, knowing that people are a

huge asset in our still-developing industry. This is the

perfect storm for putting those bright minds to work by

reviewing current fields, better understanding frack

techniques and determining what contributes the high-

est and lowest ROIs. Now is the time to take a hard look

at data that were gathered when things were going and

blowing to glean more information that can be used to

improve production from underperforming fields and

also to optimize all wells going forward. This can

include reprocessing data and creating statistical models

for better prediction, evaluating which wells are prime

refrack opportunities and using new technologies to

develop fields moving from sweet spot to peripheral

locations. Instead of relying on old methods to model,

complete and evaluate frack jobs, operators can use this

time to develop (or work with technology companies to

develop) models and processes that are fit-for-purpose

for unconventional completions. 

The first opportunity that comes to mind is develop-

ing an improved frack model that takes into account the

realities of unconventional shales, one that uses actual

data like microseismic as a constraint. In boom times,

operators were more apt to stick to their completions

plans for efficiency’s sake rather than make changes in

real time that can, at times, completely turn around the

economics of a well. With improved

technologies and a cultural shift

toward optimization, we are slowly

seeing operators take advantage of

the data and information that are

available real-time. 

Finally, we are still using conven-

tional reservoir models to develop

projections for unconventional wells.

The economics of our industry are

built on these models, and newer,

more appropriate solutions are in the

works that use microseismic and

other data to determine permeability

and EUR.

In this activity slowdown, technology companies and

service companies also have the capacity to build into

the wave of the future. If operators and service compa-

nies can partner together to develop, test and iterate on

new technology, our industry will emerge from this

downturn stronger and more profitable than ever. The

real opportunity in front of us is in increasing recover-

able reserves from 5% to more than 10% at similar cost

levels. A move like that would generate significant value

for our companies, investors and communities. Now is

the time to invest in that value and move our focus from

efficiency to effectiveness, something we like to call

Frack 2.0. 
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